BOB FLANAGAN:

In a bizarro, alternative universe kind of way, I sort of resemble
Superman. Look, up in the sky, suspended by his wrists and sporting a huge erection—it's me. Yes, it's me, and most of the time I
feel as though I come from another solar system. And despite my
skinny physique and frail sensitivities, I possess certain powers
and abilities far beyond those of so-called normal human beings.
I was born with a genetic illness that I was supposed to succumb
to at two, then ten, then twenty, and so on, but I didn't. And, in a
never-ending battle not just to survive but to subdue my stubborn
disease, I've learned to fight sickness with sickness.
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F L A N A G A N

S U P E R M A S O C H I S T

INTRODUCTION
For the first volume of our People Series, we selected
Bob Flanagan, a complex and fascinating performance artist, poet and "Super-Masochist." We first
saw Bob in two 1989 performances (both titled
"Nailed"). At the second performance at Southern
Exposure Gallery in San Francisco, after mounting
a scaffold constructed for his personal masturbatory
practices, Bob attached 50 clothespins to his unclad
body in an endurance ritual; slowly, they snapped
off. Then he sewed up his scrotum with a needle
and thread, and nailed what was left of the skin to a
block of wood. What was amazing was: during all
this shocking activity, Bob was standing in front of
an audience naked and unashamed, talking with wit
and intelligence—actually cracking jokes while nailing his scrotum to a board!
In the background, a recording of Bob's poem
"Why" (listing reasons for his sado-masochistic activities) yielded deep resonances and meaning. Far
from being a freak with "weird" sexual practices, Bob
was addressing universal issues about guilt, our relationship to our bodies, and our sexuality. Even
though his sexuality is on the extreme edge of the
bell curve, what was most illuminating was the link
between that sexuality and his growing up with a
genetically-inherited, always-fatal disease: Cystic-Fibrosis. As a child Bob had to experience extremes of
pain, frequent hospitalizations and repeated neardeath encounters.
We had not seen anyone so comfortable with their
nakedness in public, so transparently and honestly
disclosing extreme masturbatory acts in a matter-offact way, completely purged of shame or pretension.
Most people (ourselves included) don't engage in such
extreme sexual experimentation. But Bob brought
to the foreground conflicted and unresolved issues
around Sex andThe Body. Most "enlightened," postDr Ruth, literate people intellectually espouse a
healthy acceptance of their bodies, sexuality, and masturbation. We would actually view someone who has

never masturbated as "repressed" or "sick" and in need
of therapy. Nevertheless, how many of us would not
feel a pang of guilt or shame if someone accidentally
walked in on us while we were masturbating . . .
doing what we espouse as natural?
We are still under the tight, insidious grip of the
past thousands of years of Judeo-Christian brainwashing that runs like an unconscious river through all of
our myths and belief systems, setting the tone for
our unanalyzed narratives. This patriarchal belief system (whose foundation rests upon the inferiority of
the feminine) views the human body and sexuality
as sinful and evil. Life on earth is envisioned as a
purgatory wherein we ascend from the revered
"foetus" stage into longed-for death (and thence to a
sterile, bodiless heaven—or hell, if you actually do
masturbate!). In this construct, death is more revered
than life. Bob Flanagan's performances (and being)
force seldom-expressed conflicts such as these into
discussion. Particularly noteworthy is his attitude of
fully living his life in the present, accepting the body
he was given, and not only accepting all his desires
but owning and living them. Onstage, Bob unabashedly does in public what most people do in private.
Of course, with his fully articulated masochism, his
activities are more extreme than most.
In our book, Modern Primitives (1989), we had
already included Bob Flanagan's long-term partner,
Sheree Rose, but had not yet interviewed Bob. What
sealed our decision to devote an entire book to him
was a viewing of his installation/performance at the
Santa Monica Museum of Art. Not only was the show
extremely moving, but it had an important (and
unexpected) side-effect: while Bob was sitting in a
hospital bed amidst a display of his sexual and medical artworks and videos, countless individuals (most
of whom didn't know Bob) began conversing with
him. The responses varied, but there was a surprising amount of tolerance and an unprecedented level
of intimacy—many strangers became confessional

about their deepest quandaries and fears. It's rare to
see "installation art" in a gallery function to create a
community forum wherein crucial (yet taboo) subjects such as death, cancer, illness and sexuality could
be freely discussed.
Upon meeting Bob, we found him unpretentious,
good-natured and kind-hearted. Bob lives in a stable
home with his long-term partner, photographer
Sheree Rose; their relationship to date has lasted 14
years—longer than most mainstream heterosexual
couples. Aside from the fact that he has to deal with
Cystic-Fibrosis and practices masochism, his daily life

is fairly "normal"—he goes
grocery shopping, attends art
events, sees movies and visits
friends.
Bob does not flaunt a dark,
Svengali-like persona when describing his SM activities (an
adolescent "I'm going to shock
you" affectation of superiority).
What he does is openly disclosed and expressed. He has a
clarity of self and a tap onto
his unconscious, from whence
springs his unique creativity.
Bob seems fully integrated with
his desires and all the parts of
himself—purged of guilty selfjudgment. Most refreshing is
the humor and irony which accompanies his disclosures.
Even a potentially "humiliating" photo of him covered with
pelted food reveals no defensiveness: it's just Bob, his body
and his penis—and he's laughing.
This volume contains many
photos of Bob naked. After
viewing photo after photo of
Bob unabashedly revealing his
genitalia, a strange
deeroticization takes place: the
penis becomes demystified.
After seeing so many views of
Bob's penis tied up, pierced,
weighted down, and just lying
out in the open, the penis becomes mere bodily tissue
whose eroticism is reserved for
Bob himself and Sheree, not
specifically for our gaze. Repetition has functioned to neutralize a charged icon.
In our culture, advertising and mass media usually
present women's bodies as objectified images, while
the phallus is rarely glimpsed—thus it retains the aura
of power and mystery. Even in "pornography" it is
mainly the female genitalia which are permitted to
be on display (gay pornography excepted, but gay
pornography is not dominant in our homophobic
society). And in TV movies and advertisements which
are becoming increasingly sexualized and fetishized,
one now can see naked women's bodies and breasts—
yet the penis remains off-limits. That which is veiled

or put in the shadows builds up power—just as parts
of the psyche which are buried and repressed become
that much more forceful. Bob un-conceals not only
his body but his desires, thus defusing power which
is based on mystery and shrouding-in-darkness. As
Bob throws light upon his desires and body, he produces a very liberating feeling in the beholder: we
see shame transformed through creative disclosure
into art.
Unlike most persons in our society, Bob Flanagan
has a unique and emancipating connection to the
eroticism of his personal childhood experiences. With
a rare clarity of analysis, he has unraveled the complex origins of his extreme forms of masochism.
Everyone's eroticism, all of our desires and repulsions
(what we like and don't like), and all of our erotic
preferences stem from unique experiences in childhood and adolescence. Our family situations, enjoyable and traumatic experiences, smells, certain foods,
etc, all mingle to form synaesthetic memories which,
upon recall, stimulate an erotic bodily response.
However, most people keep their formative sexual
experiences unconscious and un-analyzed. Bob has
reclaimed his fascinating sexual past, and brought a
full scrutiny of consciousness to bear upon it.
Since each person's eroticism is unique unto themselves, this book is not promoting an SM lifestyle,
masochism, or any form of sexuality that is not personalized. This book is calling for tolerance and deep
analysis of one's very personal desires and sexuality.
This book is also about: being able to suspend judgment (which usually derives from un-analyzed, societally-imposed prejudices) long enough to truly perceive the depth of someone like Bob. Hopefully, we
will enter an Age of Liberation where humans will
actually possess the maturity to look deeply into their
own desires. In an evolved culture, individuals will
actually feel free to talk openly about sex, death and
illness without puerile derision and hypocrisy pushing such vital issues into the dark shadows . . . and,
hopefully, have the clarity to express their desires
under the explicit rule of consensuality with other
consenting adult humans.
The SM community which Bob describes is adamant about the rule of consensuality. Its practitioners
only interact with conscious, willing ADULT partners—people who ultimately derive pleasure from
their various activities. Bob Flanagan strongly emphasizes this, noting that rapists, serial killers, and
child molesters don't want to become involved in the
SM community because they aren't interested in consensual activities. Criminals derive pleasure at the expense of another person: depriving another person of
their power and will. (Of course, the history of het-

erosexual activity is based upon the foundation of
sexism, where the woman has no power. Basic heterosexuality provides many ever-present examples of
non-consensual SM—without the benefit of being
named as such!). Bob points out the hypocrisy of
people who feign being shocked at SM play, while in
real life acting despicably and sadistically with nonconsensual power-plays toward others.
Widespread abuse of power, on every level, is one
of the most shocking and salient characteristics of
this society. In fact, one could reasonably argue that
our society is literally based upon power inequities
such as child abuse—perhaps the most flagrant and
despicable use of non-consensual power. The American Medical Association admits that 1/3 of all children have been sexually molested as children, and
what is admitted is but a fraction of what actually
goes on. If physical beating, neglect and abandonment are factored in, the statistics climb even higher.
Adding to that the relative poverty levels of children,
the plight of homeless children, dwindling funds for
child education—and you have a social foundation
that is shockingly brutal. This underlying culture of
child abuse replicates itself; abuse becomes a cycle—
the abused grow up to be abusers. This is reflected
by the flagrant misuse of power in our institutions,
such as by police toward the more powerless, by politicians, by the rich, by corporate entities to the consumer, by powerful nations toward those less powerful, by whites against people of color, by men towards women and children, humans towards animals
and the Earth. . . a daisy chain of abuse perpetrated
by those with power against those without.
Bob and Sheree propose that their rituallyeroticized SM power-playing channels aggressive,
potentially destructive desires into safe (and for them,
pleasurable) outlets, in the privacy of their own bedroom with their full will and consent as adults.
Throughout the ages, theater and the arts have functioned to channel humanity's darker impulses into
safe creative expressions, and to expose social problems. An oft-cited example is the Balinese, a very
peaceful people who stage violent, trance-like theatrical rituals involving all members of the community. Outlets such as these more consciously release
aggressive or sexual impulses (this is infinitely preferable to the alternative: pretending these urges don't
exist). And this is exactly what Bob is doing when he
transforms his personal life into performance art and
thus communicates his unique views and experiences
to a wider community. Art has always functioned in
the service of liberation and revelation—to grant a
glimpse into the human character on all levels, including the dark side. At best, art can help involve us

in a community catharsis, and just because we appreciate Shakespeare's Macbeth does not mean we will
then go out and commit murder. Similarly, a wellmade horror film can exorcise our fears rather than
incite us to commit mayhem; and a rap song can
transform anger and outrage into poetry and political insight.
Not only does Bob deal with his sexuality, but everpresent in his equation is: nearness of death. Our language has always associated sex with death: the phrase
"petit mort" (little death) for orgasm is just one example. Motivated by uncertain health, Bob is enjoying his life fully and is truly in his body—rare even
for healthy people. Most people do whatever they
can to not experience the full intensity of feelings
and emotions: from overworking at mindless jobs,
to not delving into personal creativity and desires. A
common mid-life crisis occurs when people (finally
comprehending their mortality) realize they were only
doing what their parents or society told them to do:
sacrificing their inner urges and negating their opportunities for a fully-dimensional and creatively satisfying life.
To be able to talk honestly with somebody about
death is a rare experience. Since Bob has survived
Cystic-Fibrosis far longer than he expected, he has
had to face sooner then most what we will all experience: death. All too often people employ defense
mechanisms of denial, or turn to pseudo-religions,
metaphysical systems, or cults in an attempt to escape the inevitable. Bob does not try to evade death
by championing a pseudo-religious escape hatch; he
does not reify his desires to avoid responsibility for
who he is.
It is ironic that as we are genociding indigenous
peoples all over the planet, a number of mostly white
Americans are romanticizing and aping certain rituals torn out of other cultural contexts. One must be
conscious of the naivete of aping other cultures defined as "primitive"—this merely replicates the imperialism and colonization that white western cultures have always indulged in. It is pretentious and
arrogant to think that if a Westerner does a Kavandi
dance (a Hindu ritual with thin spears pierced into
one's body), he is participating in an "authentic" ritual
. . . that this has anything to do with the actual community of Indian fakirs who originated the ritual, or
that it will somehow illuminate consciousness in some
mystical way. When a Lakota Sioux does a sun dance,
this act is an integral part of a bonding with other
members of a community, but for a white American
male to do this is quite different. This is not to say
that the smorgasbord of human ritual, past and
present, can't be our palette for a theater of the fu-

ture. However, to claim that the re-enactment of some
"authentic" ritual will lead to "enlightenment" is inexcusable. In his interviews, Bob Flanagan addresses
issues such as these, and his clarity of insight is refreshing—he links what he does to his American
childhood and films such as Jerry Lewis's Cinderfella
and Porky Pig! He does not "metaphysicize" his experiences; his is a stark clear existential acceptance of
his desires, his body and his impending death.
Bob was born with a disease that set him apart. As
a child he was frequently sick and isolated; he had
stomach and intestinal problems, so the other kids
made fun of him. He had a masochistic sexuality,
and all these factors set him apart from his peers. In
the process of having to deal with his "difference" he
had a choice: to accept himself for who he is, or let
others define him. Since death was so close by, he
chose to accept himself. Bob speculates that ironically, perhaps because of his SM practices, he is one
of the oldest survivors of the disease. His masochism
kept him physically active, it developed his will, and
was an area he could control—whereas his disease
was beyond his control. (Perhaps his SM activities
gave him kundalini-like energy which regularly recharged his body to fight the disease—who knows?
Certainly, the doctors don't.)
Not long ago the cover of the NY Times Magazine
featured a controversial photo of the model/artist
Matuschka displaying her mastectomy—scar tissue
had replaced one of her breasts. Despite the obvious
disfigurement, she looked beautiful, defiant and alive.
How many of us can look into the mirror with total
self-acceptance—with love, and without judgment?
One of the problems in our society, particularly with
women, gays, drag queens and racial minorities, has
been a constant "putting away" of the parts of the
self that society does not deem acceptable. In this
regard, Bob's unashamed display of his body with an
IV-catheter in his lungs and his penis in bondage
underscores the necessity for a widespread societal
transformation of shame into disclosure.
As Bob and his partner Sheree disclose their life,
their moral and political beliefs become illuminated.
The outlet for their deep concerns for a better world
is their fully committed lifestyle. For them, their relationship is the embodiment of the truism the personal is political. Bob's integration of his home life,
artistic process, and sexuality is an example giving us
a glimpse of a more tolerant, more responsible and
more conscious society where creativity is no longer
fettered by censorship, sexist repression, and denial
of one's past.
—Andrea Juno & V. Vale
September 6, 1993

• VALE: Can you start from the beginning, and tell us
about your life, your philosophy, your ideas and your experiences. Your cystic fibrosis affected everything in your

life . . .
• BOB FLANAGAN: I'm the oldest in my family. I was
born in New York City in 1952, and as an infant was
always sick with something. I was always crying, had stomach-aches, and was in and out of the hospital with different symptoms. Back then no one knew what the problem
really was. The doctors accused my parents of mistreating
me, they said I had colic, they said my parents were worrying too much . . . but they knew I was sick.
Two years later my brother, Tim, was born, and he was
healthy. But a few years after that my sister, Patricia, was
born, and she was even sicker than I was. Again, the doctors said my parents didn't know what they were talking
about: she had a cold, she had colic, she had pneumonia—anything but the right diagnosis. My parents were
young and panicky and didn't have any money—
• V: You grew up in an Irish family?
• BF: Yes; my mother grew up in a family of ten kids.
Anyway, finally my parents talked to a doctor on the phone
who recognized my sister's symptoms—that she was dying—and he paid for the cab ride to the hospital, diagnosed her with cystic fibrosis and got her through the
worst of it. Then he diagnosed me as having cystic fibrosis, which in 1952 was still relatively unknown. Previously, people had just died and the cause had been attributed to pneumonia or something else. Most "cystics" rarely

lived past infancy anyway, and there were no tests for it—
even today, only the larger hospitals test for it. And back
then the tests were more complicated; today it's a simple
sweat test.
This doctor suggested that because of the air and the
extreme weather, we leave New York and move to California or Arizona. My parents flipped a coin and we moved
to L.A.—
• ANDREA JUNO: —wrong choice!
• BF: We moved to the San Gabriel Valley which as far
as air quality goes is even worse than L.A.; it's more inland. Then we moved to Orange county, which at the
time wasn't too bad.
• AJ: Were your parents attentive to you?
• BF: Yes. They always had money problems, because at
the time there was no MediCal or insurance to pay for
this—they had to pay for it all by themselves. They had
me, my sister, my two brothers (who were both healthy),
and another baby sister who died in infancy (probably of
CF; she was never tested). My sister who survived died at
the age of 21 in 1979. She did a lot in her life, but still
had a really hard time.
It's been a real effort for all of us. Since the age of 18
I've worked at a summer camp for kids with cystic fibrosis as a director, assistant director and all round camp fool.
I've done that for 21 years now, so I've seen a lot of kids
die. In the beginning I used to sing camp songs at their
funerals but it started to become expected of me, by parents and funeral directors—it started to feel like a sick

night-club act, so I had to stop. I remember one funeral
director asking me, "Oh, do you do this for a living? Because we could really use your services." I said, "No, I
don't do this—ever again!"
• AJ: What's the treatment for CF?
• BF: I see a physical therapist who pounds on my back
and chest for an hour, upside-down and sideways, to dislodge all the mucus—
• V: Exactly what is cystic fibrosis?
• BF: Basically, the body produces too much mucus.
Mucus is normal for most people; usually it's pretty thin
and functions to keep the airways lubricated in the lungs.
With cystic fibrosis there's a defective gene which causes
the body to produce far too much mucus, and this mucus
is thick and sticky—it looks like a dark- (or light-) green
pudding. It just sits there in your lungs until you cough it
up or have somebody pound it out of you. There are drugs
you can take to dilute the secretions and expand the airways. This mucus gets into the tiniest parts of the lungs
where it never leaves, and furnishes a great breeding
ground for bacteria, viruses, pneumonia, etc. That's why
I'm always in the hospital, because I always have bacteria
growing there; the mucus provides a really fertile area.
After years of this you get a lot of scar tissue building up

from all the infections.
• AJ: When you grew up, did your mom pound you?
• BF: They didn't have to do that much when I was growing up; I was pretty lucky Then, when I was ten years old
I went into the hospital for a month and almost died.
After that, I had more stomach problems, because the
other part of cystic fibrosis is: the pancreas gets all screwed
up and doesn't produce enough enzymes to properly digest food. Because of this, I've always had to eat a lot, but
I stay thin.
When I was a kid I was in a lot of pain from stomachaches. But because I didn't get a lot of the major infections that my sister got, my lungs didn't deteriorate as
quickly as hers. Her lungs got scarred early; this caused
difficulty in breathing and strained her heart. But I didn't
have those problems . . . although I'm having more problems now as I get older.
• AJ: You've found a link between the medical world and
the SM world—
• BF: —except the SM world is more fun, and you can
choose it. I was forced to be in the medical world, so I
turned that into something I could have control over instead of something that was controlling me.
• V: Didn't you last longer than most CF sufferers?

Bob's (second r o w from the top, far left) First Communion, St. Francis Church, Azusa, CA, 1962

• BF: Yeah, I'm one of
the oldest. There's a few
people in their early '60s
who are still alive.
• V: Were there any early
harbingers of your later
SM life?
• BF: My mother said
that when I was a baby
and really sick in the hospital, they had to stick
needles in my chest to
draw fluid out. I was always thrashing around
and fighting (I was in
pain), so the doctors tied
Age 10
my hands and feet to the
bed so I wouldn't hurt
myself. And that's still one
of my favorite positions to be in: flat on the bed, tied up.
Because of my early, really horrible stomach-aches, I
would rub against the sheets and the pillows to soothe
my stomach and this became more and more erotic—I
started to masturbate that way; slowly it all blended together. One way of taking control of the stomach-ache
was to turn it into an orgasm.
For one whole year I didn't go to school; I had a home
teacher and was mostly in bed. I had a lot of time to
fantasize, to watch TV, and to become increasingly aware
of my body in one sense or another. On top of that, I had
a cousin two years older than I and we started playing
what he called the "Slave/Master" game. This was right
after we moved to California, in the first house we lived
in in El Sereno. It's such a strong memory that I've driven
back to that house just to look at it and recall what we
did. He was nine, his sister was my age (seven), and my
brother Tim was five, so we were all pretty young to be
playing this erotic "slave/master" game. I label it "erotic"
now, but I don't know what we called it then; we just
knew it felt good.
I remember being locked in a tool shed with cobwebs
and spiders (I still get turned on by dark confined spaces
and the smell of wood). At some point he pretended to
whip us with a belt as we
swung back and forth on
A g e 12
a swing set. It wasn't hard
enough to hurt, but I remember wanting it to be
harder and wanting it to
hurt. At the end of the
day when it got dark, he
passed, out these paper
tickets and said, "Be sure
to bring these back with
you tomorrow or else you
will be punished." The
first thing I did when I
got inside was rip them

up and toss them away—I was thrilled at the thought of
being punished! I have no idea where this thrill came from;
I didn't see it in movies or magazines (I was too young).
We didn't play these games very often—only every few
months or so—but every time we played, it got more
intense. As we got older and reached puberty the games
involved more nudity and touchy-feely stuff, although
that's as far as it went—we got caught. One day my cousin
and I were blabbing away about how much fun we were
having, and of course my mother overheard us.
• AJ: What did your mother do?
• BF: She threatened to put us in a home if we ever did
that again. It was one of the things she said to scare us,
but it didn't stop us. We continued to play from time to
time as we got older, and the game got sexier. That was
the first "high" I got from SM and I've always tried to
pursue that in one form or another all the way into my
adult life. During high school, while the rest of the family was watching TV, I'd be in the bathroom whipping
myself with the ping-pong paddle or suspending myself
by the wrists in the garage. When Friday night came and
I didn't have school the next day, I'd be doing all kinds of
bizarre things to myself all night long.
• AJ: What was your first conscious SM act?
• BF: At the age of seven, in the first house we lived in, I
got naked (which was a bizarre thing for a kid to do)
and—I don't know what possessed me, but I wanted this
feeling of being mummified, so I laid a blanket on the
floor, held on to one end of the blanket and rolled myself
up tighter and tighter until I was rolled up ("mummified") inside this blanket. I really liked the feeling of not
being able to move my arms or legs or anything—that
was so exciting. I stayed like that for awhile and finally I
couldn't breathe, so I unrolled myself.
Afterwards, I was always doing weird things like that
around the house. In high school I got my first drum kit
and learned how to play. It came with this giant canvas
bag for the bass drum, and one of the things I liked to do
was roll myself up into a ball and zip myself in. I just
barely fit; I'd be in this bondage position where I couldn't
breathe very well and I'd remain there until all the oxygen
ran out. T h e n I'd unzip the bag, panicky and
hyperventilating, and get outta there.
As kids, whenever we said something nasty my mother
would say, "I'm gonna wash your mouth out with soap!"
Again, this was just an idle threat, and she never made
good on it, but it got me thinking and fantasizing and
finally I had to see what it was like. So I went into the
bathroom, soaped up a washrag and washed my mouth
out with soap and got real turned on by it. It still turns
me on to think about it!
• V: Did any of your ideas come from movies? In
Cleopatra there's a scene where a huge carpet is unrolled,
revealing her inside it—
• BF: Lots of movies provided inspiration, but I think
the bondage goes back to being tied up as an infant—it
could be something as simple as that. I'm sure that while
I was tied up as an infant in the hospital my parents felt

really sorry for me and were overly (or justifiably) concerned, trying to comfort me as much as possible. While
horrible things were happening to me, I was getting extra
love and attention, so the two contradictory feelings probably fused together . . . the horrible things happening to
me were made into something better; a sweetness was
overlaid. When I'm the most turned on by SM, there's a
sweet sensation felt—a candy-kind of feeling, no matter
how brutal it might look.
There are lots of layers . . . one layer after another. I
didn't go to Catholic school but I went to catechism until
junior high school—I got to experience Catholic guilt
and confession, the Stations of the Cross, and the saintliness of suffering. I think I related my suffering and illness
to the suffering of Jesus on the cross—the idea that suffering in some way was kind of holy. As I got older and
still believed in god, I felt guilty when I actually started
tying myself up in positions that looked like the cross
. . . but I purged that in the '70s when Jesus Christ, Superstar came out. My parents bought the album for us as
a pre-Christmas present, and while they were out Christmas shopping, I took a belt (I didn't have whips in those
days), and put the record on (specifically the "Trial Before Pilot" track, which includes the full 39 lashes, complete with dramatic counting and sound effects), and there
I was naked in the living room giving myself the full 39
lashes along with the record—feeling somewhat guilty and
stupid . . . but if it was good enough for Jesus, it was
good enough for me!
• AJ: You're more Nietzschean: negating Christianity
while making a positive affirmation—
• BF: I can't get past the fact that the things I do are on
some level enjoyable. One good thing about my parents:
there wasn't much criticism about our lifestyles or what
we wanted to do with our lives, so I didn't come to SM
with the baggage of "This is a horrible thing to be doing." We have a weird family: I'm into SM, my brother
two years younger is an actor and gay, and I don't know
what my sister would have become but she was artistic
and made things and did puppet shows and was very creative. My youngest brother is a fundamentalist Baptist
who works with kids and preaches sermons on Sunday—
he's the white sheep of the family!
• V: What did your father do for a living?
• BF: He did a lot of things. Most of the time he worked
two or three jobs at once just to keep ahead of the bills.
He worked at Winchell's donuts, he worked at an orange
juice factory, but mainly he worked with computers—he
was into computers in the '50s. Now he's a systems analyst. Both my parents are alive and healthy; my mom does
medical transcribing. She's worked with computers and
has been a waitress—she did any kind of job she could.
• AJ: Does she know about what you do?
• BF: She's starting to get the idea. My parents have been
very supportive of all our careers; they paid for art lessons
and drama lessons and loved the fact that we were into
the arts. I think there's art in our genes; my grandfather
was a frustrated artist, and several uncles were, too. My

dad started out to be an
actor; he was on the Ted
Mack Amateur H o u r
(that's like Star Search) but
when he started a family
that ended.
All my work before I
wrote Fuck Journal was
about my illness and family; it was clean. Because
it was poetry, it was hard
for my parents to understand, but they liked the
fact that people were getting to know who I was.
After I started my autobiography, the Book ofMedi- Age 12
cine, I didn't show them
anything anymore—I
thought, "This is too explicit. They won't get it; they'll
be afraid for me and feel bad about how they raised us."
When I did a performance at the RE/Search Modern Primitives series of events at Southern Exposure Gallery [San
Francisco, 1989] I did it under the pseudonym of "Bob
F" because I had a comedy career and didn't know how
far I was going to go with SM work, and how open that
would become . . . but it all just exploded after that.
My parents and I started having little talks. Now they
know that my work is sexual, that it has something to do
with fantasies, and they're getting more comfortable with
that. As a matter of fact, last year I saw Annie Sprinkle's
performance at Highways [performance art space] in Santa
Monica, which HBO was filming that night. Annie did
her usual bit with the speculum and invited the audience
to come up and look inside to see her cervix, and like a
lemming I went along with the crowd. Well, months later
my brother the Baptist is flipping the channels on TV
and naturally he stops at HBO and the Annie Sprinkle
show: "Hey Mom!" he yells. "I think I just saw Butch on
TV looking up some lady's legs on this sex show." (Butch—
that's what they call me; I was given that name by my
uncle who's a dwarf—well, he was a dwarf; he died. My
dad's sister married a dwarf; he came to the hospital when
I was born and snarled
[nasal voice], "His name
is Butch!" Nobody wanted Age 14
to argue with him, so
that's what they called me,
to this day.) Anyway,
HBO actually showed this
Annie Sprinkle show on
TV. I was sitting in the
front row with my nose
ring on and I got up and
took the flashlight and
peered at her cervix—that
was shown on the air!
• V: Can you go back and

trace more of your early evolution—
• BF: It all just steadily grew. I played more mummification games with the blanket, and played more games with
my cousins. It started to go in the direction of fraternity
games where you have to run a gauntlet and go under
each other's legs and get spanked. At the time I never
gave any of this much thought; I knew that it was nasty
hut fun. I also knew it was weird, and since I didn't want
to get caught and get into trouble, I didn't tell anyone
about it. I never felt guilty until well into my '20s when I
told someone about it and it developed into a bad experience. I was with this woman and she said she wanted to
try all these things and she did—then she felt really guilty
about it, and that guilt transferred onto me. That relationship only lasted for about a week. I stopped the guilt
by talking about it; I told my best friend and he just
thought it was funny and great and crazy that I was doing
these odd things, because I'd exhibited a completely different persona to the world. My friend's acceptance made
me think, "Okay, this is right. This is a good thing."
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Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation scheduled Saturday and
Sunday.
According to chapter president Mrs. John P. Kaiser of
Anaheim, thousands of young
volunteer canvassers from Los
Angeles, Ventura and Orange
county will join in the two-day
campaign to raise money to
combat the hereditary lung disease.
Contributions will be used to
help support a network of 38
regional centers throughout the
U.S. and to help finance a basic
r e s e a r c h program into the
cause and control of the disease
which parents can pass on to
their children.
Climax of the 1967 campaign
is expected to be an "Op-Hop"
featuring many popular recording stars at the Hollywood Palladium on Sunday evening.
Those wishing to contribute to
the campaign by mail should
send their contributions to the
North Orange County Chapter.
NCFRF. PO Box 3204, Anaheim.

I didn't blab about any of this too much, but I always
looked for that intimate moment (whether it was a female I was dating, or whoever) when I could talk about
what I was doing. When I started meeting poets like Dennis Cooper who were so openly and brazenly writing about
what they were doing . . . once they found out I was this
freak, then they became much closer to me, and that was
good for me.
• AJ: The act of disclosure is so liberating; society wants
you to keep everything inside where it festers, and then
you're more controllable through your guilt—
• BF: Actually, with most of the girls I dated since high
school, it would get to the point where I'd say, "I'm into
this; I've been doing this," and often they wanted to try it
or play around with it.
• AJ: You've broken through to the other side of guilt—
• BF: To me, it's just: "This is the person I am. I'm not
afraid of any aspect of what I am. I'm just exploring and I
want to explore all of it and feel all of it." It seems so silly
to feel guilty about any of it or think that it's wrong, because that would mean condemning everything that I
am—all the feelings I have.
• AJ: Perhaps because you've explored your deepest feelings and desires, you've managed to stay alive so long—
• BF: I think that has a lot to do with my longevity.
Disclosure purges a lot, and these activities kept me a lot
more physically active than I probably would have been.
• AJ: Maybe your activities summoned up something akin
to kundalini energy, and brought about a sexual recharging of being—
• BF: While in high school, on Friday nights, late at night
I would open the window when it was cold and lie naked
on the floor and let the cold air blow across me. For whatever reason I'd take white glue and smear it all over my
body and let it dry; in the morning I'd have to peel it off.
I did anything to cause a weird body sensation, usually
around the genital area.
When I started tying myself up with belts, I'd read about
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Phone Hookup
Makes Invalid
Boy Live Wire
By ALLAN GAUL
Tribune Staff Writer
Voices crackled through the small box on the wall of
the Glendora home.
"Goodnight, Bobby," came calls from several dozen
children.
"Goodnight, everyone," a handsome 12-year-old boy
answered from the confines of his bedroom.
Another school day had ended for Bobby Flanagan. It is
due to that little box on the wall, that he is still a member
of the sixth grade class at Drendel School.
Bobby, a bright, intelligent boy with a cheery smile,
is too ill to attend classes. He fried for a long time,
but his illness forced him to leave school.
Where other children come down with colds, Bobby's
illnesses quickly become pneumonia.
On the surface, Bobby looks a picture of health. An
oxygen tank beside his bed and rigging for an oxygen tent
are a constant reminder that this is not so.
According to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Flanagan, 19040 Rimview Dr., Glendora, Bobby has a lifelong
history of illness.
"He was in the hospital more than half of the time
prior to his second birthday," his father said. "Since
then he has missed a lot of school because of bad spells."
The family used private tutors for several years, but
Bobby started to lose interest last month when it became
evident he would not be able to return to school for some
time.
That's when Earl Edelbroek, business assistant for the
Azusa Unified School District, stepped in and made a major
difference in Bobby's life.
Two weeks ago a special direct, telephone line was hooked
up linking the Flanagan home with the school, which is a
part of the Azusa Unified District.
Every word spoken in the class is audible in the Flanagan home. When Bobby wants to talk, he pushes a button
and recites his lesson, which is then heard by everyone in
the class.
The proudest moment of Bob's young life came the
other day when he read a book report he had done on the
life'of Jules Verne.
As he finished, the entire class stood and applauded.
Although he missed three months of school this year,
the direct telephone line has enabled him to catch up on
his schoolwork.
He has confided to his parents that the telephone hookup
has renewed his interest in school, and in his favorite
subjects, mathematics and science.
Bobby has a vivid imagination, as reflected by "mon-
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VITAL LINK-Bobby Flanagan, 12, bottom photo, keeps up
with hit schoolwork at Azusa Unified School District's Drendel School through direct telephone hookup from bedside to

his sixth grade classroom and teacher, Mrs. Neilen Zimmerman, top photo. A rare illness keeps the lad from attending
classes, but this link keeps him up with his classmates.

ster" models he has constructed which rest atop several
dressers.
For kicks, he has decided to become a motion picture
writer-prcducer-director-makeup man.
Using his own motion picture camera, he stages movies
(monster type, naturally). He applies makeup to friends
and then they act out the parts to his direction.
Next step in his mind is to show the pictures for profit.
'"We have a garage where we'll show them," he said
happily.
"We'll charge 10 cents for admission. If all goes according to plan, we'll make $3 on popcorn, $2 on candy
and another couple of dollars on admissions."
Despite his illness, Bobby is active and has a deej>seated
pride in being self-sufficient.
He is a Tribune carrier boy and boasts that in the year
he has had his route he has cnly had "one complaint."
Mom, dad, brother Tim, 11, and brother John, 5, help
him on his route.

The Flanagan family is a close-knit group, but it has
to be.
In adciticn to Bobby's illness, the family is faced with
the fact that the couple's fourth child, Patricia, 6, has the
same illness as Bobby.
A fifth child died at the age of 6 months.
Now the Flanagans are faced with another hardship.
The home in which they are living is doomed. It must
go to make way for the Foothill Freeway.
They have until the last of June to move. They have
hopes of finding a home close to a junior high school so that
the same telephone arrangement can be rigged for Bobby.
If the junior high school officials want recommendations
about the program, they just have to consult with Drendel
School Principal Jack Swords.
"Bobby's participation has lifted the morale of the whole
class." he said.
Bobby is best described by his proud father.
"He can't do many of the things which other kids do . . .
So those things he can do, he does with all his heart and soul."
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a father who was arrested for abusing his kids—articles
like that always turned me on. My parents didn't abuse
us, but hearing about what happened to other kids always
got me excited, especially when things got creative or bizarre. I read one article where the father took the kids and
hung them up by their wrists in the garage for four hours
at a time as punishment. I started doing the same thing.
This was in 1970 when the Beatles' "Let It Be" came out;
I had a '60s bedroom with black light posters on the walls
and a weird lamp hanging from a hook in the ceiling. In
the middle of the night I would take this lamp down and
suspend myself by the wrists with a belt and swing back
and forth. Before that, I would go inside closets and hang
from the doorways, but after awhile none of the closet
doors would close and nobody could understand why:

"This door doesn't close anymore!" While my parents were
shopping or at work, I'd be hanging from the doorway
jacking off on the doorknob or something.
I got a little more sophisticated and started hanging
from the hook in the ceiling until the hook broke, and I
scared the hell out of myself falling to the floor. The one
thing about suspending myself: I couldn't do it for very
long, yet these kids were tied up for hours—I couldn't do
it for more than a minute or so.
• AJ: Why can't you hang by your wrists for more than a
minute?
• BF: It hurts too much. If you're doing this to yourself,
it's too easy to jump off and get down, so you need a little
more "persuasion": somebody else who's in control. Your
arms feel like they're being ripped out of their sockets,

plus your wrists start getting cut (at the time I didn't have
bondage cuffs; I wasn't that sophisticated). I was doing all
this years before there were clubs and equipment specifically designed for this kind of activity. When I found out,
I couldn't believe it: every bizarre thing I was doing (involving urine, etc) other people were doing too; and you
could buy things for each activity.
• AJ: How old were you?
• BF: A sophomore in high school; 15 or 16. It took
puberty to hit before everything started to coalesce into
really wild acts, like getting naked as often as possible and
sneaking into the backyard in the moonlight while everybody was sleeping inside the house. The thrill involved
fear of getting caught: at any moment my parents could
look out their bedroom window and see me. I'd leave my
clothes on the back porch and then just creep around the
yard. I took a shit behind one of the bushes and that was
a real thrill; I lay down on the grass and squirmed while
the dog was all over me; I was whispering: "Go away! Go
away!" The dog had no idea what I was doing there. I
would be looking around nervously to see if anybody
would catch me while I masturbated; then in a frenzy it
would all be over and I'd think, "What the hell am I do-

Early experiments in virtual reality.
Obviously way ahead of my time. Los Angeles, 1983

ing here?" almost like I were coming out of a trance, then
I'd sneak back into the house as quietly as possible.
I was so amazed that I was never caught. Once I was
hanging from a hook in a weird bondage position and
my parents woke up at 3 in the morning and walked past
my room to the kitchen (at the time I didn't have a lock
on the door; eventually I got one). I thought they might
just walk in, and I'd have no explanation for the fact that
I'm all tied up. I had a sofa bed which I could unfold and
tie myself up to in different bizarre ways with ropes. I got
pretty inventive; it's easier to tie yourself up than get yourself out of things. Sometimes I'd be really stuck, especially after I grew up; as an adult I got myself into some
pretty funny situations.
I remember in history class being really turned on by
the thought of the California Indians going into their
sweatlodges; the men would heat rocks and go into them
for hours (or days) and just sweat. That idea stuck in my
head.
Speaking of school, I remember getting excited about
SM during summer school around the fifth grade. The
class staged a little play about Pocahontas and I played
Captain John Smith—the Indians tied him up and were
going to cut his head off. The chopping block was a chair,
and the kids tied me down and put my head on the chair
and I got so excited (I don't know if I had a hard-on or
not) but there was this moment of intense excitement at
the thought of being controlled by somebody else—this
memory never left me.
I tried to do some fasting during high school. I'd bring
the lunch my mother made for me and put it in the locker
and try to force myself not to eat until I went home. Sometimes it worked and sometimes it didn't. Also, out of the
blue I would go to the refrigerator and force myself to eat
foods that I absolutely hated. I hated mayonnaise, so I
would take a spoonful and force myself to eat it and retch;
I was into force-feeding in high school! I'd make myself
eat a raw egg; I don't know where I came up with that
idea, but now people do that as part of an SM scene.
• AJ: Was the idea to reach an altered state of consciousness . . . jar the body out of its complacency?
• BF: Yes. I saw The Pit and the Pendulum and was inspired to make a pendulum out of an old saw tied to a
string; again, this was while everyone was watching TV
in the living room. I was in the bathroom lying in the tub
with the saw above me suspended from the shower rod.
The saw was old and rusty; I thought to myself, "This
isn't really going to cut you open," so I taped sewing
needles along the edge. I was lying there—one hand was
lowering the saw while the other was making it swing
back and forth—and my stomach got all scratched up.
I got into other blood rituals involving piercing, although I didn't know it was "piercing" at the time. I had
been whipping myself with a belt for a long time before I
realized that wasn't enough, so I turned the belt around so
the buckle would hit me. Then I attached a needle so that
a little pinpoint protruded, and started whipping myself
with that. I started really going at it, and then opened my

eyes and the tiles were all splattered with blood! That was
kind of scary—only because I thought somebody might
catch me: "Ohmigod, I gotta clean this up!"
Once I was in the bathroom spanking myself with a
ping-pong paddle and there came a knock on the door:
my brother said, "Our cat's dead!" I said [nervously],
"Uh—what do you mean?" "This neighbor kid just found
him." Here I am naked, with a ping-pong paddle: "Oh—
I'll be right out!" My parents weren't home, so I had to
get dressed and deal with this dead cat . . .
• V: What were you thinking?
• BF: If things go wrong, you think, "Oh, this is telling
me I shouldn't be doing these things." I had my first girlfriend right out of high school; we moved in together. I
was 19 and she was 18. At least twice we threw away all
the equipment we'd collected, because if we had a fight
I'd say, "Okay, we'll give this up and maybe we'll get along
better." But that was stupid.
• V: You didn't have relationships with girls before then?
• BF: Just my cousin. She was submissive, playing the
slave role to her older brother, and was definitely important when we started touchy-feely look-at-each-other-naked games—she was the only girl, so that was important.
In high school I was such a nerd that I just had normal
dates, until I met a girl who liked me because she thought
I was a drug addict (she was pretty wild herself). She was
the first girl I "told all" to, and we lived together for a
couple years.
• AJ: A lot of creative, thinking people are social
outcasts—
• BF: Right. I think I managed to stay relatively "balanced" because the other side of me was so nerdy. I was a
good student, never did anything wrong in school and
didn't give my parents any trouble (except by being sick a
lot). I was the oldest, so I was "in charge of the house." I
did a lot of the cleaning, I cooked dinner, and took care
of the rest of the kids. My parents could depend on me
from a really early age, because they both worked at two
jobs. So while I was doing all these weird things, I was
also the one in charge.
In other respects I was completely normal. My brother
who was two years younger was the one who experimented
with drugs, was gay and came out—he was much more
out there doing things than I ever was. I was a sick little
kid. In the fifth grade I had a teacher who was really into
biographies of famous Americans: legends of Ben Franklin,
Jeb Stuart, Thomas Edison, etc. It turns out that it was all
a bunch of lies, but I read about these "heroes" and started
to identify with them and felt I had this "grander" purpose in life. Also, for a while I was into science fiction
and read Jules Verne. In high school Bob Dylan and Van
Gogh were my big influences—I wanted to be a painter
then.
Actually, art provided a centering for me. When I was
sick I was alone a lot, so early on my parents gave me
coloring books and tracing paper—it was always understood that I was going to become an artist. While watching TV I'd be sketching portraits of people like Bobby

Los Angeles, 1 9 8 2
Sheree had gone to a dance class with Amy, and before she
left she blindfolded me and tied me to the post in the back
room. It w a s awful and wonderful to wait for her like this. It
was difficult to stand in one position for so long (two hours).
And the straps w e r e tight around my feet, stomach, chest, and
neck. The handcuffs dug into my wrists, which were behind my
back. I did whatever I could to pass the time. I counted. I
listened to my breathing, I rocked back and forth—what little I
could rock. I wiggled my dick until I became hard and it
started to hurt because of the cock cage in which it w a s
encased. Finally, I just started moaning and whimpering,
listening to the sound of my voice and waiting for Sheree to
leave her message on the tape machine. Finally it came. I
heard the beep and then her voice: " H i , Bob. It's your mistress
talking to you. I k n o w you must think it's been a long time by
now. I w a n t you to know that I'm fine. No accidents. And Amy
and I had a very nice time together. And I'm on my w a y home.
And I expect to find you waiting for me. And I'll look f o r w a r d
to seeing you and feeding you a very very good dinner. I'll be
home in just a f e w minutes. Bye." Bliss. Relief. The " v e r y very
good dinner" w a s a collection of the worst stuff she could find:
canned o k r a , canned meat by-products, hot chile peppers. She
fed me blindfolded and I had no idea w h a t I w a s eating. I
expected to be eating worse things and I wanted it to be more
fun, but by this time her son had called and it w a s all over.
—Journal entry, June 3, 1 9 8 2

Kennedy. My parents paid for art lessons, and during high
school I got lots of special attention for my art; that's
what saved me. That's why this girl thought I was a drug
addict: because I was an artist—and because I was so pale

Scraping dishes at cystic fibrosis summer camp: once a slave,
a l w a y s a slave. San Juan Capistrano, 1 9 8 2

and thin. She was an actress; there was a group of about
twelve people that everybody hated: the "parlor people"
consisting of the drama people and the art people, and I
wound up in that group. We made some movies; my
brother was an actor, my girlfriend was an actress . . . we
all thought of ourselves as artists and outcasts. This gave
us a lot of freedom to be strange and think strangely and
do weird things.
When I left home and first had an apartment, the neighbors would look at me strangely: "Why isn't he at work?"
but I was staying home being an artist. My drawings were
totally "straight."Then I started doing more abstract work,
but didn't really know what it meant or what I was doing.
At the time, what was big was conceptual art—this was
the early '70s: a bad time for art and a bad time to be
going into art. My high school teachers were pretty conservative, especially compared to what art is really about.
I applied to Cal Arts and probably would have become
completely different if I'd gone there, but they turned me
down. I definitely had a lack of education, which may
have worked to my advantage—I don't know.
I didn't go to college right away. I thought that since I
was an artist I didn't need college (this was after Cal Arts
turned me down). Then I started writing. I knew that the
art I was doing wasn't contemporary at all; I couldn't go
on painting like Van Gogh and be happy (my mother

might be happy; and I sold every one of my paintings out
of high school, b u t . . .). I did collages and mixed-media
paintings: huge portraits with dripping paint and splashedon things, but always rooted in a subject. At the time
nobody was painting subjective work, it was all abstract
and conceptual: blank canvases with slight variations in
tone. I knew people were excited about that, but I didn't
know what it meant—
• AJ: Very few people do.
• BF: Right. People like Jim Shaw and Mike Kelley, who
kept drawing the same way I did in high school, are what
it's all about now. I remember I entered some painting
festivals in shopping malls and won a few ribbons, but I
thought, "These aren't the people I want to attract." So
then I started writing these horrible rhyming love poems,
imitating '60s singer-songwriters like Bob Dylan and
Simon & Garfunkel. I didn't discover Bob Dylan until
'68 and then I had to backtrack and get all his early protest albums, so I was even late in that—that wasn't a very
good role model for poetry, although it inspired me to
play the guitar and sing.
As a final art project I created a book of poems and
drawings. The first song I wrote was for a radio contest
(the winner would have his song recorded by the Beach
Boys), so I wrote this song: "Time Is Drifting By" [sings]:
"Time is drifting by/spring flowers are starting to die/
winter is coming on/and thoughts of the past are gone."
My first girlfriend in high school played the guitar and
sang (she came from a Catholic family with ten brothers
and sisters) and we became the Bob Dylan and Joan Baez
of high school—we were terrible! But we gave little performances in the school theater (this was my freshman
year) and I was too embarrassed to even kiss her; I was
just a total nerd. She was a nerd too and eventually became a nun—then she quit the nunnery. A year ago she
contacted me and revealed that she was a lesbian—something I was not surprised to hear at all (because of how
our dates went); it seems very logical. I knew she became
a nun because she was very confused about boys and dating itself, as was I. So I revealed to her my life (the SM
stuff) . . . and haven't talked to her since! Hmm . . .
During our Bob Dylan and Joan Baez phase I wrote
mostly song lyrics like: "Eighteen years passed by so fast/
times when I knew how to laugh/Times when I knew
how to play/Taking advantage of each day/Eighteen years
. . . " I came up with a crapload of stuff, mostly
unpublishable, like "Ballad of a Hippie": "Man, I don't
wanna be a hippie no more/I'm gonna cut my long hair
. . . " All my teachers thought I was really great, and I
breezed through every English class by having it have
something to do with my writing, or I'd analyze a Simon
& Garfunkel song: how "I Am A Rock" has to do with
loneliness. In fact, the class was called "Loneliness in '60s
Lyrics." My high school did this "grand experiment":
classes would only last six weeks, so every six weeks the
classes would change. I picked classes like "Writing
Children's Song Lyrics" and that's how I started writing
song lyrics as poetry.

I put out a little book of these lyrics, and this one teacher
was the first one to not like it—my first "critic" ("What
do you mean you don't like it?!"). He gave me Trout Fishing in America by Richard Brautigan and Post Office by
Bukowski—two great books to give to a high school student—well, Brautigan was a good transition to Bukowski.
Brautigan was very easy to copy; he gets you out of writing rhyme (if you're writing rhyme) and makes you think
of concrete styles; immediately I got every Brautigan and
Bukowski book I could find—I had done the same with
Dylan and Van Gogh. So I found my niche; I found a
style that was "me" and "contemporary" . . . people would
accept this as my place in literature.
I have a lot of really bad Brautigan poems, like: "Seagulls
were flying around at the airport/Snickering at their silver imitations." There's a record of Brautigan reading his
work and I still imitate it: "It's so nice to wake up in the
morning all alone and not have to tell someone you love
them when you don't love them anymore." Or "Xerox
Candy Bar": "You're just like all the candy bars I've ever
eaten." So I had tons of poems very similar to that. Luckily, this teacher had also given me Bukowski—that was a
good balance; a little dose of reality. And that's how I got
into writing poetry and teaching poetry in schools. As
soon as I got out of high school a "Poets In The Schools"
program started coming around to Orange county. I already had a reputation for writing poetry (I thought I
was already there), so I got to know some of the teachers
and met a few poets from L.A.
• V: You didn't go through a phase reading erotic books
like Tropic of Cancer—
• BF: No, because I was really square. I didn't even relate
my secret activities to sex or pornography; if I were caught
I thought people would think I was crazy more than some
kind of sex fiend. I don't remember what my actual
thoughts were, but it didn't seem like they were related.
Later on I saw some magazine my mother had with some
photos of boys tied up burning each other with cigarettes
(the pornography was usually hidden under my mother's
mattress, and it was mostly dirty romance novels). Irish
shyness rather than guilt prevailed; my grandfather thought
Reader's Digest was dirty—literally—he'd say to my mother:
"That's dirty, Kate. That's dirty." Now in a performance I
can do almost anything, but I still get shy in conversation
about certain things. I remember being in a car with other
kids and we'd pass somebody sexy walking on the street
and they'd go, "Look!" and whistle or shout something,
but I'd be too embarrassed to look, or even let on that I
was looking.
As far as pornography and art goes, well—that's why I
attended life drawing classes as much as possible—that
was a free license to see "sex" right in front of you. And
you could draw it! My high school art teacher got in
trouble for giving us a book with some g-string models in
it; he told us, "Painting comes from below the waist as
much as it does from above the waist." My girlfriend
Becky, the first one who got involved in SM, started out
as my model—she'd come to my bedroom and model

"Someone's singing, my Lord, Kumbaya . . ." Cystic Fibrosis
Summer Camp, San Juan Capistrano, 1982

nude for me, and I'd try to draw her. And my parents
always knew; I'd say, "Becky's coming over to model,"
and they'd say, "Fine." Then they got worried: "Hey,
Becky's underage. We could get into trouble!" (and they
could have). One day my dad walked in while she was
nude ("Oh—hi, Becky!" "Hi, Mr Flanagan!"—embarrassment, quickly closes the door) but soon after that we didn't
paint anymore; we just had sex. But we were very careful;
we didn't have intercourse until she was on the pill (but
we did everything else we could). And my parents still
thought I was painting.
• AJ: How long before you moved in together?
• BF: Very soon thereafter. During one of those painting
sessions I told her about the things I had been doing:
tying myself up and whipping myself. It wasn't long before she was tying me up to the sofabed. As soon as high
school ended we moved to a house in Long Beach. I started
getting sick again, and I remember my doctor trying to
teach her how to give me an antibiotics shot in the ass
and she couldn't do it! She hated needles; she didn't like
getting them and definitely couldn't give them. But she
was a willing playmate. We did golden showers together
(another forerunner)—she would pee on me in the bathtub and I thought, "Wow, this is great!" But we stopped
it when she said, "You know, Hitler was into this"—she
got freaked out after reading this in a biography (actually,
Hitler was more into shit). I don't know where the golden
shower idea came from; I don't remember previously fantasizing about this.
Becky was more into drugs; she smoked a lot of dope
and started doing acid and other drugs. I never smoked
because of my lungs. And I hated the taste of alcohol and
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didn't start drinking until I started working at summer
camp. I didn't do acid or mushrooms until later, when I
met Sheree and she "ordered" me to do them. So there
was this rift between Becky and I, because she was stoned
a lot and I couldn't get involved in what she was laughing
at—plus I was still a nerd. She'd get drunk and go out
driving; I'd be running down the street shouting, "You
can't drive; you're drunk!" (Again I was a nerd before my
time: "Just say No!") This is probably why I lasted forty
years; I had a bizarre yet cautious lifestyle!
• AJ: You take enough risks in your art.
• BF: In that respect I was a lot older before my time.
However, it wasn't long before I started getting drunk
and realized how much fun it was. Most of the time I did
this in a pretty controlled way; I always had friends around
while I had fun drinking tequila. But I was already an
adult by then.
• AJ: Did you ever have a problem with drinking?
• BF: Where I couldn't stop? No. Now I hardly drink at
all.
• V: When did you start writing about your secret life?
• BF: In the early '70s I started writing about what it felt
like to be suspended, but I couldn't be honest about it. I
was too veiled, trying to cover it up with weird, oblique
references. Nothing was honest until after I met Sheree. I

think it took being influenced by people like Dennis
Cooper in the early '80s for me to "come out."
• V: You missed the punk rock movement—
• BF: Because I was still living in Long Beach playing
country-western things and studying literature at Cal State.
By then I knew I was going to be a writer. I'd met Exene
and John Doe [from the band, X] at the Beyond Baroque
poetry workshop, but I didn't know what punk rock was
about. After I met Sheree and Dennis I started going to
shows; I went with Dennis a lot.
• AJ: When did you get more actively involved in the
poetry scene?
• BF: After Becky and I split up (we had more terrible
times until it was time to call it quits). I moved back with
my parents for a little while. Since the age of eighteen I'd
always been on SSI [supplemental income for the disabled]; I'd worked odd jobs teaching workshops or doing
something else for extra money. I was watching Good
Morning, Los Angeles (a local 8 AM TV program) and
some guy came on and announced the "Andrew W.
Thornhill Poetry Symposium" in downtown L.A.
Thornhill had managed to rent the top floor of a new
high-rise building (before the offices were rented) and he
turned it into this three-day poetry fair, with booths. It's
hard to believe he had that much money and that much
interest in poetry, but he invited everybody in L.A. who
had anything to do with poetry to attend. I was sitting on
the couch feeling sorry for myself, doing nothing, when I
saw this announcement onTV—I got in the car and went
to it that morning. For three days I drove back and forth,
and met everybody there was to meet at that particular
time: 1976. I wrote in my journal the names of different
places and poetry journals; I met several poets and started
hanging out with them. I was taking a class at UC Irvine,
and as soon as that was over I started going back and
forth to Beyond Baroque and other poetry workshops and
have done that ever since.
• AJ: Was exciting, wild work being done?
• BF: I don't know about the work, but it was an exciting place to be, especially for a nerd like me from Orange
County. At the time I thought,"These are working poets"—then, being in a little xerox 'zine meant being published: "This is it!" The workshop was good; it was feisty
and fiery; people were arguing and there was a lot of excitement in the air—which I loved. Shortly after John
Doe and Exene started attending, Dennis Cooper started
appearing, the punk scene was growing, and all this
worked as a magnet for meeting other people. Beyond
Baroque itself was always good, in terms of attracting
people. In the early '80s they had punk concerts until the
neighbors complained.
Basically, that's how I met Sheree Rose—she was going
to punk concerts there and I was going to poetry readings, and I met her when there was finally a party for all
the Beyond Baroque people. She had gone out with Jack
Skelley, a poet and friend of mine who worked there; we
were just starting to write songs together and form a band.
I drove up from Long Beach to the party with some

friends; Sheree came with
some friends, and when
she rang the bell I happened to answer the door.
I was dressed like a zombie from Dawn of the Dead
with a hand in my mouth,
looking half-dead, and she
was dressed as Jayne
Mansfield with a blond
wig and big tits—I had no
idea what she really looked
like. She asked the woman
whose house it was:
"Who's that guy?" and the
woman replied, " O h —
he's a poet; he's a great
poet!" (I just had one
dorky book out.) She
showed Sheree the book,
The Kid Is The Man, published by Bombshelter
Press. It included about
three years' worth of work
(or about ten poems) written up until 1978; I write
very slowly. So that's how
we met; I got her phone
number and we started
dating the week after that.
• AJ: Were you already in
an SM scene?
With Sheree on Halloween, our 1 Oth anniversary, recreating the costumes we w o r e on the night
• BF: Let's go back to we met, Halloween, 1 9 8 0 . We might be perverts, but w e ' r e romantic perverts.
Los Angeles, 1 9 9 0
how I got from Orange
county to L.A. After I got
involved with the poetry
scene at Beyond Baroque, I realized, "Now I've got to move idea, but I'd already put a needle in my nipple (just a
to L.A." I was living in Costa Mesa, an hour away. I was sewing needle) and it had been hard to do—I'd failed a
used to driving to L.A. because I was a movie buff, and in
couple times and couldn't get it through. I got obsessed
L.A. there was The Silent Movie Theater on Fairfax where by this; I'd wake up in the middle of the night and think,
for a dollar you could watch silent movies. There was also
"I gotta do it; I gotta get it all the way through." It was
the Fox Theater in Venice where for a dollar you could like an endurance test, and the "high" was more just in
watch classic movies and foreign films. So I was already the ability to actually do it: start to pierce, not mind the
driving up every weekend to see these movies.
pain, and actually get the needle all the way through.
In 1976 I got a small apartment in West L.A. by myI tried to do the same thing with my penis, but I
self. I was living alone and could do anything I wanted, couldn't do that at all because it hurt too much, and I
so I started piercing myself. At the time I started buying wasn't knowledgeable about the structure of the penis. It
Fetish Times, which is a really bizarre SM newspaper— felt like if I did it, something horrible would happen:
most of what's in it are fantasies that people make up. I maybe it wouldn't stop bleeding. I didn't have a cork, I
preferred stories which seemed like they were by real people just tried to jam the needle right into the shaft (I didn't
doing real things to themselves or having real things done know what I was doing). At the time I was into photogto them. I didn't see PFIQ [Piercing Fans International raphy; I had an enlarger, and I put my dick on the base
Quarterly, edited by Jim Ward; see Re/Search #12: Mod- and attached a needle to the lens and started cranking it
ern Primitives] until the '80s, and I didn't know anything down. As soon as it started to puncture I went,
about The Gauntlet [a piercing studio run by Jim Ward
"Ohmigod," got scared and pulled it back up. It wasn't
with branches in Los Angeles, San Francisco and New until years later that I got up the nerve to actually pierce
York]. But in Fetish Times there was an ad for genital pierc- my penis. But I pierced my nipples a lot, and pinched
ing rings, and I don't know if I'd seen it or where I got the parts of my skin and parts of my ass—I figured I couldn't

• BF: I was alone in my apartment; for a week I had
been doing all kinds of things. I was going to Cal State
Long Beach and a lot of this happened during finals; to
release tension I would get obsessed by SM activities.
Anyway, I decided to nail my dick to a board. I set a
board on some bricks, kneeled in front, and again I boiled
the nails (nothing was really sterile). I whacked it, and
the nail went through—the urge not to do it was overcome by the urge to do it—and then I went to give the
nail one more whack (to make sure the nail was really in
the wood) and that's when I missed the nail and hit the
tip of my dick as hard as I could: "Ohmigod!" Immediately it turned darker than a grape—purple, really dark—
and I thought, "Ohmigod, what's happening? When will
it stop swelling?"

I m a y be "out" as a masochist, but I still love being in the
closet. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 3

hurt anything there. Again, I was doing these bizarre
things—but being overly cautious in many ways, which
was good.
Then—I think I read about this in Fetish Times—I got
the urge to nail my scrotum to a board. I leapt out of bed
at 2 in the morning, got a hammer and nails and stretched
my scrotum on the bread board—it was the perfect height.
The first couple of times I couldn't do it, but then the
satisfaction of actually doing it and seeing my scrotum
spread out like a butterfly was pretty exciting!
• AJ: At the time you knew this was "okay" to do?
• BF: No, I didn't know anything. I didn't have sterile
equipment; I just boiled the nails (which is silly; that
doesn't do anything—you need an autoclave). I must have
read about this; I don't think I would have thought of it
on my own. Years later I read another story about a mistress who nailed the head of her slave's penis to a board,
and I started obsessing on it until one day I had to try it
myself. That was a big event. I wrote in my journal about
that, and it became part of a piece. What happened was:
I missed the nail and hit the head of my dick and it blew
up into this giant knob—all these horrible things happened!
• V: Tell us—

• AJ: It turned purple? Does that mean all the blood vessels broke immediately?
• BF: Yeah, and there's lots of blood there. I don't remember the pain; fright is all I remember. It was too sudden for pain. The pain didn't matter; it was already over.
It was probably throbbing a lot. So I got the nail out of
the wood; I was walking around with a big purple dick
and a nail in it, still. I had to get the nail out. I went into
the bathroom and with the claw of the hammer pulled
the nail out and naturally a lot of blood gushed out. I was
bleeding all over the bathtub; I turned the water on and
bloody water was swirling down the drain just like in
Psycho. I felt like Tony Perkins: "What's going on here?" I
peed and it came out red; I thought, "Oh no—I guess I
nicked the urethra also. I'm really fucked up!" I wondered
if my pee was always going to be red; I was scared I'd have
to go to the doctor.
Finally the bleeding stopped, the throbbing stopped, I
peed again and it was yellow. Then I got turned on and
excited. Everything was cleaned up, and I started getting
hard. Instead of a bed I had a mattress on the floor; I laid
down some towels and started masturbating against the
sheets in a real frenzy; now I was really turned on by what
had just happened to me! I had a really good orgasm . . .
then I looked down and there was all this blood all over
the towels; it had soaked through into the mattress. I got
scared all over again, but within a few days everything
had healed up. The penis heals fast.
That night I had a date. In those days most of my
dates consisted of going out to dinner and a movie and
then just going home alone. This was with a new person
I hadn't been with before, and she wanted to fuck! I
thought, "Ohmigod." She'd already heard rumors about
me; by this time I was talking pretty openly about my
lifestyle. So I told her, "Well, we can fuck, but I'll have to
show you this now; it's kind of weird!" She was an odd
person; she always pretended that nothing was shocking
to her, but I think that secretly she was really shocked by
a lot of things. We dated a few times but just ended up
having horrible fights. She wound up being very judgmental. One time I hadn't seen her for awhile and she
said, "I'm joining this group, 'Women Against Violence
Against Women.' " And somehow she related what I was

doing to this. Even though what I was doing was to myself, she tied it all together.
• AJ: That must have been a funny scene—
• BF: It was hilarious. I had to show her my penis, plus I
guess I was not-so-secretly proud of it: "Look what/did!"
I like shocking people, too—that's part of it. It's always
fun to show people things that you've done, otherwise
what's the point of doing them? I was keeping a journal
at the time, and every detail of what I did is recorded;
there's even bloodstains on the page, because I was writing at the time I was bleeding!
• V: How did you stop the bleeding?
• BF: I just let it run its natural course and kept hoping
it wouldn't last too long. I sat in the tub until the blood
stopped dribbling out. You can pierce the dick with just a
little pinprick and it'll bleed a lot. I already knew that; I'd
already pierced the loose skin on the shaft. At that time I
used to go to professional houses, and I think a woman
might have once pierced the head of my dick and it bled
for a long time. So I already knew that it bled a lot, but it
wasn't serious—that's just what it does. I wasn't worried
about the blood so much as the pounding sensation.
• AJ: You had started going to professionals?
• BF: I had found out about them before I moved out of
my parents' house. My brother Tim was getting the L.A.
Free Press and circling the gay ads—this is sort of how he
came out of the closet: he left these papers around for our
parents to pick up and go, "What's this?" He had circled
all these ads—either he was drunk and careless, or more
than likely he was drunk and unconsciously left these out
to show them. So he "came out" quite early, which was
really brave of him.
I saw the ads too, but I also saw next to the gay ads,
"House of Dominance" and "School of Discipline"—big,
full-page ads for these SM houses. I couldn't believe it; I
had no idea these places existed! And reading the personal ads describing what people wanted to do to each
other—for me that was a phase of my life that was like
heaven, in a weird scary way. It's sad, because you can
never replace that feeling of first doing anything. These
places were nothing, but that first feeling of living out
these fantasies with a person who was being paid (of course,
I had done it previously with the girlfriend from school)
and who was really dominant—actually they never really
were, but they dressed the part!
The first place I went to was on Santa Monica Boulevard, the School of Discipline. At that time there were all
these massage parlors; they hadn't yet been closed down
so it looked like Las Vegas or North Beach. There were
barkers yelling, "Come on in!" and sexy women standing
in the doorways—that's all been cleaned up, and it's too
bad because I used to love driving down that street looking at everything. Anyway, I drove around the block for
an hour before I actually got the nerve to go in—I had
already canceled my first appointment and then made
this appointment. My first experience was just silly, but I
still remember the feeling: this woman had all these chains
and a bed and she whipped me a little bit and did things
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to me. It always felt kind of unfulfilling when you went
home. I did that a few times.
• AJ: Who can afford to go—especially if you're a working person?
• BF: If you're a working person you save every little
bit, then when you get enough money, you go. I had a
camera I would hock; back then the going rate was $60
an hour (which was a lot for me); now I hear it's $150$200. Usually it's wealthy people who go. At that time I
had no concept of an "SM community"; the first people
I met who were into SM were people who went to these
houses. There was a place called the Chateau which is
also in San Francisco; I went there a few years before I
met Sheree. They had the most professional set-up, so I
started going there—the other places wound up closing, anyway. There were places advertising every Thursday night as "B&D Party Night," and you'd pay $30$60 to attend. They'd serve food, and sometimes it was
"Swingers' Night"—you'd see people fucking on a mattress, or they'd give demonstrations. I got involved in a
couple of demonstrations and felt excited about having
people watch me getting spanked or something in public. Sometimes it felt good, sometimes I felt like I was
being ripped off—which I was. But I never talked to
anybody; there was no socializing (by me, anyway; some

people socialized, but most people didn't).
When I first met Sheree I took her to a couple of these
parties. It seemed like a good way to give her a quick
introduction to the SM scene—one aspect of it, anyway.
But by this time we were already in a real SM relationship
together and these parties just seemed kind of stupid; professional parties are a waste of time, but at the time they
were all we had. Doing SM alone, Sheree felt isolated.
She thought we were the only two people in the world
doing this stuff.
• V: Let's back up a little. When you first met Sheree,
how did you know whether to trust her . . . to confide in
her?
• BF: By that time I had told a lot of people about what
I was into. Since I knew this was a big part of my sexuality and that regular sex just didn't interest me, whenever I
dated somebody and things started to get sexual, I tried
to bring up the subject of SM and let it be known what
really turned me on. Several years before I met Sheree, I
met the first real love of my life—the first person I fell in
love with since Becky in high school. After being with
her for three weeks I said, "There's something I have to
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tell you," and told her about this "thing" [SM]. She loved
me, so she wasn't turned off that much by it, although
typically (with these kind of relationships) she got annoyed by it afterwards: "Oh, stop talking about it!" I'd
make jokes about it and try to get her more interested in
tying me up or just talking about it. Even though I was
involved in an affair with her, I was still going to professional people—with her blessing; she even lent me the
money to do it, because she knew there were things she
couldn't give me, or didn't want to.
At the time I was totally convinced that this relationship was more important than the SM lifestyle, so I
thought, "I'll do what I can with SM, but I won't blow
this relationship because of it." It would have been disastrous if it had lasted, but she ended it—maybe because of
those reasons, but I think a lot because of my health, and
also because her parents, when they met me, disliked me
on sight. I'd been a secret for nine months, because she
had a weird sick relationship with them and couldn't be
honest or grown-up about her own life; she was already
27 when I met her (I was 23 at the time). So when her
parents met me and didn't like me, everything cooled immediately, even though we
had this really great romantic relationship where
we went to all the poetry
readings. Papa Bach's
bookstore was big at the
time; it was right down the
street from where I lived
and she worked on their
magazine for awhile. I was
so upset about losing her
that I lost a whole year; I
couldn't accept the fact
that it wasn't working and
that she wanted to break
up. For a whole year I was
a wreck—that's when I
moved to Long Beach. It
took that long to get over
that relationship.
I dated several people
before I met Sheree, and a
few people got involved
with SM and a few people
didn't; it wasn't a big deal.
But by that time all my
close friends knew about
my kinky interests.
• V: Who were your close
friends?
• BF: They were mostly
people involved with poetry or writing: Jack
Grapes, Dennis Cooper,
Jack Skelley, Amy Gerstler.
My best friend since I was

eighteen was Bob, the director of the cystic fibrosis summer camp. He didn't have CF; he was just doing this as a
summer job, and we just hit it off. He was the first close
friend (besides Becky) that I had ever opened up to about
all the SM stuff. I had this depressing moment after a
disastrous one-night affair with a poet from the Beyond
Baroque poetry workshop. She was older than I, and it
was sort of a black widow/poetry kid relationship for a
night. She was also really into Bob Dylan. I went to her
house and she made spaghetti and I sang Dylan songs on
the couch and then it was time to go to bed and she was
smoking pot (I think that's the only time I ever tried to
smoke it; I just couldn't, it stabbed my lungs). I was so
nervous I couldn't get hard enough to fuck; I was trying
and trying and she was getting more and more frustrated.
We were just lying there; she's smoking and drinking
wine, and she says [high voice], "Bob? Have you ever done
anything kinky?" By this time I had already been to the
House of Dominance, and I'd already burned myself with
a hot glue gun, and nailed my balls to a board—I'd done
quite a few things by myself, plus there were a lot of other
things I'd been thinking about doing. So I told her the
whole story, and I don't remember what she said in response, but it was supportive. Before I knew it she had
gone; then she returned with all this macrame—she'd
taken all these plants out of their macrame and wanted
me to tie her to the bed! She said, "I've always had these
fantasies, too." She had been in a few abusive relationships where her boyfriends beat her up. So I sort of halfass tied her up to the bed—then I started getting a hardon (not a great one, but a little one, enough—this took
me out of my head a little bit). Then she said, "Hit me!"
and now I'm on top humping her while trying to hit her
on the thigh with one hand, and she yells, "Harder!" It
was a really bad fuck; I came really fast—it was like, nothing—and I got off and I guess untied her.
Then there was just silence. She's smoking another joint
and drinking more wine and finally says [high voice], "Bob?
You know what I'd like?" "No . . . what?" "I'd like to take
a bath and play a game of double solitaire." I didn't know
what double solitaire was, but I knew it didn't include me
(this was like at four in the morning) so I said, "You mean
you want me to go?" [high voice] "Yes." This was the first
time I ever felt really guilty and horrible about SM. I
thought, "Oh, no!" My first girlfriend Becky had ended
up really crazy, and I finally tell somebody else (this is the
second person I'd ever told), and it's all over. That's when
I felt like total absolute shit; I went home and wrote this
awful, Dylanesque song about her [sings in Dylan-like
voice], "Please, babe, let us try again"—I actually recorded
it and sent it to her and it was really bad.
So after weeks of depression, moping around, feeling
like a total freak and more of an outcast than ever, I told
Bob about the whole thing and my short but sordid history. To my surprise all he did was laugh, and then I realized how silly it all was. After that I didn't mind telling
people about it and they just loved it; they had no idea I
was doing these things. They'd go: "No! What else did

My parents give me a surprise birthday party at Chuck E.
Cheese—talk about sadistic! Merced, 1 9 9 0

you do?" "Oh, I pierced myself with a needle—" "No!
Come on!" "Yeah, I did that." Now I've been working at
this camp for 21 years, and every summer Bob asks me,
"What did you do this year?" Sometimes I never see him;
our lifestyles are so different that we rarely see each other,
but when we do get together it's: "So . . . what did you
do?""Well, I did this and I did that . . ."
• AJ: What did you do with that hot glue gun?
• BF: I had this hot glue gun for art projects. A couple
of times I tried to burn myself with it—just burn little
marks on my skin. But I didn't have the nerve; I needed
someone else (or another force) to take control because I
couldn't hold it on very long. One night I taped it to a
belt, strapped it to my waist, laid the tip against my ass,
plugged it on and started masturbating as it was heating
up. That was a really hot time! I got into a frenzied orgasm, not even feeling a thing from the glue gun—I
looked and discovered I'd gotten a really serious burn; I
still have a big round scar from it. Yet I hadn't felt a thing—
I was experiencing such an intense orgasm. I knew something was going on, but it was all "high"—it wasn't a painful sensation. I had a black scab for over a year and a big
red mark for two more years; now it's just a white blemish.
• AJ: That's like an altered state—
• BF: That's what it was. Of course, that happens when
it's all new; trying to repeat them is harder. The first time
is usually the best time; you have to work harder and
harder to get to that level of excitement. By then you
know the secret of how it works. Now, there's no thrill in
nailing my scrotum to a board all alone, but doing it in
front of an audience on command—that's still an extra
thrill. That's why I still do that when I can. But for me
it's too easy to do that now. I guess there's nothing left
but to just get old and watch TV and talk about your
past glories. [laughs]
• AJ: That's the process of living: there's always that blush

Smoking my daily brew of bronchial dilators and mucolytic
agents to try and keep my lungs clear, but it's a never-ending
battle. Los Angeles, 1 9 9 3
I'm a factory of mucus as thick as pudding. The faucet is
a l w a y s on and it drips this gooey mess like "flubber." Like
"The Blob," and just as deadly. Sometimes I just swallow it,
but usually I explode into these body-wracking coughs,
spitting the loose phlegm into paper dixie cups, sometimes t w o
cups per treatment. I'm a human Foster's Freeze machine
m a k i n g sundaes of sickness. —"Body," The Book of Medicine

of youth with the first discoveries you make. Then you
evolve to a more mature level where you channel your
efforts into your art and into larger public arenas—
• BF: When I share the things I've experienced, in a way
I re-live them through that process. Also, I re-evaluate
them, too: try to discover what it was that was exciting. If
it had another context, what was it? I discover this through
writing or talking about it, not through doing it.
• V: But if there weren't some common ground for your
activities, other people couldn't relate to what you do—
• BF:There's definitely a collective consciousness at work
here. Just by the fact that I was doing and thinking these
things at such an early age, and then I discover that other
people are doing and thinking them as adults—so many
common experiences have no explanation, they're just
there. It's unfortunate that especially in Western society,
we've labeled a lot of things "wrong," so that early on a

lot of people just negate them and shove them aside.
• AJ: Tell us about more of your earlier activities. . . did
you ever get enemas as a child?
• BF: Yeah, but I never eroticized that until I met Sheree.
She started doing professional dominance at an enema
clinic and came home with all these ideas. Maybe I'd read
about enemas, but I don't think I'd ever fantasized about
them being erotic. Because of my cystic fibrosis and the
constant stomach problems I'd had several barium enemas for x-ray purposes, but never at home (the fantasy
you always read about I never had—darn it!). Enemas
were something new that I incorporated later on; they're
still something I like to do because they don't take a lot of
energy.
I did a lot of pioneering things in my apartment in
West L.A. Then I moved to Long Beach where I built a
whole dungeon after I met Sheree. I painted the walls
black and built all the equipment: crosses, stocks, a great
bondage table—I wanted to use the table for an art show
but the person I sold it to said it broke and she threw it
away. By reading and going to parties I got the dungeon
idea. I've always been turned on by dungeons in movies
and dark rooms that are foreboding and scary to go into;
I love that. I wish I still had a room that was just a fantasy
room; in order to go into a closet you have to take everything out and put everything back, and by the time you
do all that (with all the energy it takes) you're not in the
mood anymore! And if you are in the mood, then you
don't have the energy to put it all back, so it sits around
and makes you feel like you're living in a mess. If I ever
get enough money, I'll have a place big enough where I
can do that again.
In Long Beach I started doing more involved suspensions: hanging myself by the wrists, nailing myself, and
doing a lot more piercings involving needles in my penis
and nipples. I still only had one little permanent piercing
(I didn't get professionally pierced until I met Sheree):
one little ring in the frenum, the skin under the head of
the penis, that I did myself. I sent away for the jewelry
from an ad in Fetish Times (the Gauntletwas around but I
didn't know about it yet); this couple in Oklahoma made
stainless steel jewelry and needles. Before I did that, I
finally was able to pierce the head of my penis with a
sewing needle. I'd read in an article to put some thread
through it to keep the hole open while it healed, so I used
dental floss. I went to Sears' jewelry counter and bought
a little pearl earring stud—that was the first jewelry I put
into the frenum. I was all excited about this first tiny
little piercing.
• AJ: Had you connected with the gay underground?
• BF: Not at that time. I probably had a lot of fears about
the gay world; I didn't know anything about it. I knew
my brother was gay, but we didn't talk about that or about
SM—he didn't know anything about me, then. He was
traveling a lot and we didn't see each other very much
during these years. I didn't know any gay people until I
started hanging out at Beyond Baroque with Dennis Cooper. Then I met his friends from the writing scene in New

York—it turned out all the
writers I liked were gay.
• V: In the SM scene, who
else were your friends?
• BF: Nobody. After I got
involved with Sheree, I
met other people, but I
knew nobody who would
admit being into SM—
you see, early on, people
didn't admit to doing these
things. They loved hearing
the stories, but . . . And
even now not that many
people are involved. You
meet them at parties specifically for that, but the
average person reserves
their SM for intimate relationships, and doesn't
talk about it very much. So
I didn't know anybody else
who was doing these
things.
For years a lot of the
artists in the arts community looked down on us
for writing about this. Admiring my brand-new slave collar. Los Angeles, 1983
When SM became my
subject matter, and when
our lifestyle became better
known, we'd go to parties and certain people wouldn't heroin back in body bags and how it's all tied into big
talk to us. But now it's become much more fashionable to business. One night, instead of a poetry reading there
be open about SM, and more performance artists are do- was nothing but talk about this. I wrote a poem describing SM shows. A lot has happened since AIDS; a lot's ing everything in my wallet (including my 4-F card which
going on now. SM is a subject that excites people, so it's I had to carry around), and that was the extent of my
easy for people who can't do art to do this kind of stuff— "political poetry." I had the hippie '60s mentality but was
totally apolitical.
uh oh, I hope I'm not included in that!
• AJ: When did you realize you weren't going to lead a
In my new show, "Visiting Hours," SM is referred to,
"normal" life?
but the show is almost all about my being sick. The other
shows were more about SM (although they also referred
• BF: I was always different because of being sick, differto my being sick), whereas now it's more about me being ent because of being an artist, and because I knew how
sick and also referring to SM. This mirrors my life more different I was! With Beverly, the girl I split up from, I
than anything else at the moment.
was going to get married. I was never going to have kids
• AJ: What do you think of the juxtaposition of meta- because of cystic fibrosis (99% of all males are sterile—
I've never actually checked it out, but I have a pretty strong
phors: being sick equals SM?
• BF: My last show in New York and L.A. was titled feeling that I probably am sterile). Aside from that, I
"Bob Flanagan's Sick." I purposely used that title, and wouldn't want kids because I pretty much know that bethere were three different meanings: 1) Bob Flanagan's cause of my illness, I need all the attention! I have to
sick in the head [mentally], 2) Bob Flanagan's sick [physi- constantly think about myself and take care of myself, so
I know I couldn't be a good father. Every now and then I
cally], and 3) This is Bob Flanagan's show called "Sick."
see
a father-son or father-daughter relationship that kind
• V: Did you have a radical political background?
of
gives
me a pang, but it doesn't last very long!
• BF: Not a bit. During the Vietnam war I started going
My whole family is different. My parents weren't rich
to poetry readings in Laguna Beach. I was draft age but
4-F so I didn't have to worry, but I felt guilty because all and they had to work really hard just to put food on the
my contemporaries were getting drafted and writing po- table, and because of CF they had to rebel against bill
ems about it and talking what I thought was "crazy talk" collectors and the medical world. And they'd rebelled
about how the CIA was funding the war and smuggling against their own families which were very abusive, so it

Sheree and Bob. Santa Monica, 1 9 8 4

was a whole family of people used to being different and
unusual.
• V: Were you part of the hippie movement?
• BF: I was too young for that. What was going on had
fdtered down into my high school, but it was all imitation hippie. Bands like the Doors and Jefferson Airplane
had finally filtered down to the high school level—every
week bands like the Strawberry Alarm Clock and the
BeeGees would play the Anaheim Convention Center. I
saw the Monkees at the Hollywood Bowl; those were the
groups I went to see. This was before the '70s when people
like Elton John took over.
• AJ: You never took any psychedelics?

Blindfolded, on my 4 0 t h birthday, on route to a surprise party
at The Magic Castle. Los Angeles, 1 9 9 2

• BF: Not until I met Sheree—then she practically demanded that I take acid: "It'll change your mind forever!"
I protested: "But I like my mind the way it is!" She persisted: "You have to take it." So I did.
• AJ: Did it make you more "normal"? [laughs]
• BF: In some ways, yes: it made me worry a lot more,
and made me much more paranoid and "on edge." I also
took mushrooms; for a couple years we'd periodically "do"
something. I stopped when I realized how long the recovery time was—it takes a week to recover, and I just don't
have that kind of time. If only I could just be fine the
next day . . . but I can't.
• AJ: Also, life has gotten worse. These days you have to
work so much more just to stay in the same place; it's not
like life is getting better and better—
• BF: Now I'm forty years old and the doctors are talking about selling me new lungs. For me the SM thing is
in limbo-land, yet people expect it in my art now. I'd love
to go back and be involved with it in other ways, but I
just haven't found the way. I don't have the health, the
time and the energy to do what Sheree and I used to do
in performance. Now I'm working on developing images
from my past. This is the biggest change in my life: I'm
forty, sicker than I've ever been, and it's time to review.
L.A. Style did an article on me which describes the Olio
show [a show I did that Amok Bookstore put on for the
release of Re/Search #12: Modern Primitives]. It describes
me hanging by my wrists, talks about CF, and basically
talks about sex and sickness. It starts out saying, "Bob
Flanagan should be dead by now of cystic fibrosis." The
writer talks about the disease, about my sister, and describes some of the things I've done to myself, some of
the shows, and talks about SM. A lot of people have seen
that article; at summer camp a CF kid came up to me
and said, "Hey—saw you in that magazine, man!" [laughs]
I asked him, "Where'd you see it?" "In the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation office in Orange county." I couldn't believe
it. It turned out that they have a clipping service, and the
woman who runs the foundation office was so pissed that
she was running around the office screaming, "This isn't
good for CF! This isn't good for CF!" The foundation
depends on cute little dying kids . . . those posters of
kids with big eyes and sad faces saying "I'm going to die—
we need money for research." And I'm like the poster
child from hell saying, "Don't give us money because we'll
grow up to do things like this!"
This year kids at camp were asking me, "Where'd you
get your nipples pierced? Do you have anything else
pierced?" [squirms] "Yeah, but . . . " Tattooing has really caught on among teenagers; the son of the friend of
mine who runs the camp (I've known him since he was
born) just showed me all this black tattoo work he'd
gotten from Leo Zulueta, who has a shop called Black
Wave in Los Angeles. Here I am, this old guy with one
little tattoo and a couple of nipple piercings, and here
are all these young "whippersnappers" with their faces
tattooed, their eyebrows pierced, their tongues, and their
n o s e s . . . • • •
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS POSTER BOY
. . . Robert Flanagan Jr., 14, of Costa Mesa

Mesa Teenager
Poster Boy for
Cystic Fibrosis
Article in local papers in Orange County, July 2 3 , 1 9 6 7

By JOAN GEYER
Robert Flanagan Jr, 14, cessive |oss of sodium and
Costa Mesa — one of two sodium and chlorine.
children stricken by cystic fi- Its victims typically suffer
respiratory infection,
brosis in his family — has chronic
pancreas insufficiency and
been named as first poster susceptibility to heat prostrachild for the newly organized tion.
North Orange County Chap- It strikes one in every 1,000
ter, National Cystic Fibrosis newborn infants. But often it
is not diagnosed immediately.
Research Foundation.
Mrs. Flanagan recalls that
Cystic fibrosis struck alter- Robert
had been a "sickly
nate children in the family of baby, who
wheezed as he
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flanagan fought for breath,
sufSr., 3093 Loren Lane, Begin- fered pneumonia and
at two
ning with their handsome, weeks." But it was not
until
talented eldest son, Robert. the family moved from New
It skipped Timothy, 12, to York to California that the
strike Patricia, 9, then spared true nature of Robert's difnext son, John, 8.
ficulty was diagnosed.
A hereditary disease, bedoctor who found Patrilieved carried by a recessive cia,A then
months, had C-F
gene, C-F is variously called examined 6Robert
and found
"fibrocystic disease of the he also had cystic
pancreas," "pancreatic cystic said Mrs. Flanagan. fibrosis,
fibrosis" and "mucoviscidoShe said, since diagnosis
sis."
and treatment, both children
It affects glands with ducts, have been in improved health.
sometimes by causing excessive secretion, sometimes The treatment i n eludes
causing obstruction by thick antibiotics, pancreas extract,
mucous, and sometimes by ex- massage to dislodge accumulated chest fluid, and, sometimes, sleeping in a mist tent,
she said.
Robert's improved strength
has made it possible for him
to sketch, paint portraits;
play drafts (he hopes to
organize his own band); and
tinker in his workshop, where
once he built a four-foot robot with eyes which lit up
when the robot walked.
But if medical science has
extended and made more
comfortable the life of a cystic fibrosis victim, it has as
yel found no cure. That's why
the national association is
seeking funds for research.
As C-F poster child, Robert
will help the North Orange
County Chapter nf NCFRF
with its September fund
drive Part of the funds will
go to help support the C-F
outpatient clinic at Children?
Hospital of Orange County.
Robert will take part in a
cystic fibrosis walk-in Sept. 9
and 10 and in the Op-Hop at
Hollywood Palladium Sept. 10,
which will be brightened by
such luminaries as Ben (Run
for Your Life) Gazzara; Patty
Duke, film and TV star; and
Casey Kasem, KRLA disk
jockey and TV Shebang personality. Kasem is 1967 chairman of the Southern California cystic fibrosis campaign.
Citizens who wish to help
in the fund drive are asked
to call Mrs. John P. Kaiser,
Anaheim, at 535-1470.

• V: Tell us again how you met Sheree Rose?
• BF: I was living in Long Beach working at the Chelsea
bookstore. Every week I'd drive to L.A. to Beyond Baroque for poetry readings and the Wednesday night workshops—it was about an hour's drive. Dennis Cooper, Amy
Gerstler and Jack Skelley from Beyond Baroque hosted a
party at the Pacific Palisades home of Alexandra Garrett,
a woman who worked at Beyond Baroque for many years.
I went to it dressed as a character from Dawn of the Dead:
I wore a bloodstained shirt, had a knife in my back, a
severed hand in my mouth, and was painted white with
black makeup—it was always real easy for me to look
dead. I answered the door several times; I did the whole
act with my mouth dripping blood . . .
Then this woman dressed like Jayne Mansfield rang
the bell: a buxom blonde dressed in a shiny blouse, accompanied by friends. She asked the hostess who I was:
"Oh, that's Bob Flanagan!" Then the hostess dragged
Sheree into a back room and showed her my book, The
Kid Is The Man—the only book I had out at the time.
Sheree had been dating Jack Skelley who was my friend—
we were starting a band together called Planet of Toys (a
novelty band; we played for several years). She had dated
Jack a couple times, but then they'd just become friends.
I asked Jack who she was and he gave me her phone number. At the time I was dating somebody else, but I was on
the lookout for a more serious relationship.
On our first date Sheree and I went to Beyond Baroque
for a poetry reading. Afterwards we went back to her house

and I brought up the subject of SM—I was always looking for ways to bring up the subject! This was in 1980,
and Sheree was heavily into the punk scene. She had traveled around with X before they got really big, and was
going to concerts where kids would cut their initials into
their arms with pieces of glass. So I steered the conversation toward piercing, and showed her this ring in my penis—the first piercing I'd done to myself—and she'd never
seen anything like that before. I told her the whole story
behind that, and that I was really into SM. On our very
first date—we'd only known each other for a few hours—
I said that my fantasy was to be a woman's full-time slave
night and day, and do everything she said, and only have
sex when and how she dictated, and clean her house and
take care of things and just be her servant. She thought
that was a good idea. That was literally the beginning of
our whole relationship.
• AJ: Had she been involved in the SM scene before?
• BF: Never; she didn't know a thing about it. She was
in the middle of exploring the singles scene, making up
for lost time after a 14-year somewhat traditional marriage and two kids. She found that she hated the singles
scene and the bars and the way men treated women. She
became a feminist. She wasn't a lesbian or bisexual (yet)
but at that point she was searching for something different. When she met me, there was a whole new frontier to
explore: a totally different relationship between men and
women that she never dreamed of before. For me, driving to her house and not even knowing what she looked

like (we'd had costumes on when we met!) there was this
feeling that "this was the person who was going to be the
one for me." I was at her house practically every day after
that.
• AJ: Going back a little, tell us how you defined your
first "social" encounters in SM parlors—
• BF: In an SM parlor, you have a contractual relationship for an hour: "I'm yours and you can do this to me,
but you can't do that to me." I even wrote a statement
that basically said, "You can do anything you want to me
for this hour as long as there isn't any permanent damage." I think that usually the mistresses just do the same
thing to you anyway, no matter what you tell them! If it's
really great for an hour, you're disappointed when the
time's up, and if it didn't meet your expectations (which
it almost never does) then you feel ripped off. So it's always disappointing! And unless you're independently
wealthy and have other relationships at other places, and
you just go in there for a certain kind of fulfillment and
it's not a big deal to spend $100 an hour, then it's okay.
But if you're saving up for three months (which is what I
had to do; that was all the money I had and sometimes I
couldn't even afford to eat for a couple of days) it was
really a sacrifice to go there and then come home disappointed.
• AJ: What would usually happen?
• BF: Typically they would tie you up (bondage) and try
to talk mean to you. I was never much into the verbal
aspect because it wasn't real; it was all an act. Sometimes
there would be some pretty heavy whipping scenes which,
if I were in the right frame of mind, would be really great,
because then it was like an endurance test—it didn't matter if it were phony, because I still had to endure it. I'd
come home with some bruises, and that would be nice—
that would be fun. I'd have something to think about for
a few weeks; I'd fantasize and recreate it in my head to be
"perfect" . . . use that as a jumping-off point. But I really
wanted this to be real with a real person, without paying
for i t . . . as part of a relationship.
Even as a kid I fantasized about SM farms. Women
would have these farms, and sometimes I'd be the only
person there or one of many, but I'd be the special one—
the top slave. This fantasy of a society of women who
were dominant and men who were submissive—I hadn't
read any books about it, but by the time I'd met Sheree
I'd read the Story of O five years earlier, and that was a
good role model—I just reversed all the roles!
• V: Can you fill in more details on that farm fantasy—
I just think of barnyard animals—
• BF: It's more like being a work-horse doing chores—
silly stuff. Now there are ads in the papers about "SM
Farms"—exactly what I fantasized about. Somebody somewhere has a ranch with all these slaves on it, and I don't
know exactly what they do there, b u t . . .
• AJ: So on your first date with Sheree, you're talking
about the fantasy—
• BF: But we didn't do anything. I showed her my penis
ring, and we may have done some mutual masturbation—

Early performance by the folk-punk bongo trio, Planet of Toys.
With poet Jack Skelley and artist Rick Lawndale we crooned
such undanceable ditties as "Product of My Environment," "I
Killed the Puppet," and "Fun to be D e a d . " 1 9 8 1 , Beyond
Baroque, Los Angeles.
Made
Some
Some
Some

of plastic, made of w o o d
of us are no damned good
will fly and some will float
will get stuck in your throat

Planet of Toys, 1 9 8 1 , Bob Flanagan & Jack Skelley

I think we both were very excited. At the time I was teaching poetry in Yucaipa, about 90 minutes east of LA., on
a government-funded arts-in-the-schools program. I was
poet-in-residence at a junior high school, and the principal wanted me to live there but I refused—talk about
being on a farm, there was nothing there! After a few days
of driving back and forth I acquiesced and got a motel
room, but I refused to live there because every night in
LA. there was something for me to do. Then I met Sheree,
and I would stay at her house, get up at four in the morning (usually we'd be partying 'til midnight or 2 A.M.) and
sometimes I'd have two hours of sleep, and then, blearyeyed, drive for an hour-and-a-half and teach for eight hours
and then have to attend these "development" meetings,
where everyone got together to develop new programs—
it was horrendous. I'd been paid $15,000 in advance for
the whole year, so I had to keep on doing this job. (This

"Sheree put the latex hood over my face so I w a s in total darkness, everything covered but my mouth which she put to good use
licking her cunt and ass and kissing her great mouth. Finally she untied my twisted-up penis and put me inside her. I w a s motionless and in complete darkness. She moved up and d o w n on me like crazy. She put the cord of my bathrobe around my neck and
choked me as hard as she could and we came." —Journal entry, June 2, 1982

was the only real paycheck I ever got for poetry . . . for
this teaching job.)
Naturally, when you can least afford the time, somebody comes into your life who's really great! For the first
nine months everything Sheree and I did was incredibly
hot and exciting—I didn't want anything else to intrude.
We met in October; by December I'd gotten really sick
(103-degree fevers) and this was the first time Sheree had
ever seen it and it scared her a lot; she hadn't been around
"the illness" before (or any illness). Nobody in her family
had ever been sick, so meeting me was a real challenge.
The first few years were really terrifying for her.
I didn't tell Sheree how to be a mistress: "You should
do this" or "You should do that." I'd explain technical
things to her, but the attitude she took on was absolutely
perfect—exactly what I'd wanted and was looking for.
When I had to sleep in Yucaipa, she'd say, "Don't sleep in
a bed unless you're with me" so I'd have to sleep on the
floor. We'd talk on the phone and run up horrendous
phone bills; she'd control my diet: "Don't eat this" or
"Don't eat that." This control by phone was bizarre and
exactly what I wanted in a relationship . . . where somebody else had full control.
• AJ: What exactly is the turn-on?

• BF: The restrictions. What really gets me going is lots
of restrictions: having to operate in a confined space, either psychologically or physically, and enduring that.
There's a sexual component but there's also an almostspiritual high, a spiritual feeling you get from surviving
this confinement. That's why contracts are exciting: "You'll
do this and that (but not that)." I've done things like that
totally alone, by myself, where I'll define a space. I'd make
up a numerical list of things to do, put the numbers in a
can, and pull out a number that might say: "Sleep on the
floor tonight" or "Stay outside in the back yard all night
long naked"—I'd have to do what that number commanded. In a way that was like playing with fate: since
fate had dealt me a strange blow which I had to deal with,
I countered with an artificial system to checkmate that. I
was making a mockery out of something serious that had
happened to me, just by making up all these silly rules.
And this mirrored the rules I had no choice but to follow:
I can't breathe well or do a lot of things because of the
body I was given. So what I do is a mirror image of that
restriction . . . which makes fun of it all.
Also, I am ultimately (this is what every masochist hates
to hear, or admit) in full control: I wanted Sheree to be
my mistress and make the rules for me. In reality, what

usually happens is: the mistress gets bored with making
all the rules—they get tired of doing that, and the slave/
submissive is disappointed. Periodically this happens with
us. I would love to have constant rules all the time, and
have to live my life within a weird maze of restrictions.
The same thing happens with different kinds of bondage: if you're into blindfolds or leather hoods or forcefeeding, you're altering the senses. You're cutting off one
sense (or part of the body) and then the rest of the body
takes over. If you're all tied up, then your brain starts overreacting and working harder. I think the same thing happens with other psychological types of restrictions which
just cause different parts of your psyche to work harder.
That's why people get a thrill.
• V: How did your relationship build?
• BF: I was keeping a journal before we met; then for
three or four months all my writing went out the window. I was too busy getting involved with what we did to
write about it. Sheree came to my parents' house for
Thanksgiving and that was fun.Then she came for Christmas (my parents really play up that holiday) and it was
like, "Wow, Bob's really happy; he found a girlfriend."
My parents are really good about this: if my brother brings
a boyfriend home or if I bring Sheree home, they get presents too. So while the family was doing these Christmas
things, Sheree and I would go into a bedroom and she'd

My 33rd birthday, holding a cake and a gift from Sheree:
Lowly W o r m , which for some reason reminded her of me. Los
Angeles, 1985

tie me up with ribbons at my parents' house (which was a
whole other thrill) and it was very exciting.
• V: What did you do the first night?
• BF: She may have masturbated me that first night—
that was just to get to know each other . . . very light,
casual. Sheree was very experimental and open—as a
matter of fact, about nine months later when things got
difficult, she had some identity crises about what this all
meant. The way she compartmentalized it was: it was all
just an experiment. Suddenly she felt really bad doing it,
for awhile she felt like it just wasn't her. But she does this
with everything; she goes through these phases of selfdoubt where she looks at everything she's been doing and
says, "That's not me; that's not what /want to be doing."
And she was totally influenced by me; she'd never had
thoughts like these in her life, except that as a kid, people
had always accused her of being "bossy" (which is real
sexist; any time a woman takes charge or makes her needs
known, she's called "bossy"). So here was a way she could
take that label, use it in a sexual context and have more
fun with it.
Periodically Sheree has had (especially in the early days)
a lot of doubts. In a lot of ways she thought of what we
were doing as an experiment—she just wanted to try all
these new things. And she was great! The kind of attitude
changes that happened, aside from all the sexual or bondage things—well, as an example: within the first month
she wanted her daughter's room painted. I said, "I'lldo it
for you!" and I did. Here I was, absolutely serving her,
cleaning up her daughter's room and then painting it.
When I'd started coming over, Sheree had been living
with her two kids and the house had been really disorganized. Not long after I met her, I was home alone with
the kids (they were ten and twelve at the time) and one
night I just totally revamped and cleaned up everything:
kitchen, living room, and got the kids involved. Sheree
came home to find her messy home almost sparkling . . .
After that, that was my job. I cleaned the house, did
the chores, did the laundry, drove the kids back and forth
to school, plus I drove to Yucaipa and taught for eight
hours a day. I think of this now, when I can barely walk
up the stairs! That's been the hardest part for me to deal
with: how my health has deteriorated so much. I really
liked being a houseboy—I'd give up all the art and everything else just to do that. That's my favorite occupation.
• AJ: When you were doing those chores, how would you
feel?
• BF: The first few days I'd have a hard-on the whole
time. If the kids weren't around I'd be naked. Sometimes
Sheree would put a little apron on me—she got a kick
out of that. At the time she still worked for her father's
carpet business, so when she came home everything would
be spotless. I know where that came from in me: both my
parents had to work two jobs. Since I was the oldest I was
in charge of keeping the house clean. It was exciting for
me to please them. It was like giving them a gift— they
had to work so hard, so it was always great if they came
home and found the house in order, all cleaned up. A lot

of the slave/servant stuff with Sheree flashes back to that
memory of pleasing my parents, especially my mother. I
just added the extra spice of sexuality and submission.
• AJ: I'm interested in the evolution of your long-term
committed relationship, which is so unusual—
• BF: I've been trying to recall how it evolved, too, because it seemed to me that it just happened instantaneously: suddenly we were just doing all these things. I
already had a certain amount of SM equipment—nothing spectacular, just some belts and restraints. By December Sheree was tying my wrists behind my back and burning my nipples with a hot needle, or she would heat up a
pin and drop it on me. I suspended myself by the wrists
while she jacked me off a couple times. I showed her a lot
of things she'd never seen before and got her wheels spinning. The main thing she brought to it was this attitude
which was totally and naturally dominant, and you can't
pay for that—if you go to the House of Dominance you
get all the equipment and people who know how to use
the equipment, but . . .
• V: She had two kids, so perhaps she'd gotten some experience from disciplining them—
• BF: Her kids weren't very disciplined; she didn't use it
with them, and they certainly never listened to her if she
tried! Dominance has to involve somebody who gets a
real thrill out of somebody else doing anything they say.
Sheree liked that a lot; she'd get this little smirk on her
face.
• AJ: Is she getting a sexual charge out of this?
• BF: I'm not sure if it was always sexual, but there was
some sort of thrill about being able to order any man
around. There's a certain revenge aspect. She had been in
this very traditional marriage for fourteen years; in some
respects her husband had bossed her around and there
were always arguments if she didn't do what he said. And
in the singles scene men always thought they were in control, and could use women. Sheree was pretty fed up with
all that, and by the time she met me and could express
this other side, she went full force: "/tell you what to do.
We won't have sex unless I say, and how I say." She'd always hated housework, so she was real excited about that
aspect of our relationship—even if she had fantasized
about the sex, she might never have thought of that. I
think her attitude excited me, and the things I showed
her and did excited her, so it was really mutual, back and
forth. And we kept escalating to different activities including golden showers—that happened really fast. I don't
know if I suggested this or how the subject came up, but
we just did it. Bondage in her bed, not being able to touch
her—all these different dominant-submissive type activities started happening.
• AJ: Go back to your second and third nights together—
• BF: On one of those early dates I took her to a party at
the Chateau—that was early on, because I know I was
really embarrassed about some of the things that were
happening there.

• V:Why?
• BF: At those parties there's lots of male dominance of
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women, which is very uncomfortable to be around when
you're with somebody who's even a mild feminist (and
Sheree was more than a mild feminist at the time). I had
to keep explaining things; I couldn't even say this was
consensual because a lot of the dominance was happening to women who worked there and you could tell that
it wasn't consensual; it was because they worked there. So
there were some uncomfortable moments, but Sheree liked
the atmosphere, liked some of the people, and there was
some great equipment to admire. There were both good
and bad aspects to a party like that.
At that time the Chateau was a big converted apartment complex. There were a couple of common waiting
areas where you could watch videos, each with a big closet
with all kinds of whips, paddles, chains, cattle prods, horse
saddles—everything. Each apartment had been transformed into a different type of dungeon with its own name
and "feel" to it. There was a TV (transvestite, cross-dressing) room with lots of mirrors and costumes; it was painted
pink with a very frilly decor. Another dungeon was painted
black, with heavy stocks and suspension devices.
If you were going there to be submissive to somebody,
you'd sit and interview somebody for ten minutes and
tell them what you were into: "I'd like to be whipped, but

are a lot of places you don't want to whip, like the kidneys. And you don't want the whip to accidentally "wrap
around" somebody's body. Sometimes, instead of hitting
straight onto the back, the whip would come around the
front so you'd get this full force like a faster-than-thespeed-of-sound whack that breaks the skin and is very
painful. There are certain levels of pain that will take you
out of a scene. If the pain is too heavy, or if it escalates too
quickly, it'll psychologically destroy whatever illusion
you're working up to, or whatever feelings are being increased.
• AJ: Explain the pain aspect—
• BF: Context is everything. Even people who are into
SM are not turned on by getting their hand slammed in a
car door. And some people into SM like a mild form of
stimulation . . . it's all levels of stimulation—that's all pain
is. Some people just like a little mild butt-warming with
a hand, and maybe a little bit of whipping so they turn a
bit red, but they don't want any sharp, hard or difficult
pain; they certainly don't want any marks. Then there are
extreme people who are really into being bullwhipped;
some people are into heavy flogging with a cat-o'-nine
tails until they bleed. There are these extremes and everything in between, and even people who like it extreme
(which I've liked at times) don't like it extreme all the
time. There are times when you just want it to be lighter,
and there are times when (if you're in a relationship like I
had with Sheree) it didn't matter what /liked; it was what
she liked at the time. That's a different plane entirely.

I don't want any marks" or "I'd like to be your foot slave,
but I don't want any pain" or "I want lots of pain"—you
just tell them your boundaries and they pick out the equipment. You'd go into the room and get naked and they'd
come in and do a one- or two-hour session with you.
Once a month, to make more money and to advertise the
place, they'd have parties which were open to the public,
and charge $30 or $60. Women were usually admitted
free, because women tended not to go unless they were
with a guy.
• V: What would happen?
• BF: They'd do demonstrations with some whipping.
Usually it was pretty light stuff, but it depended on the
people involved. To an outsider watching, a scene could
be pretty disturbing, especially if the person being whipped
was really into being hurt, or even reacted like he were
being hurt. It all depended on the expertise of the person
doing the whipping: sometimes it wasn't done very well.
If you're new to this, sometimes it's hard to watch. I was
always a little embarrassed whenever I brought someone
new along.
• AJ: What do you mean by "sometimes it wasn't done
very well"?
• BF: There's a lot of technique involved, because there

You have to get on a wavelength with a person, plus
you have to get on a wavelength with your own body.
And you build up the pain threshold, you don't just immediately get together with somebody and start flailing
away at them (unless you've agreed to a pre-arranged punishment type of scenario—some people want to do that,
too). Everything I say you don't do, some people do!
[laughs] But in general most people want a scene to be an
erotic, sensual experience, not a brutal experience. So even
if you're going to end up whipping somebody until they
bleed, you start off gently, and there are different types of
whips that don't hurt so much—they're made of very soft
leather. They have fat braids or tails so they don't hurt
very much. But the thinner whips sting and have a much
more severe effect. So you can work your way up . . . you
can spend hours getting heavier and heavier, then lighten
up, then go heavy, then lighten up. Going back to "wrapping around": that's something that comes up unexpectedly and gives an unexpected shock. You're doing something light and all of a sudden one of the tails of the whip
wraps around your thigh or some area that's really sensitive and ruins the build-up that's taking place in your
body and your head.
• AJ: What is taking place in your body and head?
• BF: Usually people describe the state you achieve as a
"runner's high," where your brain releases endorphins (a
natural pain-reliever which is like heroin) to combat the
pain. Runners feel that "high" if they run for a long time.
Likewise, people in SM describe the same type of thing—

the experience becomes a high, and if you add a sexual
component you have a double high. There are people who
are just "sensation junkies"—that's what they crave. And
this is an intense sensation.
• V: Aren't your eyes closed most of the time, to aid the
fantasy component?
• BF: Sometimes your eyes are closed, sometimes you're
blindfolded—it really depends on the scene and what you
want. In many ways what Sheree and I did were extended
fantasy or endurance tests where I wanted to take anything she wanted to do to me, anytime . . . be able to
withstand anything and go through it.
Sometimes the whipping feels awful and I can't wait
for it to stop, but afterwards the fact that I went through
it and that she wanted to do it produces a real rush of
sexuality and closeness; a feeling of almost being protected;
a bonding between the two of us that you never get with
any other kind of relationship—never. It's the knowledge
that we both went through this thing together. But a lot
of times it doesn't work like that; sometimes a whipping
is really annoying and you just can't stand it. It really depends on your frame of mind at the time.
• V: Do the scenes always end in physical closeness?
• BF: Of course it depends on the relationship! A lot of
scenes I witnessed were demonstrations for a party—sometimes they're just that. But when they work really well,
there's usually a bond between the two people—they hug
each other afterwards. Ideally, both are going through
something emotional: the top is releasing something that's
really important (they wouldn't be doing it unless they
got some sexual charge out of being in that position) and
the bottom is getting their needs met completely, so there
are two people working absolutely together to get their
needs met. It doesn't always work well, but when it does
there's a real chemistry that kind of explodes between
them.
• V: What do you think of the idea that people who like
bondage may have been tied up and molested at a very
early age?
• BF: I've heard that from people into SM, and I've also
heard that from people who are completely turned off to
SM because they were abused as children. People process
information and experiences differently; someone who's
imprinted with nylons and bras when they're a kid may
want to dress up in those after they grow up. People have
all sorts of strange imprinting—I think the bondage aspect of my situation (being a prisoner to other forces) was
sexualized so I could survive it. In order to not be terrified by it, I sexualized it.
In extreme cases, people create other personalities.
People who are really abused and who can't escape, "escape" by becoming multiple personalities—it's common
for multiple personalities to have abuse in their backgrounds. Maybe role-playing as a slave is just a milder,
healthier form of having multiple personalities to escape
difficulty. Saying this, I hear a million voices in my head
of people who swear that nothing happened in their childhood; they just, in their adult life, heard about this and
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got involved, like Sheree—she heard about this scene and
it "clicked" in a certain part of her. She can't rationalize or
explain it by any kind of imprinting. For me it's much
deeper.
I've met lots of people in the SM scene who've had
asthma, polio, and other illnesses and who were bedridden as children. They don't all become submissive; I know
someone who was plagued by horrible asthma and had to
stay home from school—very similar to my situation,
except that now he's a well-known top and in his fantasies
takes the dominant role. The submissive part of me is in
utter contrast to the kind of person I am otherwise: I
have a pretty strong ego and very strong ideas about what
I want to do with my work. To jump ahead to Sheree and
me doing SM art, or art that talks about our SM relationship—it's almost ridiculous to watch us then, because I'm
kind of a tyrant to work with. When we're making videos, I'm worse than Francis Ford Coppola: "No, no, it
can't go that way!" Yet we're doing shows that portray me
as being totally submissive.
Sometimes this personality split and the combination
of people I am is too much for me to take. Doing art, I
work instinctively. I just know I want a particular "thing,"
yet I'm not always able to articulate why to Sheree or
anybody else. I get frustrated if somebody else works at a
different speed, so it's really hard for me to work with
other people—especially someone I'm close to. I'm much
more inclined to say, "NO, dammit!" In a way, our SM
lifestyle pretty much dried up when we started doingart
together! Our personalities really clashed, and that's something we have to work out. We're pretty much in agreement most of the time, but things always go wrong. Alone,
I can just curse myself and that's okay, but when there's
somebody else to hang it on, then I just immediately go,
"Goddamit!" and then later say, "Sorry, I didn't mean it."
• V: When you met Sheree, did you start reading more
about SM?
• BF: I probably read less after I met Sheree—all that
stuff in adult bookstores mostly seemed like crap after I

met her. Sheree was more enamored with stores like the
Pleasure Chest than I was (the Pleasure Chest, on Santa
Monica Blvd, is the store for SM equipment, and some
of it sells for exorbitant prices). For a long time that was
the only place to go; now we've made friends with people
who make good-quality equipment; now you can pick
and choose. But back then it was the place to go; the
punks used to go there for their clothes.
I showed Sheree Fetish Times—I still have three or four
boxes of all the publications I bought in those days. Before we met, we'd both seen In the Realm of the Senses,
which was really influential—we learned a lot from that
movie, and we both had fantasized about it a lot. Choking became one of our favorite pastimes: strangulation
during sex.
• AJ: Before we get into that, you didn't finish the story
about when you first brought Sheree to the Chateau—
• BF: Oh yeah! We felt some awkwardness because some
people seemed overly abusive to the people working there.
Maybe it was my own fears. In the early days you're always afraid: "Oh no, I've gone too far. I've showed her
too much and she's just going to think it's all awful and
horrible, and never want to talk to me again." There are
things that happen at parties, and if you're an outsider it
looks a lot worse than it really is. Sometimes a whipping
scene, to someone who doesn't know the participants or
how people react in that situation, seems a lot more brutal than it is, because people will scream and cry and beg
for the other person to stop. Yet when it's all over they go
[breathless], "Thank you!"—they loved it! And they laugh
and joke and have wine afterwards; it's part of the scene
to scream and yell and shout and say "No!" That's why in
the SM scene there's always "safe words."
• V: What do you mean?
• BF: SM is the only area where "no" doesn't mean no.
In every other place, no means no. But you have to have
some word that means no, so you say—the typical boring
substitute would be "red" which means "Stop. This is past
my limits. I swallowed a hairball and I'm going to choke"
. . . Whenever psychologically or physically you're out of
the scene, you say something like "red" to mean "stop."
Or you can say "yellow" which means "my hand's asleep."
So the top stops what they're doing and checks out what's
going on. Rules like these are really good if you meet somebody at a bar or a party and you start playing for an hour
or two; you have to have these kinds of systems to communicate. But if you know someone the way Sheree and
I know each other, we don't have that—I know how far
she'll go and she knows how much I'm able to take, so
there's no communication loss that way. I can scream and
yell and—usually if she stops, I'm disappointed afterwards.
That's a typical submissive behavior: you beg for it to
stop, and then when it's over, it's never enough!
• AJ: So you were at the Chateau—
• BF: I was worried that Sheree would get the wrong
idea by this limited view of the scene, and that she might
be turned off to the whole idea of SM in general. This
was a professional party (as opposed to parties for people

in the scene); basically, it was a Chateau open house with
people showing off their mistresses, and guys hanging
around and finally paying for it later that night with a
woman. There was a lot of male chauvinism and sexism
and uncomfortable feelings. Now things have changed
somewhat. There are a lot more private clubs now that
have parties—that's one big difference.
At the Chateau Sheree was uncomfortable, although
not as uncomfortable as I thought she would be. We didn't
do anything at this party, we just watched and talked about
it afterwards. Basically I was showing her what it looked

like.
• AJ: What was her reaction?
• BF: I think she was turned on by a lot of it. She was
turned off by some of the sexism, like: "That guy is a real
pig; don't pay any attention to him," but, "Over there,
that couple's really into it; let's see what they do!" So she
came away with more positive feelings toward it.
I wish I could remember the first time we actually did
something; it seems like we've always been doing things.
I know she must have whipped or spanked me not long
after we met, but I can't remember what the occasion was.
Typically, after these parties we'd go home and do our
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own experiments with things she saw at the party. My
journal got pretty fuzzy after we met, and I was commuting between Long Beach, Westwood and Yucaipa—that's
why I have a hard time remembering this period of my
life. Plus, I was in some nirvana-land, getting everything
I ever imagined happening to me . . .
• V: Maybe you'll remember if you can recall the equipment you used?
• BF: I don't remember which whips or equipment I had
when we met, but we definitely expanded our supply. Several years ago our equipment got stolen, so we had to
start over again from scratch. As usual we were going from
one party to another; we were at a performance in Downtown L.A. and had two bags in the back of the car and
the car was broken into and both bags were stolen—some
of our favorite toys. I wonder what the thieves thought of
these handcuffs and whips . . .
One time some people broke into our house and stole
a VCR which had some raw footage of a piercing video
Sheree was working on, of a woman getting her clit pierced
(luckily Sheree had copied it). I wonder what the people
who stole it thought of that. . .
Sheree came up with something I'd never fantasized
about: the idea of infantilism—treating me like a baby and
having me drink out of a baby bottle. I think it was exciting because she brought it up. That's something you rarely
see in most SM magazines, because it's embarrassing to
admit to people; that's a real sub-group of a sub-group:
baby-men. There are magazines dedicated to that, but usually they're tucked away in a little corner of the store, and
the most bizarre ones you have to send away for. When she
worked professionally, Sheree met a couple of baby-men.
In a way, that's one of the more "natural" longings to understand: why someone would want to be a baby . . .
We played around with that, as well as other things I'd
never fantasized about, because Sheree wanted to try everything! So we asked at the Pleasure Chest, "Do you have
anything to do with infantilism?" and the clerk misunderstood: "No no, we don't do any of that!" He thought
we were referring to kiddie porn, which is not what infantilism is: it's grown men dressed up as babies (sometimes women too, but not usually. If women are in the
magazines they're usually portraying the mother, and if
they're dressed as babies it's just play-acting). It's mostly
overweight men who tend to look very pudgy, like Baby
Hueys. There are private newsletters advertising giant diapers and big pacifiers. Anyway, infantilism wasn't really
my "thing," but still it was fun to experiment with it.
• V: Did you ever do cross-dressing?
• BF: Sheree and I met on Halloween, and the following
year we went to a Halloween party and she had me dressed
up in a blue dress—she liked leading me around by a
collar dressed as a woman with wigs and make-up. People
loved it; it was an SM Halloween party so we fit right in.
Then we went out using the same costume to other Halloween parties and everyone liked it. One of my friends,
poet David Trinidad, would have a couple of drinks and
fall madly in love with me. "Bob," he'd say. "You look

beautiful in that blue dress!" And then he'd kiss me.
I was of the frame of mind that I would do anything
Sheree thought of. I even told her that if she wanted to
not ever tie me up again, that's okay too. What I really
liked about Sheree was this dominant attitude. It's hard
to maintain, though, on a 24-hour basis. After twelve years
it comes and goes. But that's what I really like—even to
this day. I wish we could get more of that going, because
now, physically, I can't do a lot. But to submit to that
attitude is the greatest—that's what turns me on the most.
• AJ: How did you establish a commitment?
• BF: I gave Sheree Leopold von Sacher-Masoch's book,
Venus in Furs, to read (checked it out from the Cal State
Long Beach library) so she could really see the psychology behind the whole thing of being a slave to somebody;
to me this was a great role model. From reading that,
Sheree got the idea of making a slave contract. That's when
we started to cement our relationship—when we put it
on paper. Plus, she was afraid of commitment anyway, so
this relaxed her: she only had to do this for six months,
and if neither one of us liked it, we didn't have to renew
the contract. Our first contract was just a verbal one, but
by Christmas we had a contract that I would be her slave
for three months . . . later we expanded that. That was
based on Venus in Furs—we wouldn't have thought of it
otherwise.
It's a bit hard to separate what I knew at the time, what
I read about, and how all of this evolved, because it's all
meshed together. We went to the Pleasure Chest hundreds of times, we went to "tack" stores to buy riding
crops and hardware stores to buy rope—nylon rope is
good but it frays if you don't burn the ends—
• V: Soft, thick cotton rope is good, but it's hard to find.
That's what they use in Japanese bondage books—
• BF: Yeah, in those Japanese SM books they really spend
a lot of time devising intricate patterns—it's really an art:
all those knots and designs . . . With our contracts, I
could have committed forever, but Sheree wanted to know
that in three months we wouldn't have to do this ever
again if it bothered her. / wanted to know that it was
going to last at least three months, and wasn't going to
stop during that period of time. The contracts were just
copies of Sacher-Masoch's: I would be Sheree's slave and
do anything she said. I would be in charge of cleaning the
house, and I couldn't masturbate or have any kind of sex
unless she said so. My body belonged to her completely,
to do with whatever she wanted. I wasn't allowed to be
with anybody else, but she could be with whoever she
wanted to be with. There was no penalty of death, of
course—this was a totally non-binding, non-legal agreement specifying in concrete terms what our boundaries
would be. And I still haven't been with anybody but her
for twelve years.
• AJ: So you don't do scenes with other people?
• BF: In the early days I may have done scenes if she did
them with other people, but I haven't been with anybody
else sexually. A couple of times we split up for brief periods and I tried to have scenes with other people, but I
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was disappointed so much—I thought, "Sheree and I had
the best!" I felt I could never take it far enough with anyone else. After Sheree, scenes with other people seemed
so superficial; I can't go backward to that. I'd have to be
with somebody I'm really wrapped up with emotionally,
as I am with Sheree. First of all, it's just not that common

to find somebody that you
mesh with that well.
There's a lot more people
who just like playing
scenes for a night, or for a
party or maybe a weekend,
but I like the idea of it extending over a lifetime . . .
• AJ: You also loved her—
• BF: Yes. We talk about
this a lot. I love her much
more as my dominant,
because that's how we met.
It wasn't like it was something else first, then after
a year I said, "By the way,
I'm also into this . . ."
First it was, "I'm into this,"
then it was, "By the way, I
love you!" From the very
instant we met, without
even knowing what we
each really looked like—
• V: That's right; when
you were attracted to each
other you were both disguised as dead people—
• BF: Yes. I think I've
talked to Sheree every day
since we met (even if she's
out of town, or I've been
away at the hospital). I
don't think a day has gone
by that we haven't talked
to each other, and it's not
just to call and talk about
being whipped; we talk
about movies or what's
happening with her. We're
really wrapped up in each
other's lives, and now it's
in ways that have nothing
to do with SM. Nevertheless, for me everything is
better when that. SM is
working, because that's the
ultimate closeness with
somebody, and because
that's been with me all my
w a s later used for the Sonic
life. The problem is: it
hasn't been with Sheree all
of her life. So, it's not necessarily the ultimate closeness for her: to be my mistress.
This is a difference we have to deal with, because while
it's my very core, it's something that was added to her life
afterwards—she can take it or leave it. But it's always that
way: there's always one partner who's more into it than
another.
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• V: Plus the bonding is based on a shared stigma—
• BF: Yes. I want to give something up and be a part of
somebody else; Sheree (like a lot of people) maybe doesn't
want to give something up of herself. I'm not just talking
about SM—with bonding in general, to be with somebody means giving up a part of yourself. And I think the
sicker I get, the harder it is for her . . . there's an urge to
push me away, because she knows that I'm going to be
taken away anyway, and that's difficult to face.
A lot of couples, when one person has a life-threatening illness, often split up for just that reason: it's too hard
to face. I had no choice but to have this fate, but she can
control her own destiny by saying, "Enough is enough! I
want to end this relationship." And she has established
certain distances, because it's just too hard to deal with
the illness and what might happen.
• AJ: Do you talk about this?
• BF: These days we talk about it a lot—more than anything else.
• AJ: Well, most people live very superficially—
• BF: This has been a very transformative time for me,
because I'm turning forty and everything has flipped upside-down and sideways for me.
• V: . . . Did you ever have any problems with Sheree's
kids?
• BF: There were stormy moments when I moved into
the house with Sheree. I thought they were spoiled
Westwood brats, and they saw me as an intrusion on their
lives—which I was. But now her son shows his friends
Modern Primitives and says, "That's my mom!" His friends
are all into tattoos and they go, "Your mom is Sheree Rose?!"
They have an entirely different relationship with their
parents than I ever had with mine. I could never communicate with my parents in the negative way they do with
theirs; there's lots of fighting. They were undisciplined,
and Sheree always felt inadequate as a mother—she kept

second-guessing herself and they would use that to their
advantage.
I came in as this outsider authoritarian figure who knew
the "right" way to do everything. Once I was taking the
trash out, doing my slave duty, while Sheree and her kids
were just screaming about something. This was early in
the relationship when I could have jumped ship. I told
myself, "This is crazy. I don't need this in my life. Why
am I doing this? Why am I here?" Then I made a decision; I said to myself, "I'm never going to get from anybody else what I'm getting with Sheree. Okay, this is what
I have to bear."
The daughter and the father still live in the house which
Sheree and her ex-husband own together, and the son
lives up north. As far as our SM lifestyle was concerned,
the kids loved it—they didn't know the sexuality of it
(not openly anyway; maybe they perceived it) but early
on they would say, "Mom, I need to go to the store," and
Sheree would say, "Bob, drive the kids to the store." I
cleaned up their rooms, I cooked dinner and cleaned up
afterwards, I drove the kids to school—
• AJ: You had this middle-class existence—
• BF: Very much so. The neighbors hated us for a lot of
reasons: for three or four years I had a band going, and
we'd have rehearsals every Sunday. Also, we'd have parties
that would last for three or four days (like one Labor Day
weekend when people showed up in waves). The house
had a lot of rooms, and after a party was over there'd still
be people in a back room you'd forgotten about. One
neighbor across the street called the police every time we
did anything, just to harass us.
One time we had a Janus society [SM social club] meeting with several guys dressed as women serving other
people, and Sheree's kids didn't bat an eye—they were 13
or 14 then. I think they came away from their upbringing with much more tolerance for other people's strangeness. They're very conservative themselves; very normal
and straight, but very tolerant, too, because they've seen a
side of people not normally seen, and they're not judgmental about it. Now they know Sheree's work and they've
gone to her shows; they've seen her photographs. And
their friends see us in print before they do. Sheree went
with her kids to buy the Sonic Youth album, Dirty, which
has our pictures on the artwork, and when her kids saw
'em they just went,"Oh, mom . . ." (I don't want to see
my mom's butt sitting on a bunny in a photograph, that's
for sure. It's very odd.)
• AJ: Can you recall any more events with Sheree?
• BF: There were so many. One year she had a surprise
birthday party for me, with all our SM friends. I was blindfolded and taken into the back of the house. She had
commissioned one of her friends to make a big wrought
iron cage—you couldn't stand up in it; it was about four
feet long and three feet high. This was the beginning of
Lent (in March) which we used to observe. That's one
Catholic holdover I really liked: giving something up, or
having to endure something for forty days and forty nights.
This cage was set up in Sheree's bedroom, and for forty

days and nights I slept in it; instead of sleeping in the
bed, she'd lock me in. Also (and this was weird, even for
most of our SM friends) for forty days and nights I ate
nothing but oatmeal. We'd go out to a restaurant with
friends and instead of eating real food, I'd have to open a
little packet of instant oatmeal and eat that.
• AJ: Did you take vitamins?
• BF: Yeah, lots of supplements. I could drink anything,
but I could eat only oatmeal.
• AJ: Did it hurt to sleep in the cage?
• BF: Sometimes I felt cramped in the morning; sometimes I didn't sleep very well. After awhile I got used to it.
But it was really a turn-on—I loved it!
• V: Why did you eat only oatmeal?
• BF: When we were kids in New York, we were very
poor. One time all we had to eat was oatmeal, so that's
what we ate for breakfast, lunch and dinner. I told Sheree
this story and she said, "Oh, great—that's what I'll have
you do!" I got a parking ticket, and as punishment (and
to save money and pay for the fine) Sheree ordered me to
eat nothing but oatmeal for several weeks. I loved those
oatmeal fasts—that's as close as I could get to real fasting,
because I have to eat a minimum of 4000 calories a day
just to maintain the 135 pounds that I am. It's a lot of
work. But oatmeal is very nutritious, and I can put milk
and sugar in it. . . plus I have protein shakes in between.
Also, oatmeal is very cleansing—it's a good regimen to
undetgo. So I just loved it; I loved the challenge, and it
didn't end until we went to Las Vegas for a weekend, where
I got to eat a buffet meal. Even when we've been apart,
I've done that to myself: "From this time to that time I'll
only eat oatmeal." Recently I thought, "Maybe I won't
eat anything but oatmeal until my show, because I'm 'way
over budget." But it's hard to maintain that by yourself;
sometimes I can be self-disciplined and do it, but it's much
more exciting if another person is controlling it.
Anyway, this "oatmeal discipline" freaked out even our
heavy SM friends. We'd go to their house and they'd be
making dinner for us and Sheree would say, "Oh, Bob
can't eat that—he has to eat oatmeal." So she'd set a dish
of oatmeal down and I'd have to eat it off the floor. For
some people that was a bit far-fetched, but that's the kind
of thing that really gets me off! It's embarrassing, but that's
the fun part of it. With SM friends I didn't care, but we
also did it in front of "straight" friends. They knew our
situation, but still it was somewhat unusual.
When I first started working at Beyond Baroque I was
on the oatmeal diet. At first people thought it was strange
that I never had lunch. I'd go to a 7-11 store, get a cup of
hot water and add instant oatmeal and eat it in my car,
secretly. It was like an anorexic eating disorder: oatmealia.
• AJ: What does the embarrassment feel like?
• BF: It's a rush. SM has its humiliation built into it,
and I don't like the kind of humiliation where somebody's
yelling and calling you names artificially. But humiliation that comes out of maintaining your lifestyle is putting your money where your mouth is: you claim to have
this relationship, so be consistent and act submissive even

in front of friends. . . .
On the evening of our tenth anniversary Sheree planned
an elaborate night out at one of our favorite restaurants.
She had me dress up in the original costume I wore on
the night we met (my Dawn of the Dead makeup and
bloody shirt, which I still had), and she dressed up as
Jayne Mansfield again with her blonde wig and big tits. It
was Halloween, so it wasn't so unusual to be out at a nice
restaurant dressed like this.
The waiter came over and took our order for drinks
and appetizers. We ordered, and Sheree got this great asparagus dish, but all I got was a bowl of oatmeal. "Oh, I
see," I thought. "Isn't that cute—now let's get on to the
real food." The waiter was looking at me funny. Also, he
never talked to me directly; it had been pre-arranged that
he'd only talk to Sheree—he wouldn't even acknowledge
that I was there. Then Sheree asked me what I would
like, and I said, "Filet mignon," but when the dish arrived it was oatmeal! It turned out that Sheree had talked
to the owner, who was a friend of ours, and worked all
this out in advance. Through at least four courses plus
dessert, every dish that arrived was oatmeal—I was sick
of it, but I loved it! And from that point on from Hallow-
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een to Thanksgiving, all I was allowed to eat was oatmeal.
About a year later we found out from a waiter we befriended that some of the waitresses on the staff were almost crying, they were so upset at seeing me humiliated
like this in public. It upset them! I thought they were
enjoying it, or at most thought we were just weird. But it
really upset them that Sheree was doing this to me.
• AJ: Was this a major turn-on for you?
• BF: Yeah. Actually, at that point it was just funny; when
we first did it, it was more of a major turn-on. It's always
good when rules are established, and having to do this
through Thanksgiving was a turn-on, certainly.
• AJ: Afterward, did you go home and do something
erotic?
• BF: At this point we'd been together for ten years, so I
don't remember! A few weeks earlier I'd given Sheree a
surprise anniversary party. We were supposed to go to a
friend's house for dinner, and when we got there, about
sixty of our friends (most of whom we'd known for ten
years) were there. They read pieces dedicated to us, and
Mike Kelley read his piece titled "One Hundred Reasons"
which is a list of different spanking paddles that he'd invented funny names for, like The Bonecrusher, Mommy's
Little Helper, Daddy's Little Helper, and the Waker-Upper . . . all names for punishment paddles. But what I
didn't know was: Mike had secretly arranged with Sheree
to bring this big fraternity paddle. I'm sitting in the audience waiting for him to begin his reading, and he says,
"Bob, why don't you come up here?" Sheree comes up
too; she pulls my pants down and in front of all of our
friends she has me over her knee, and while Mike reads
"One Hundred Reasons" she whacks me a hundred times!
Actually, that became a collaboration; later we made a

video, with Mike reading and Sheree spanking me a hundred times. You can see my ass getting darker and darker
and more bruised.
• AJ: How did that feel?
• BF: It was hard to take, because whenever I do a performance I prepare in advance. This time I had to immediately get into the "mood." I kept thinking, "Oh no,
don't make me do this; I don't want to do this." But I
couldn't disappoint all the people there. And the whole
audience was like Howdy Doody's peanut gallery counting, "One, two, three, four . . . " along with Mike Kelley.
I think that some people were uncomfortable with this,
and others got into it and enjoyed it. By the end, I was
really glad I did it; it was a memorable way to mark the
evening—literally, since a pretty heavy paddle was used,
whacking away until I was black-and-blue. It was fun and
I really enjoyed it.
Again, this was embarrassing at first. It was like jumping into an ice-cold swimming pool, but I had nowhere
else to go. I would have looked like a bigger idiot saying
"No," so I just did it. Every part of me was going, "No, I
don't want to do this," but then you just say, "Do it, because you'll look like a worse fool notdo'mg it." And once
you throw yourself into it, a certain "high" comes out of
enduring it. When you're first counting, number one hurts
pretty bad, but by the time you get to fifty you think,
"Now I'm half over," and you're committed to enduring
the whole process. And there's no place to go; there's no
way to get away; you just have to surrender. And any time
you surrender, there's a free, floating feeling—if you don't
get panicky. At home I might panic (if I didn't have an
audience) but in front of an audience I'm not going to
panic, because there was too much at stake to panic in
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front of my friends.
• AJ: How do you describe the surrendering?
• BF: It's like a floating sensation of freedom. It still hurts,
but you know that fighting it is going to feel worse, and I
think, "This is what I've always wanted: to be under somebody else's control." Ultimately I got what I wanted; if I'd
fought it I wouldn't have gotten what I wanted. So it was
very fulfilling to have an impromptu situation like that.
Plus, it was a friend's idea—it wasn't even our idea. It was
based on our reputation, so I had to live up to that reputation.
• AJ: Is it also a liberation to demonstrate that to other
people?
• BF: Oh, yes. Some people might feel embarrassed or
think, "Poor Bob," but I'm living out my fantasies; I'm
getting what I want. There's also a cockiness to it: showing how much I can take. Years before I met Sheree I
went to an SM party and somebody asked for a volunteer
and I volunteered—first time I had the guts. They put
me in stocks and caned me and spanked me and it was
pretty intense—it went on for awhile. Afterwards, there
were guys sitting around naked drinking beer, and one of
them said [bass voice], "Well, he's got more balls than I
do!" So there's a certain cockiness to this—right, I do have
more balls than you!
• AJ: It takes courage to do something so revelatory of
yourself and your deepest desires. Most people keep all that
hidden—
• BF: There's a certain pride in the fact that you have the
guts to live out your fantasies. In this situation I didn't
plan it, I just had to think fast and cooperate . . . go
along with the program. That turned out to be a fun
evening and also turned into a great collaboration with

Mike. Based on this, Sheree is working on a photo book
showing 100 asses in different stages of bruising . . . like
the Yoko Ono of the '90s! [In the '60s, Yoko Ono photographed a hundred people's buttocks as an art project]
• V: Most people think of SM just in terms of leatherand-chrome, not oatmeal—
• BF: Not everyone's willing to go this far with it. There
are different ways of controlling people, and SM still involves chrome, leather, and piercing. One of the ideas
Sheree and I both loved was the idea of male chastity. She
loved the idea of being fully in control of my penis—not
just fucking, but even masturbating; she wanted to be
fully in charge of it. I could be told not to masturbate or
have sex and I certainly wouldn't have, but the idea of
being in some kind of bondage all the time was exciting
to me. The Pleasure Chest sells these little cock cages with
straps and padlocks, but they hurt like hell, and with me
they always slipped off—that genital tissue is so elusive
and malleable that you can squeeze out of almost anything. So they were a ripoff; they'd charge $40-$60 for
something that would always come off. I kept looking for
different ways to lock up the penis; I remodeled jockstraps with cups on them, but nothing really worked.
Then we started getting heavily into piercing. I had
my nipples pierced, a Prince Albert (through the urethra),
and an ampallang, which goes horizontally through the
head of the penis. Plus, I have a guiche, which is a pierce
behind the balls, between the legs. I got the idea to take
the guiche and the Prince Albert and lock them together
with a big padlock, so if I got an erection I couldn't do
anything about it. Sheree had the key, naturally. Sometimes I'd go for two weeks or more with no sex, no erections—except for what I call my morning alarm cock [bad
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pun], which woke me up at 5 AM, hurting like hell. Again,
just as with the oatmeal, Sheree had control over this
part of my body, and that was the real turn-on; I loved
that.
Unfortunately, even though the rings were large gauge,
the Prince Albert pierce started getting thinner and thinner from being pulled on the padlock too much. My urethra was stretched out much longer than previously, so I
took out the Prince Albert because I didn't want to have
a slit there. The ampallang still remained, although even
that was beginning to migrate a little, due to being pulled
along with the other ring. That tissue is like butter, and
things just kinda slide through. I'd like to have plastic
surgery to make that tissue tougher, so I can go back to
doing that again. Nowadays anything's possible.
Another thing we really loved was choking during
sex . . . .
• AJ: How did that come about?
• BF: I think we saw In the Realm of the Senses again.
This is something Sheree initiated, because I don't remember ever fantasizing about this. It always seemed like
a dangerous thing to do, and I don't remember ever thinking about trying it. However, around 1982, during most

Sprawled out on the bathroom floor imbibing an after-dinner
wine enema. Los Angeles, 1983

of the times we fucked she would wrap this soft, velvety
bathrobe cord around my neck and choke me while she
was on top. The orgasm was absolutely incredible. She
would squeeze it, then let the air back, then squeeze it
again—it was very controlled yet very risky at the same
time. I wouldn't recommend this to anybody unless they
know what they're doing (not that we knew what we were
doing; we were just lucky). I already knew that hanging
by the neck was not a good thing to do; it's impossible to
control. But the tension that built up during this choking went directly to the genitals. Sheree could stop and
start and stop and start, and it was a race as to whether I
would pass out or cum—whatever came first.
• AJ: How does it feel?
• BF: Instantaneously erotic; I can't explain it any other
way. I don't want to explain it too well because that'll
make people want to try it, and I don't think people
should—I don't advocate it. Some part of the brain that
makes orgasms more intense is affected. No matter what
the situation was, whenever Sheree choked me I would
instantaneously get hard—it was automatic. So that was
a really good cure for any kind of distraction—especially
if she were on top of me looking down at me. Sometimes
she'd have this great look on her face, like she was really
into what she was doing, showing a fierce intensity of
control. After all, if she didn't want to, she didn't have to
stop!
• AJ: There's an incredible amount of trust between you—
• BF: Exactly. I wouldn't do that with anybody else, ever.
And when the actual orgasm comes, there's so much stress
and tension built up that there's just an explosion. And
Sheree could feel it, too.
• AJ: Did you use a gag?
• BF: No, just a steady pressure under the adam's apple.
The windpipe gets somewhat constricted, but what mainly
gets constricted is the blood flow to the brain. I'm usually
breathing during all this (it's harder to breathe), but it's
the constriction of blood-flow that's doing all the work.
You get light-headed; it's like half-fainting and cuming at
the same time—it's a really blissful experience. That's why
people die when they do it alone, because there's a feeling
of ecstasy and the part of the brain that stops getting blood
is the rational part that says, "It's time to stop doing this
now." Meanwhile, another part of the brain is saying,
"This is so pleasurable—don't stop!" That's why people
pass out and die hanging there. This should only be done
with another person who is not under the influence of
anything whatsoever.
• AJ: Does this relate to your illness?
• BF: I think it's ironic that I get turned on by being
deprived of air, because I have so much trouble breathing
anyway. It would be even more ironic if I died that way.
But I think that's just a coincidence.
• AJ: So choking was never a childhood fantasy?
• BF: No; certainly as a kid I never thought of it. But
there's a lot of things that became erotic after I met Sheree,
like enemas. She got a job working in a place where they
did enemas, and came home with this giant enema bag

which I'd never seen before. And she put wine in it: one
cup of really cheap port wine to two cups of water, and
it's an immediate high—within ten minutes I'd be literally singing. The room would be spinning around and I'd
be lying on the bathroom floor singing and humming
and being goofy and drunk. Yet the bad effects of drinking, like getting sick to your stomach, weren't there; I was
just drunk. Usually this wore off pretty quickly; it didn't
last as long as a whole night of drinking. It's pretty amazing, though, and now and then I'll give myself one. I
don't really count this as SM because it's too much fun.
It's erotic having somebody else do it to you, but—!
I used to love all-night bondage being tied up outside
in our back yard. This goes back to being a kid and hiding naked outside at night. A couple of times Sheree tied
me to a post with my hands behind my back, and I stood
all night long from midnight to sunrise. Then she went
to sleep in the house and I had to occupy myself. The
first half hour is a real turn-on, but then reality sets in:
being very tired and not being able to sit down, having to
endure this standing position. The perfect time to do this
is during the summer when you have cold nights and
then it gets warm in the morning. I love the feeling of the
sun coming up; I think, "God, I made it; I didn't think I
was going to get through this." During the night there's
nothing I can do about it; Sheree's in bed and I can't scream
because all the neighbors would wake up and see me standing there naked. As much as I might hate it during the
hours in between, there's literally nothing I can do but
accept the fate that I'm stuck to this post.
I love endurance bondage like this. Even before I met
Sheree, I set up elaborate systems where I had to be tied
up for a period of time and not get free until something
happened. One time I froze some keys in ice, locked myself
up with padlocks, and couldn't get out until the ice melted
four or five hours later.
• AJ: When you were tied standing to the post, could you
fall asleep?
• BF: I'd nod off and then wake myself up because I'd
start to fall. This was sleep deprivation combined with
restriction. I would literally count the seconds, minutes
and hours just to pass the time, and almost go into a
hypnotic state just from doing that. Personally, I never
had an out-of-body experience doing those types of things,
but I probably got close. I had moments which seemed
blissful where it felt like I was floating, but I think I'm
just too "Westernized"—I stay in my body. And because
of my health, there aren't many envelopes of time where I
can actually do this very often.
During these endurance tests it can get difficult. I get
afraid that the house will burn down; I start thinking of
everything that could go wrong. I liked when Sheree had
to go out for a few hours and I was tied up inside the
house, but this was very dangerous . . . although I liked
it because of the danger—if there were ever a fire, it would
be goodbye! But how often is there ever a fire? Not very
often. There's also the fear of earthquakes; it seems like
there's more now than before. But if that's where I am
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when the earthquake hits, then that's fate! However, Sheree
won't do this anymore; she can't concentrate on what she's
doing if I'm home tied up—she's always thinking of what
might go wrong. But if I'm in a metal cage when the
earthquake strikes, that's probably the perfect place to be—
better than under a desk.
One time Sheree tied me to a bench outside, overnight.
It's sheltered by trees but there's still an area of sky overhead. A police helicopter approached overhead—they
weren't looking for me, but if they'd spotted this naked
guy tied to a bench—! I started yelling for Sheree (I knew
she was awake) and she came out and got me. There's
another problem with being tied up outside: spiders. Once
I was outside and I started feeling spiders dropping from
a tree overhead, all night long. I could feel them bite me,
but I couldn't do anything! That was real endurance. The
next morning I had welts everywhere. Luckily I wasn't
allergic to them, [shudders]
• V: Luckily, they weren't brown recluse spiders—
• BF: I just heard on the news about a woman who's
almost dead from a brown recluse spider bite, somewhere
in L.A. I've always liked outdoors stuff—actually, that's
as outdoorsy as I get.

Parachute and 10 lb. weight on balls. Los Angeles, 1988
It's not for gliding gently d o w n to earth, although it does send me soaring, this simple piece of black
leather snapped gingerly around the balls, and attached to its dangling chain: 20 pounds or more. The
feeling in my gut is not that different from falling, or a good punch in the stomach, except that this gets
me hard—a stubby little hard-on, distorted from all the weight pulling at my manhood. If I weren't
already sterile from bad genes I might be concerned about "hurting myself," as my mother used to say.
But I'm in seventh heaven, stroking my stump of a penis as this excruciating pendulum swings back and
forth between my legs, my feet pressed deeply into the carpet, but I feel weightless, head in the clouds,
as high as a kite on a drug called PAIN.

• AJ: You went to the Catholic church; didn't you get
taught about the lives of the saints?
• BF: I don't remember that, but I certainly heard about
the Stations of the Cross and Jesus whipping the moneychangers out of the temple—that was memorable. What
I liked best was: all the different rules you had to follow.
As a kid, Lent was a big thing to me; I loved the idea of
giving things up. Sacrifice was a big theme that I liked
and carried with me.
• AJ: Was it a turn-on?
• BF: Not back then, although maybe now it is. I was
intrigued by (and perhaps identified with) the idea of being
a martyr, especially since I was sick a lot. Saints always
had something they were burdened with, and I remember thinking, "I'm suffering—maybe I'm a potential saint!"
Suffering, sacrifice, and pain are themes of the Catholic
religion; I remember going to church and kneeling for
hours, enduring the horrible torture of just having to be
there. It seemed like it was always hot—about 200 degrees—so that was endurance, too. As far as I know, I
never related this to anything sexual.
• AJ: Can you show us your journals?
• BF: Yes. This one was done when I was about ten years
old.
• V: [looking at journal] This newspaper article about
you says, "Bobby has a vivid imagination, as reflected by
the monster models he constructed." [see page 15]
• BF: I had all those Aurora monster model kits, and I
started out making a Frankenstein. Eventually I built this
board about three feet long that had three different landscapes: a graveyard, a laboratory, and a city. And all the
models were interacting.
• AJ: Nowhere is there mention of the name of your illness. Whenever people are around illness or death, it's always, "Let's not talk about it." Your art is about subjects
that people are really frightened about—
• BF: Right.
• V: This article says you wanted to become a motion
picture writer-producer-director, and that you had your
friends act out parts according to your direction—
• BF: We made a couple little movies. Yes, I think what
the illness and SM have in common is: they're both subjects people are afraid to look at. I have one piece which is
all about coughing, and I've read it several times and people
have a hard time sitting through it—it's relentless.
• AJ: Maybe you are a saint, illuminating subjects that
make humans very uncomfortable, [laughs] Also, saints
did very similar masochistic acts.
• BF: [laughs, searching through old journal] Here's from
when I was going to the Chateau, just before I met Sheree.
April '79: "I got a nervous and flustered feeling. Tonight
I'm going to the Chateau. I've made an appointment for
two hours of bondage in 'the cell' and an hour's worth of
dominance. Went back and forth as usual whether or not
I should go—do I want to spend that much money? Do I
want to go to the Chateau or do I want to see Mistress
Mickey?" [a private mistress who advertises in the paper].
"I'm going to the Chateau. It's more expensive and they

don't have the ambience some of the other dungeons have,
but the people there are really into what they're doing"
[good actresses]. "Besides, I want to be in one of their
shows someday" [the parties they have]. "This time maybe
I can get some pictures taken with my polaroid. I'm nervous, though; I feel feverish and weak. Tim" [my brother]
"was supposed to come over this afternoon. If he doesn't
come soon I'm going to tie myself up until I have to leave
tonight. I want to prepare myself. I want to get a lot and
take a lot. I want to get hard while I'm there"—usually I
don't get erections there because it's too scary—
• AJ: What do you mean?
• BF: Well, you don't know this person, really. I went so
infrequently and was such a stranger every time I went to
these places that—
• AJ: It's interesting that you need a real relationship—
• BF: Oh yeah! The Chateau is all about money . . .
quick in-and-out, and there's no time to build a relationship. People who have lots of money and can go on a
weekly basis do establish a rapport with a person, so they
can feel comfortable—that's different. A lot of times there's
nothing sexual at the time; it's sexual later. At the time it's
just the actual sensations.
• AJ: Don't they have a rule: no intercourse?
• BF: Usually there's no intercourse, although they may
vibrate you with a vibrator or something to get you off.
[continues reading] "I want to jack off while she's beating
me. I hope she's good. Mistress Laura" [the one I had last
time] "is out sick tonight. I don't know what the other
ones are like; maybe they're better . . . No sign of Tim. I
walked to the store and bought some film for my polaroid.
I'm saving my piss in a bottle to be used later on" [probably to drink. I almost never did this; I thought I was
going to do something with it later on but I never got up
the nerve that particular time. I never drank anybody's
pee or even my own but I always thought I would try to.
But it was just too scary and intense for me to think about
doing. It was a fantasy at the time; it wasn't something I
was ready to live out or do—until I met Sheree; then it
was different. Now it's a silly thing and it's easy to do, but
at that time it was scary and an extra step I didn't want to
take.]
[continuing] "I'm saving my piss in a bottle to use later
on. I'm doing this thing to the hilt. Maybe it's being in
control of myself that excites me, forcing myself to do
things I don't want to do or go places I'm afraid of, like
the Chateau. I don't want to drink piss—my own piss,
anyway. I pissed into a wine glass earlier but I couldn't
bring myself to drink it. Before the night's out I will. I'm
going to piss into my food, too. I have all sorts of things
planned for myself tonight. I want a sign to show my
mistress I am sincere; I'm going to pierce my penis again
and leave the pins in for her to see. I'm going to take
pictures of everything and send them" [this is crazy] "to
the Dominant and SM Express. " [It's like Fetish Times except that you could tell there were real people involved. A
lot of times the "letters" are just written by people in an
office somewhere, but SM Express was edited by a real

couple in New York.]
"Maybe I can find somebody I can go to regularly"
[this was always the quest: to find someone you could
have a relationship with], "I want to be a slave to someone" [a year before I met Sheree, I'm talking about this.]
"I can go to Val" [a woman I was seeing at the time] "for
love and affection, and I can find a dominant to hurt me
and make me serve. That could be a beautiful balance,
and I could find it. I'm going to try the complete list
letting my mistress know what I want" [that's pretty arrogant—that's not very submissive! But that's what I was
paying for.] "I'm going to try the complete list, letting
my mistress know what I want. Tim called; he was busy
moving; we'll get together some other time. I finished
typing my preferences for tonight's session; I'm going to
transcribe it here because I think it is interesting and very
honest."
[this is a list I wrote for the dominant to read beforehand] "I like stringent bondage, so that I can't move any
part of my body. I like ropes, leather and chains. I especially like being in full suspension hung by the wrists. I
like to be whipped and paddled, not only on my ass but
also on my thighs and back as well." [A lot of times you
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go to these places and they just whip your ass; it's safer
and people want to keep the marks hidden anyway, so
you have to push them and let them know you want to
be whipped in other places. A lot of times they still didn't,
even if you told them to.] "I like a lot of marks and bruises
to look back on, at the end of the session. If I bleed a
little, too, that would be good. I can take a lot of whipping if you start out light and work up to it. I can take a
lot of pain as long as I know none of it will be permanently damaging. You can put alligator clips on my nipples
and attach weights; you can even pierce my nipples—I've
pierced them many times myself with straight pins. I
would love to have someone pierce them" [I'd been doing
it myself, so I'm fantasizing having somebody else do it]
"again, if there were no fear of infection. Someday I would
like to have permanent nipple rings. I like cock-and-ball
torture too as long as nothing is permanently damaging.
I am not much into verbal abuse but I do want to be
under your power. I will do anything you ask. I like the
feeling of being punished by someone who understands
and cares. Someday I would like to try golden showers,
permanent nipple and cock piercing, and being whipped
and abused in front of an audience." [everything on my
wish list came true!]
"None of this is meant to restrict you in any way, only
to show you where I was coming from. You have full reign
with me; I have very few limits and I love testing the
limits, so do what you want with me. One final thing I
should tell you" [this is so silly: the fears you have when
you go to these places]: "I don't usually get a hard-on
during a session; that usually comes later. But I would
sure like to. It might help if during the last part of the
session" [if I went to a real mistress with this, I'd be
creamed!] "when the whipping is the hardest, I were tiedup facing a wall or something so I could rub myself against
it and possibly cum. It would be nice if I could, but as I
said, I'm usually too afraid and excited to get an erection
during a session."
• AJ: You must know some "real" mistresses now—
• BF: Oh yeah, I've met several. I never went to them
because I met 'em all after I met Sheree . . . [here the
journal continues; this is not the list anymore] "Now to
start my hours of self-abuse before I leave for the Chateau. I'm going to keep a complete record. First I put the
rice into the refrigerator to get cold" [this is for forcefeeding myself]. "I have to eat dinner, don't I?" [the rationalizing tone here is sometimes pretty funny] "Wait
'til you see the dinner I have planned for myself. Right
now I have to close the blinds so no one can see. I have to
pee again into the bottle. I have to shit, too, but that goes
into the toilet—at this stage of the game, anyway. Load
the camera. I want a shot with alligator clips on my nipples
and weights attached. That didn't work; timer fucked up
and went off too soon. Try again. Bing—picture of my
face. Not bad. Now I want my balls attached to the weights
on the ceiling." [I had a parachute ball-stretcher attached
to this pulley on the ceiling, and pulled that up and took
a picture of it.]

"Okay. Now I want to pierce my cock: two pins in the
head. Have to sterilize the pins. I've done this before; that
time it was eight pins all around the head of my penis.
This time just two for show. It's a hard thing to do but
what a feeling when it's through! What a sense of control
over my own body, and it gives me a hard-on the way it
looks. I want a permanent ring there—but then there'd
be nothing to look forward to! The water's boiling now
[this is my "sophisticated" way of sterilizing my needles:
boiling water, which doesn't do a thing. The burning with
a match works except that it puts all this carbon on the
needle—I have a couple permanent carbon tattoos I accidentally gave myself, because all this carbon built up on
the needles. You can use a disinfectant solution like
Cetylcide—that's one they use at the Gauntlet. Flame is
probably the best way to kill everything off short of an
autoclave—that's the best, but not everybody has an autoclave.] "The water's boiling now. I need a rubber eraser
to place on the opposite side of the skin so the pin will
have something to brace itself against.
"I have everything I need: pins soaking in alcohol, cotton balls, paper towels, the eraser and my cock. I'm scared,
nervous. I get a pain in the bottom of my foot all the way
up my leg" [for some reason, when I pierce my penis my
feet hurt. The soles of my feet get this cramped feeling—
always happens. Maybe it's an acupuncture point; there's
a nerve network there.] "One in—christ it hurts! It doesn't
hurt so much once it's in." [these are just regular straight
pins, not piercing needles, so they're not very sharp] "I'm
going to go with one pin. I think it looks better that way:
one pin in the head of my penis. Say cheese—smile! The
pin doesn't show very well. I tried, but the pin's there to
show my mistress. Now it's dinner time. 7 PM. Kate" [a
writer friend] "just called and said I sounded distant—if
she only knew! Dinner: cold rice, cold vegetables, and
now I'm pissing into the plate. Just enough piss to make
a nice sauce. The rest gets saved for later. I have to be tied
up to eat, my hands tied behind me."
[I had to invent all kinds of different ways to tie my
hands behind me; I got like Houdini. When I was a kid,
Houdini was a real role model. I did magic tricks anyway,
so my parents always saw me tied up on the floor—but it
was okay because I was just pretending to be Houdini,
trying to get out of my bonds: "Ooh, he's going to get
out of that; isn't that cute?" I got really used to tying myself
up. I can tie myself up in front with my teeth, and then
pass my legs through my arms—I'm pretty skinny, so I
can end up with my wrists behind me. I'm a minimal
contortionist.]
"I have to get on my knees and eat off the floor. I have
to eat the whole thing. I have to clean my plate." [at 7:30,
a half hour later] "I ate some of it. I ate a lot. I hated doing
it, and I loved hating to do it. There was too much food
and I couldn't make myself eat all of it. As punishment
for not eating all of my food, I will have to drink a wine
glass full of piss." [this is the problem: when you're trying
to dominate yourself, you just can't follow the rules and
make up new rules; you pretty much just drive yourself
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totally crazy.]
• AJ: It's great that you're making these commentaries
while you're reading this journal—
• BF: I can't remember what my state of mind was until
I read this. "I've always chickened out after the first bitter
taste, but not this time. This time I drink all of it. Besides, I need something to take my stomach pills with." [I
have to take these enzyme pills, so I force myself to take
them with the piss in a wine glass. However . . .] "Every
sip makes me retch. I'll vomit if I try more. I got the pills
down, though. There's just so far I can go being my own
master! I need someone else now to push me past my
limits. I need to surrender to someone else." [And that's
what I was looking for, the whole time.] "Eight o'clock.
I'm dressed and ready. I'll leave in around a half an hour.
This is the hardest time: just waiting. No, the hardest
time is walking through the door. I'll have some wine
now and wait. 8:25: I'm leaving—shaking hands, fast
heartbeat." [I get all worked up; that's part of the fun, I
guess.]
[Now it skips to 2 AM] "That's it: I'm tired, I can't go
into it all, but it was a good session. As usual I want more;

"If I had a hammer I'd hammer in the morning; I'd hammer in
the evening all over this land. "
The startled look on my face is due to the (act that just a
second before this w a s t a k e n , instead of hitting the nail on the
head, I missed a n d almost hit my dick on the head, something
I've done before and prefer not to do a g a i n , not even for a
Threshold program meeting on "Auto-erotic S M , " Los Angeles,
1989

don't know if I'm through tonight or not. Could jack off
and sleep or I could tie myself up all night." [That was a
long entry. The day afterwards I continued writing:] "I
still have some of the nervousness and excitement in me.
It wasn't a perfect session but it was exciting. She stuck a
pin in my dick and I bled all over the place." [I know how
much it can bleed, but I think it got to her. She got freaked
out, too; I don't think she expected all that blood. This
was before AIDS. Now that's a pretty risky thing to do.
All she did was poke me with a needle; I don't think she
put it all the way through, but I think she tried to put it
through and—blood just spurts out of there; out of the
head anyway. That's it.]
It's funny to read this and see what I was doing. In this
same journal, later on, I actually nailed my dick to a board

and it bled all over the place. Want to go to that part?
• AJ: Yeah!
• BF: This is August 18, 1979: "It figures I'd be writing
here now when I haven't been writing for so long. What I
have to tell now are more masochistic tales. Not to say
other things haven't happened worth writing about; camp
was the best this year that it ever has been. I'll be going
there forever, it seems" [this was 1979, and I'm still going
to the cystic fibrosis camp] "writing good poems before
camp, good times with Jack and Laurie, too—a lot of
things happening and some should be written about but
I haven't felt like it. Now I feel like it. Now I'm in a strong,
self-abusive mood and I feel like writing about it.
"The journal is on my mind, I guess, because last night
this asshole named Jerry G. found the journal lying around
and started reading it while I was turning the lights out at
Beyond Baroque and shutting the windows." [this really
happened, and it pissed me off] "My journal is sitting on
a desk, and he picks it up and says, 'Hey—someone's got
quite a. diary!' I look over and he's reading my journal and
what part is he reading, drooling over? The pages having
to do with Mistress Mickey and the Chateau—that's what.
'Hey—put that down!' I tell him. He keeps reading. 'Put
it DOWN!'
"Then he starts talking about Mickey and how he saw
her at the Venice town council meeting." [I guess he knows
her. This guy Jerry G. has since popped up in the weirdest places. When I was doing the Janus hotline for people
who call to find out about the club, I recognized his voice
on the answering machine and purposely never called him
back, because I knew what a jerk he was. But when I left
the hotline he has since joined the club, so I see him at
these parties now. He lived in Venice and came to Beyond
Baroque all the time. He was very politically active so he
went to town council meetings, and he's also into SM so
he wound up going to some of the same mistresses I used
to go to. He didn't know me; he didn't know what I was
into; he was not a personal friend or anybody—he just
picked up my journal and started reading it. And not
only just reading it, but announcing to the room that
"Somebody has quite a journal!" At that time I was not
very open about all this except to a few individuals.]
[to continue:] "Then he starts talking about Mickey
and how he saw her at the Venice town council meeting.
I change the subject quickly and hustle everybody out of
there quick. As I think about it now, it doesn't really matter who knows and who'll believe what [this guy] says
anyway, but it took me off-guard—that was a shitty thing
for him to do. And coincidentally enough, I've been in
quite a mood again since camp. It started when I remembered that Mistress Laura said there'd be a party in September, and that there was a chance she might pierce my
nipples. Anyway, I'm into it now: sleeping tied up on a
bare mattress with no blankets, sheets or pillows, submerging myself into a tub of ice-cold water" [I'd put a
tube in my mouth and let the water fill up way past my
head so I'd just be totally submerged in ice-cold water;
that was a real turn on—]

• AJ: Wait! When did you start doing that?
• BF: The first time is described in this journal here. It
just came to me; I thought of something to do: water
torture. I've only done it that one time when I had a really deep bathtub which enabled me to lie down on the
bottom with the water going 'way above my head. First I
had to stop floating. The feeling of ice-cold water slowly
creeping up over different parts of your body, getting
higher and higher, then steeling yourself to allow the water to rise higher and higher above your face, forcing you
to breathe through a tube . . .
• AJ: How long did you stay immersed?
• BF: Not very long—just long enough for the water to
fill up the tub: maybe five or ten minutes.
• AJ: That's actually dangerous. You could die if your
body temperature plummets too low—you go into hypothermia.
• BF: Actually, I didn't use ice cubes or anything—just
cold water out of the faucet. Also I wasn't in there very
long. The really scary thing I did was with Becky, my first
girlfriend: a totally insane, scary idea I came up with. We
were into golden showers then. I loved those ceramic soap
dishes that were built into the wall—then you'd have something to chain yourself to. So she would chain me by the
neck and I'd be in the bathtub all night long. That's probably when I first started getting into pee; I'd have to pee, so
I'd just be peeing all over myself while I was tied up in the
bathtub by the neck, with my hands tied behind my back
so I couldn't move. Usually I would just say, "Becky, would
you do this? And this?" Like a lot of people, after a while
she'd get tired of me asking her to do things, and get frustrated (although she would do them anyway).
This one time I wanted
her to tie me up by the
neck in the bathtub so I
couldn't get out, then turn
the hot water on with the
plug in. For some reason,
the consequences—what
might happen—didn't occur to me (I hadn't read
enough articles about
people who've been
scalded to death to realize
that this was seriously dangerous). And to top it all
off, I knew that I'd probably be screaming for her
to turn the water off, and
I didn't want her to give
in to my pleading, so I told
her to go downstairs and
listen to a record or something so she wouldn't hear
me. This was like, out there
early on—I almost ended
my SM career before it
started!

Becky did it. She started the hot water, the plug was
in, and it was getting hotter and hotter, getting up to my
feet, ankles, and finally I'm realizing: "This is serious."
Then I'm screaming for her to come get me. Luckily she
either heard me or instinctively got it in her head to come
up. I said, "This isn't working," and she figured I was
right and let me out. But that was close . . . I could have
been seriously burned. It started coming up my ass crack—
ugh! [shudders] But I survived it, and it's a real turn-on
to think about, still.
I have one other "severe" story to tell. Janus L.A. was a
club for SM people from all different walks of life—now
it's called Threshold. Basically it's a social support group
for people into SM; they have parties and demonstrate
safe techniques. It's been going on since the early '80s.
Sheree and I had been doing SM for about a year together, and then she started to feel we were the only people
in the world doing this. She didn't believe me when I told
her there were others out there. Even though we'd been
to a couple of professional parties, she claimed that people
who lived it as a lifestyle were so unusual . . . it didn't
exist anywhere else but with us. And she was getting uncomfortable with that. I said, "No no, it's out there," but
she felt lonely and isolated, because at this time there were
no support groups that we knew about.
So we put an ad in the L.A. Free Press to meet other
couples into SM. A woman and a man answered our ad—
they were the only couple who called us back. Lots of
single guys called wanting to meet Sheree, but we wanted
a couple. We didn't necessarily want to do anything with
them; we wanted somebody to talk to. So we met this
couple (she was a professional, but was actually into it in
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her own life). They were very nice: Mistress Victoria and
her husband who was submissive to her. We started seeing each other socially; we'd go out to dinner. She had a
dungeon in Whittier (where Nixon was born) and she
made a living off it; that was what she did. She was really
nice and very attractive, too, and through her we went to
a bondage SM party where we met a lot of future Janus
members. It was at a professional house, but filled with
people who were really into it as a lifestyle. This was a
totally different atmosphere than the Chateau. Most of
the mistresses present had worked there, but there were
other patrons who you could see had a relationship outside of the Chateau.
• AJ: Did you do anything with Mistress Victoria and
her husband?
• BF: After we got to know them, we played a little bit
together. She and Sheree did a few things together, and
she did things to me. We played with each other very
lightly, but nothing heavy—it was more just to talk and
socialize and share things with, and to go to parties together.
• AJ: How did you and the other submissive get along?

Suspended from, w h a t Jesse Helms calls my "auto-erotic
scaffold." Threshold program. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 9

• BF: Basically we just waited on the other two. I think
he may have been naked and I got naked, but we didn't
do anything together ourselves. Sexually there was more
between the two women; there was nothing between us
two men. That's when Sheree first got into bisexuality in
an SM context. I think the guy was a little older than I
was. We saw each other quite a bit and then it just sort of
dropped off. She came over for lunch a few times when
she was free, and we went to San Francisco together—
that's when we first met the Janus people in San Francisco, and that's how we got into Janus later on. But at
this party, it was the first time I'd ever been in public with
Sheree in an SM context. And it was good for Sheree to
be around Mistress Victoria, who had been doing this
professionally for years—she knew a lot.
This was the first time Sheree had a girlfriend who was
doing the same things she was doing, and she really felt
good about that. It was the opening night for this bondage place called Ball and Chains on Santa Monica Blvd,
and the two of them tied me to a big bondage table in
one of the dungeons. I'm tied up on my back, spreadeagled on this table, and it's a funny table. It can move all

I keep the audience and my penis in stitches at a Threshold
program on "Auto-erotic S M . " Los Angeles, 1 9 8 9

the way over so you're upside down, then all the way over
so you're right-side up; it can turn 360 degrees. I was
tilted up with my feet higher than my head, and both of
them were whipping me on the thighs with riding crops,
back and forth—which is pretty intense. While that was
happening, this professional mistress who works there
came up to me and asked, "Are you into chains?" (I'm
tied up; my arms are spread-eagled.) I said, "Yeah!" although I shouldn't have said anything; what did I know
at the time? She took this cat-o'-nine-tails made of dogcollar chains and went "Whack! Whack!" as hard as she
could. I started screaming—I scream a lot anyway, and
Sheree and Victoria didn't know what was going on—it
was above them.
For months afterward I had these black scabs caused
by the chains—it looked like a truck drove over me. I'm
boney; I was thinner then than I am now, so there was no
meat on my chest at all, and that's where she was whipping me. To get back to the story: everybody was hushed;
there were lots of spectators around (that's what people
do at these parties: watch other people get whipped). And
usually nobody ever gets very heavy; it gets somewhat heavy
and has a certain level of intensity to it that people accept
. . . but this was 'way over people's limits; they couldn't
believe it! People who have become friends of mine since
then said, "I remember you that first night, and I thought
you were really something, taking it." I said, "I didn't have
any choice!" So I started to gain a reputation, that's for
sure! I still don't know if it was respect, but it was certainly
the beginning of my reputation as somebody who is really out there! [laughs] Sheree took photos of me, and it
looked like a tractor drove over me.
• AJ: So this was really uncool?
• BF: Yeah; it was totally uncool and the owner knew it.
I think the woman was on drugs (a lot of people took
quaaludes in those days, and the owner offered me a couple
quaaludes to shut me up; he was really afraid this might
ruin his opening night). To tell the truth, once it was over
I felt incredibly excited, and I loved telling the story. I
would think about it afterwards and go, "Hmm . . . "
Sheree was totally embarrassed; naturally she felt responsible. Here's her slave, and he gets attacked like this. But
it happened so fast that nobody expected it; it was so
uncool that who would think it would ever happen? And
I've never seen that level of disrespect since—and I've been
to a lot of parties. Nobody's ever gone up to somebody
else's slave while the mistress is working on him and started
whacking away . . .
• AJ: What happened to that woman?
• BF: Most of those women don't work at those places
for very long. The owner made all kinds of excuses for
her and I think she may have gone home early, I don't
know exactly what happened to her. It certainly changed
the entire evening! After that, people just sort of sat around
talking more than doing anything. It was pretty weird.
And this was our first public party! Luckily, Sheree was
with this friend whom we were able to talk with afterwards, because if this had been Sheree's first experience, I

The aftermath (or should I say afterglow) of the first SM party
where Sheree and I actually played together in public. Los
Angeles, 1982
I get the shit beat out of me at this club called Ball and Chains.
I'm tied up in front of a room full of people as she [Sheree] a n d
Victoria whip me on the thighs with riding crops. Someone
named Erica asks me if I like chains. When I say yes she takes
out this dog chain and beats me across the chest with it. At
home, alone with my Mistress, we fuck and the pain disappears as I cum inside her. —Fuck Journal, August 13, 1982

think she would have stopped a lot of things. Even today
she's a little sensitive about that event, but now it's just
another great experience that I survived. She internalized
it, thinking she should have done something to stop it, or
shouldn't have been in that position to begin with—she
feels responsible and inadequate about it, but . . .
• AJ: This woman could have done real damage to you?
• BF: She could have cracked or broken a rib—she was
just whacking on bone with a chain. It bled. The sternum is fragile, too. One thing—Sheree started taking pictures of everything we did, so every event we did together
she documented. That's our little semi-tragic story.
Back to the cold water [finds corresponding journal
entry] "Submerging myself in a tub of ice-cold water; that
was great: peaceful and hypnotic. And just now I had an
accident. I nailed the head of my cock to a board the way
I saw in a magazine the other day, and got so excited by it
I had to try it. I'll try to drive the nail in a little further.
Oops—I missed, and just [I thought] tapped the tip of
my poor cock. It didn't hurt; the nail was handling that
job, but shit—it started swelling up immediately. I thought
it would never stop, and imagined it bursting and that
being the end of me and my sex life the way I know it. I
pulled the nail out as quickly as I could, using an alcohol
swab to stop the bleeding. The penis bleeds an enormous
amount: just one little pinprick and it looks like a murder had taken place; imagine what a nail hole is like! Now
there's a big black knot on the end of my dick!
"All I can do is hope it goes away. I'm amazingly calm.
I've had accidents before and they always seem to turn
out all right. After extracting the nail, stopping the blood,
and putting ice on my throbbing knot, I tied myself up

Getting my nipple pierced at the Gauntlet. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 3

on my stomach, wrists attached to ankles—don't ask how,
it's too complicated. I got excited and jacked off and when
I looked down—shit, the whole towel and mattress were
soaked with blood. There were some spatters of blood far
away from the towel, even, which made me think for a
second—more than a second—that I'd really fucked myself up and was cuming blood. I stayed calm, though,
and methodically cleaned everything up just like Tony
Perkins, my blood swirling down the sink like Janet
Leigh's. After that I pissed in the sink—thank god it came
out yellow and not red, like I was afraid it might. I'm still
not through. I'm going to try and keep this mood going
for two weeks when I plan on seeing Mistress Laura again.
And two weeks after that maybe she'll put a nice pair of
rings through my nipples. I'm excited again just thinking
about it, but I have to slow down now. I've got to stretch
this out for a long time. I'm going to make it a lifestyle,
not just a mood."
In 1979 I was trying to go to school; in two months
my sister would die; I was under a lot of stress, and this
was a release of all that stress. Plus I think I was coming
to a whole epiphany with all this . . . working up to a
frenzy with it.
• V: How did your sister's death affect you?
• BF: We expected it; it was amazing she lived as long as
she did. She was much younger than I, so we weren't that
close, but we were very connected in that we had the same
disease. I always knew that her fate might be mine. There
was a lot of guilt involved, because every time she got sick
I kept hoping she would die because she was so sick. It
just seemed like there was no future for her at all; she
couldn't do anything but stay home all day. Even if she'd
try to do things, it seemed
so pathetic—for her own
sake we wished that she
would stop fighting it, but
she fought really hard to
stay alive. So some guilt
about all that was relieved
when she finally did die
around Christmas time.
• AJ: If you really know
you're going to die, perhaps
you can feel free to do your
heart's desires and live your
life more fully without
compromise. You can go
right to the heart of what
you really want to do with
your life—
• BF: I think about that
a lot. If you don't have
long to live, you want to
pack as much in as you can
and get as much sensation
in your life as you can. I
see a lot of teenage boys
and guys in their early

twenties with CF, and they're not necessarily into SM (they
wouldn't talk about it if they were) but they are kids who
like really fast cars. I know several who have smashed up
car after car—they drive like maniacs. One who recently
died was heavily into drugs—he didn't die from drugs,
but. . . these kids are wild. And I think this is the way I
chose to be wild. I didn't have any connections with the
people who did drugs (in many ways I was kind of conservative) but perhaps this is my wild streak, my side that
is comparable to these guys who have almost death wishes,
as far as driving and drinking and whatever else they do.
• AJ: In facing death, one can unleash a creativity that's
beyond "Oh, I have a short time to live, so I have to cram
in all these crazy experiences."
• BF: There are shamanistic cultures that believe in "little
deaths." You can experience these little deaths along the
way, and they prepare you for the "big death," or they
release a lot of tensions linked to death. That's what a lot
of SM activity is: these little, planned-out scenarios that
are like dying: "I'm underwater and I could drown!" But
it's only for five or ten minutes; it's only experiential and
then it's over and you walk around and live out your day,
relieved. A lot of times after these SM experiences I'll be
totally at peace; I'll feel great. And I won't have to think
about it anymore; it's just something I did and got worked
up to do. Especially in the early days, these feelings would
build and build until I'd have to do it, but once I'd had
enough sensation and gone far enough, there was an immediate release afterwards, and I felt peaceful, calm and
sharp—like I could do anything.
• AJ: But you're a rarity; you're quite "well-adjusted." In
the "normal" world, a lot of people never achieve these kind
of releases and find peace—
• BF: There's a lot of judgmental negativity going on;
maybe a lot of people do think of doing things like this
but immediately dismiss them as "crazy."
• AJ: Even in the SM community, you're rare—
• BF: But I've met a lot of people who have had similar
experiences, thoughts and feelings since childhood. A lot
of people don't talk about this; what's rare is finding people
who talk. There are people who have experiences but stay
mum. I've known several women who have done lots of
things since childhood.
• AJ: You have a clarity, honesty and transparency in
your whole life—
• BF: I think going into the arts gave me a way to express all this. I learned that my writing was best when I
wrote about things that I knew—which was this subject,
so a lot of my pieces just fell together. There are probably
people who don't write and aren't artistic who do this stuff,
but have no way to communicate or demonstrate it to
other people.
• AJ: It's very important to have that channel—
• BF: Yes . . . It was always my fantasy that when I got
sick enough to the point where I wasn't going to make it,
I would do the ultimate acts: I would hang myself by the
neck, castrate myself—things I'd always fantasized about
but couldn't do because they were too risky or final. I had

A kiss from the Mistress, after she brands me with her initials,
under the tutelage of Fakir Musafar at a Janus program
meeting. Los Angeles.

this idea that I would go into the desert with this scaffold
I'd built for my shows, set it up and do the ultimate—
anything I wanted to do to my body, because I didn't
have to worry about surviving it; the point was not to. It's
a great fantasy, but there are several things wrong. First of
all, that could only happen at a point where I absolutely
couldn't go on anymore, and then I'd probably be too
sick or weak to do anything except lie in bed. And I
couldn't get anyone to help me, because I don't want anyone else to bear that responsibility. Plus, as long as my
parents were alive, I couldn't do that to them: have that
be the last thing they remember about me. But it's still a
hot fantasy!
It's a turn-on to think that I could do absolutely anything to myself, and it's also a total control thing. I've had
two good friends in the SM world who have shot themselves. They were both incredibly controlling . . . submissive, but very controlling. And one had gotten old—
he wasn't feeble, but he started feeling ineffectual in lots
of ways. One day he went to his carport and put a shotgun in his mouth and blew his head off. A week later this
other friend, a transsexual who just didn't feel she fit in
anywhere (as a man she had been a Marine and was still
very much into guns; she had a huge gun collection. She
was Sheree's submissive for awhile, and the two of them
used to go out into the desert and shoot at rocks, just
target practice) killed herself, out of desperation and because her hormones had gotten so completely out of
whack. She used two guns, one on either side of her head,
just to make sure nothing went wrong. Very efficient!

• AJ: Was this a typical suicide, where life isn't working
and the person is desperate?
• BF: I don't know. With the first guy, everything in his
life was planned out, and he had planned this suicide for
months. His family didn't know about his lifestyle, yet he
had been involved in the scene for well over twenty years.
He led a very meticulous and orderly life; he was the kind
of guy who had tools, and every tool had its outline painted
on the pegboard so you knew where everything went.
And he died the same way he had lived: fully in control.
• AJ: What would have happened if he had disclosed his
life?
• BF: I don't think he cared what people thought, but if
he had told other people about this part of his life, he
might have lost control over it. Whereas I like surrendering . . . losing a certain amount of control—but I determine the surrender and who I surrender to. Because I'm
fully aware how out-of-control my life is: some days I
wake up and can't breathe at all. Then I have to adjust,
and do something different than what I had planned to
do.
People always say, "Oh yes, the masochist is always in
control," and they always say that in a pejorative way. But
I don't think it's that bad to want to be in control of your
life; it's when you control other people's lives that you get
in trouble. But to want to control your life, or have control with adaptability—this almost goes back to that AA
prayer: "Give me the strength to change what I can, and
accept that which I can't change—and learn to know the
difference." That's a good prayer for lots of reasons, and
without knowing it, that's the way I've always lived.
That's why a good SM relationship is one where the
dominant is in control of what he or she wants to do, and
the bottom is in control of what he or she wants to do.
The great part is when they're both getting what they
want; when they've controlled their lives to the point where
they're both in the position to get it. I always hate people
who do scenes and then complain: "So-and-so's always
asking me to do this!" I think, "Then why are you a dominant? You're there to do it!"
• AJ: I sometimes hear people say that being dominant is
the hardest job—
• BF: The fact that people look at it as a job is what's
wrong! To me, there are so many things in my life that are
hard to do, so I can't understand people complaining about
things in life that give pleasure. Sometimes life is work!
• V: Back to the beginning of your relationship with
Sheree—
• BF: I met Sheree in October 1980. In November 1980
I wrote in my journal: "November 28. In bed at mom
and dad's." [this was probably written during Thanksgiving] "The start of a new journal. I haven't written much
in the old one lately. It was almost finished anyway. Maybe
these new pages will inspire me into doing something.
Maybe my new life will inspire me. It seems like there is a
new life going on: Sheree—Mistress Sheree. I think about
her all the time. I've told the whole family about her; I try
to work her into every conversation. She lives in
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Westwood, she has two kids, she has a crazy streak, but I
can't tell her the best part: I am totally submissive to her.
She is the kind of woman I have fantasized about all my
life. But this is no fantasy, this is no game, it's the real
thing.
"I'm giving myself to her completely. I want to do
whatever she wants me to do. This is crazy; I've only been
with her these past two weekends—that's all it's been—
and I know already that I'm in love with her. How do I
know? Well, I think about her all the time. I want to call
her—I should say I need to call her; 'want' is a controlling
word" [She came up with the idea that I could never use
the word "want" around her] "and I'm trying to eliminate
all my controlling nature. I need her. Even after only two
weeks, I know I would feel a great loss if I could not be
with her. I don't know how to explain all this or even
where to start, but it's important that this relationship be
recorded. This is a different kind of relationship.
"Again, just thinking about her: I want to jack off."
[that's very romantic!] "I am wearing her black panties
and the head of my penis is sticking out from the top of
them. I can feel it getting thicker. I am playing with the
ring I have inserted through the foreskin. It's Sheree's ring
now, and Sheree's penis. She said tonight that she might
like to see me tattooed. Maybe she'd have me tattooed on
my penis." [that came true; last year I got a tattoo around
my penis and balls] "I'm not writing very well right now;
this is too much to tell and to think about. I can only do
it in bits and pieces. Right now I want to stop writing
and masturbate and sleep and possibly dream about her.
Sunday seems so far away." [that's when I'd see her again]
• AJ: Did Sheree ever see these journals?

• BF: Oh yes. After awhile I'd write journals solely for
her to read. The Fuck Journal [a book published by
Hanuman Press] was her idea. It records a whole year of
fucking and SM—just
little paragraphs every time
we fucked in 1982. She
wanted a record of every
time we fucked, and it was
all done in this little literary engagement calendar
book which has drawings
of different authors. In between are all these
scrawlings about us
fucking.
[looks through journal,
reads] "In bed at mom's.
Can't sleep. Anxious about
going home. I'm actually
excited as if I were going
on a big trip. I'm going
home. Sheree will be there,
and I will not be able to
spend enough time with
her before I have to go to
Yucaipa on Tuesday. How
much time is enough?
Right now, the way I feel,
no time is enough."
[Flipping through journal] Now I'm back in
Yucaipa teaching kids
again—the journal gets
real boring . . . Now I'm
drunk . . . Here's the
night John Lennon got

shot. We were at her brother's place in Malibu and she
was tying me up and we did some things. Then we got in
a car and heard all these John Lennon songs on the radio
and were wondering, "Why are they playing all these John
Lennon songs all night long?" Finally we found out he
got shot.
We'd have spurts where Sheree would just not want to
do SM anymore. I'd be angry and we wouldn't do it for a
long period of time, then we'd do it again. So the journals
go back and forth: "I'm her slave again . . . I'm not her
slave . . . I'm her slave again."
[reads from Fuck Journal] "Fucking on acid—it lasts
forever." [this is one of our three-day parties] "I'm so deep
inside her I feel like I'm inside-out. Still flying—I can
barely feel my penis but it's hard, and while we're fucking,
the sound of an exercise record comes on the radio: 'Up
Down/Up Down . .
"She lets me fuck her and sleep in her bed as well. We
fuck with me on top and sometimes on our sides, tied up,
face down, spread-eagled in bed, blindfolded and whipped,
butt vibrator up my ass; turned over, spread-eagled, fucked
and whipped some more. We fuck again, slow and steady,
me on top, no bondage. We fuck after a terrible day of
nothingness, me on top, her hands around my neck choking me into a shaking, quivering cum. Tim's birthday.

Drinks and presents. I show off my pierced nipples and
later lick her nipples and eat her under the covers until
we fuck and she chokes me. We cum."
• AJ: Maybe you can describe one of those three-day parties—
• BF: They weren't SM parties; basically poets might be
visiting Beyond Baroque and we'd have them over. One
was a New Years' Eve party that just stretched out; another was when a gay couple who were friends of ours got
married.
• AJ: These weren't sex parties—
• BF: Although . . . after a couple glasses of wine I usually had my clothes off Somebody once sent me a postcard that said, "I never went to one of Bob Flanagan's
parties, because I heard that he would take his clothes off
and be naked and run around with his piercings showing, and I didn't want to see that."
• AJ: So your friends got used to seeing you naked—
• BF: That's probably why they hung around: waiting
for something weird to happen. It didn't, usually.
• AJ: Can you describe a typical scene?
• BF: We never had a "typical scene." We tended not to
repeat a lot of things. With us, a typical scene had a lot
more to do with attitude—with me being submissive and
doing work around the house, running Sheree's errands—
really boring! Most of the SM stuff we did was just me
doing a lot of work for her—that was the real SM part of
it! She would tell me, "Do this!" and the more direct she
was, the more exciting it was.
• AJ: In an authoritarian tone of voice?
• BF: Sometimes. We'd get into arguments; it was hard
for me to stay submissive if I disagreed with something
she said about art or philosophy, because I'm also very
opinionated. Our relation got tangled, especially after we
started to collaborate artistically. And if she got stoned
she made no sense to me at all. Then it was hard for me to
stay submissive.
One time we were with Jim Ward and some friends of
his in a car looking for a restaurant. Of all days, it was
Mother's Day—the worst day to be looking for a restaurant. This happened a lot when Sheree and I went out to
eat: total disaster. Either the restaurant would be closed or
you couldn't get in. Then somebody else would suggest
another restaurant, and . . . basically, you'd spend hours
driving to restaurants you couldn't get into. Even when
I'm a slave, one thing that remains with me is: I can get
testy and annoyed. Then I talk in a whining tone of voice,
which drives Sheree (as my top) crazy. I've told Sheree,
"Punish me. Hit me if I do that. This is what it's all about;
this isn't just SM for playtime. If I'm really shitty to you,
you have the right to whack me and do whatever it takes,
because we have this contract."
However, when we tried to work that punishment into
our lifestyle it didn't work that well. Here we are out with
our friends who are all familiar with the SM scene and
the piercing world, and I said something really shitty and
Sheree just whacked me across the mouth. Those friends
of Jim's never talked to us again! They felt so uncomfort-

able being exposed to that: "Whew!" Jim Ward still talked
to us; he takes a lot of things in his stride, but the other
people in the car were very put off. Whereas I was excited
by it; I thought, "Oh, great!" I felt embarrassed and put
in my place—this had effectively shut my mouth.
• AJ: How did Sheree feel?
• BF: The wrinkle in this whole thing is: that doesn't
make Sheree feel any better. It might make me feel better,
but I think it makes her feel creepy. I think there's a part
of her that feels good, but if I'm being shitty, then hitting
me doesn't stop her being mad at me. The best way to get
back at me is to totally ignore me and turn away from
me—that's my worst punishment. Hitting me when I'm
doing something shitty just turns me on—it's more of a
reward than a punishment. As for those friends of Jim's,
we thought: "To hell with them—they should have known
ahead of time what this is about."
• AJ: Did you develop any more punishments?
• BF: Sheree's actually pretty bad about punishing her
kids, or me . . . meting out punishment is not her forte.
We'd keep a book, and if I did something wrong I'd get
ten whacks later when we came home. The problem was:
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she would never feel like doing it, and months would go
by before we got around to it—it was like hitting a dog
weeks after it peed on the floor. It takes work to keep a
contract going, and neither of us worked that hard at it.
That's probably why most people don't really do this for
long.
• AJ: What about a relationship like a husband and wife
where the husband is the dominant? Isn't that just like
status quo society where men dominate women anyway?
• BF: The difference is in how the people feel. If the
woman's doing something because she really gets turned
on by it, that's great. But it's still hard to watch males
dominating females, because it fits into such a familiar
pattern that's in society already. Even though I know
women who love to be whipped, and men who love to
whip them, I don't necessarily like to watch their "relationship." Unless the woman's really going through an
orgasm and it's obvious she's really enjoying it (and a lot
of times you don't know she's enjoying it until afterwards),
I don't like to see women being told what to do by men.
The women I know who are into SM are also powerful, dominant women outside of the SM scene. Often
they're managers in companies and have a very strong ego
and will. . . these are women who are submissive to their
husbands, yet dominant in the external world. You can't
really make generalizations because everyone is different.
• V: How did you meet Jim Ward [who publishes the
piercing publication, PFIQ, and owns a chain of piercing
studios called The Gauntlet]?
• BF: My first piercing jewelry was obtained from a
couple in Oklahoma who sold somewhat inferior jewelry
through the mail. I probably first heard about the Gauntlet through Fetish Times or one of the SM papers. After I
met Sheree we went there for the first time. First I got my
nipples pierced, then I got the Prince Albert, and then all
the other pierces. The first thing Sheree ever videotaped
was me getting my Prince Albert, and she got so excited
watching the piercing that she pressed the pause button
just as the piercing was starting. We went home to watch
it and there was nothing there! So I had to take it out, let
it heal, go back and have it redone so she could make a
videotape. What I have now is actually my second Prince
Albert. Jim did all my piercings.
There was a year when Sheree's kids went to Paris with
their father, and we had the run of the house. The extra
room in the back of the house became a perfect slave's
quarters. I painted that room grey, turned a table into a
bondage table, and put a standing post in the closet so
she could tie me up in the closet when she went out for
errands. That was fun—I used to lie tied-up and spreadeagled all night. . . simple things like that, nothing elaborate. One time I tape-recorded everything I was saying
while tied-up, and it was embarrassing: all these pseudospiritual ramblings.
• AJ: Did you feel "transcendent"?
• BF: Oh yeah! I've heard people describe out-of-body
experiences, but I've never gotten that far. Anyway, it's
still a great feeling when it's all over, and I keep wanting

Pain junkies are lucky, and I'm the luckiest. Due to a long
history of medical problems, some highly specialized equipment is mine for the asking. Like these needles: sharp, clean,
efficient—a vast improvement over the dull straight pins a n d
sewing needles I used to use. But even with these surgically
honed hypodermics, it takes pluck and perseverance to pierce
your o w n penis. Human flesh is as tough as nails, and there's
a voice in the back of the brain that screams, " W h a t the fuck
are y o u doing?" But I say, "Fuck off," as I play Cupid to my
stupid love-sick dick, each fiery pinprick another shot of
adrenalin coursing through the veins of my porcupine pal,
thick and purple, bobbing in front of me like a festive party
balloon just begging to be popped.
—"Needles," from The Book of Medicine, Los Angeles 1991

to do it over and over again . . .
Sheree also had different female slaves at different times.
But it was too hard to deal with these different personalities; it didn't really work out. They didn't live with us, but
one woman came over quite a bit. It was a mess having to
deal with her, me, and the kids all whining at the same
time—it was too much! And this woman was a little offkilter, so it was difficult having her around.
• V: What are some of your favorite films?
• BF: Pigs Is Pigs was a very SM cartoon with a lot of
bondage and force-feeding. It didn't star Porky Pig, but

a "generic" pig. I saw it when I was very young and remembered it forever . . . A lot of the performances
Sheree and I do are documented on videos.
• V: Didn't your performances start out as poetry readings?
• BF: Yeah. I just naturally started telling jokes; in the
early days I used to read with a half-pint of tequila and
get drunker and drunker—that was a Bukowski-esque
thing to do: get drunk and tell jokes while reading. If I
was nervous, that got me over it. I started making up or
improvising poetry, pretending that it was written down,
but it was really blank pages I was reading from. Even
before that, I thought I wanted to be a stand-up comedian. I also thought I wanted to be a singer, so I started
playing the guitar and appearing at hootenanny nights at
different places, and I was really terrible!
I was in a band and performed a lot onstage. I never
intended to be a performance artist, but a couple things
happened. Sheree was documenting all the SM activities
we did at home, taking photographs. She started showing them around, and we helped start the L.A. Janus society (now it's called Threshold). Janus is the Roman god
of portals or doors; he was represented with two faces,
one in front and one behind. Cynthia Slater, who died of
AIDS, started the Janus Club in San Francisco and she
came up with the name. These organizations not only
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host parties but also demonstrations (bondage, piercing,
etc) and Sheree and I started doing demonstrations together for Janus meetings. We did a number of different
events; one night we did a whole evening of SM comedy
where I just told jokes and different stories about my life.
Once I was branded by Fakir Musafar for a demonstration—that was my first branding, around 1988.
• V: How didyou meet Fakir [featured in Re/Search #12:
Modern Primitives]?
• BF: In '84 I was working for Jim Ward at the Gauntlet
in L.A. as an assistant piercer, plus I did the mail orders.
In the early days Fakir would come to Los Angeles periodically and work with Jim—that's how I came to be
branded.
• V: What does branding signify to you?
• BF:To me, any kind of mark that's a sign of ownership
is exciting, including tattooing, and at this point I wasn't
yet tattooed. Piercings are not necessarily permanent,
because they can be taken out, so it was always exciting to
have something that was going to be a mark on me forever, like Sheree's initials. The idea of branding was frightening—although when it happens it's like an electric jolt
that's quickly over. Fakir's theory on branding is: when
you burn human flesh, it's not like burning an animal.
The burn expands and gets thick, so if you use a traditional hot branding iron, the mark will just become a big
blob—all the lettering or lines will expand and blur together. You have to use a very thin line so that when the
brand expands, the lines don't merge into each other.
Fakir uses pieces of tin heated up with a butane torch.
He shapes the tin with tin snips and pliers and holds the
pieces with needlenose pliers—which may not be as accurate as it could be. On me he did two hits to form two
letters (with this particular process you can't shape them
all at one time). The problem here is that the temperature
varies, so one mark may be deeper than another mark
. . . it may come out a little uneven. My brand looked
great for a couple years, but my skin is so pale that
when it finally healed, it was barely visible. If I'd had a
tan or darker pigmentation, the design would have
shown up better: "SR" (for Sheree Rose). It's very faint,
but if I get spanked, it gets red and rises up a little bit
so you can see it.
• V: Tell us more about the branding—
• BF: It was very ceremonial. There was an audience of
about seventy people watching a stage with a table covered by a blanket. Two people were being branded: a
woman (who had a top) and myself (obviously, Sheree
was my mistress). I was lying on the table, and some close
friends were holding my feet and hands down in case I
jumped—they didn't strap me down. I could see Fakir
heating up the pieces of tin, and there was nothing I could
do. That was the worst part: watching the preparations.
Fakir gave a running talk. First he gave a half-hour
lecture on how to do branding, how to take care of it
healthwise (that's what these programs usually were about:
how to do something safely, in case people wanted to do
it themselves or have it done). The worst part for me was

way of getting through the
experience. I don't know if
it hurt as much as I
screamed, but—! Then I
just left the brand alone; I
let the air take care of it.
Any kind of oil is bad for
a burn; ice is good but you
don't want to apply it too
much because you want it
to scar. And if you apply
Vitamin E, that might
minimize the scarring.
Anyway, it formed a great
scab which I wished I'd
saved. Afterwards, people
came up and talked; it was
a lot of fun.
The branding felt great;
it was a kind of rite of passage, and was more verification that I belonged to
Sheree. Maybe that didn't
last, but at the time it
seemed like a real commitment. The experience itself, with friends around to
hold your hand, seemed
like a feeling of real closeness. It didn't hurt as much
as I'd thought. There were
two passes with the iron;
one for each letter.
• V: What other programs
did you put on?
• BF: I did an autoerotica program: SM activities for one. It was a
culmination of all the
things I used to do at
home by myself. That's
when I first nailed my
scrotum to a board in
front of an audience (later
I did it for non-SM audiences; my shows evolved
from things I did at
home). Originally I built
As "Randall Terry" clone, forced to bear children by having them dangle from my flesh with fishmy scaffold for use at
hooks. Pro-Choice benefit with Sheree at LACE, Los Angeles, 1 9 9 2
home, just for me, but my
private demonstrations for
SM clubs became "perforthe beginning. Once Fakir began, it didn't feel as horrible mance art." At the time I didn't know that a regular
as I expected—it's not like burning your finger on a stove "straight" audience would get anything out of it. I didn't
where it continues to hurt. It hurt for a day afterwards, want to do just straight SM performances; I wanted to
but it wasn't that intense.
add something that was different, so I brought in things I
• V: Did you cry out?
was writing at the time and incorporated them into the
• BF: I always scream at anything—screaming is just a show, and told jokes.

I also put on several showings of movie clips that have
influenced me (compiled on a videotape: Pigs Is Pigs, The
Boston Strangler, Mutiny on the Bounty, etc) and talked
about them. I did one show using the scaffold, but suspended seventeen TV monitors from it to represent my
body going through different stages of torture: medical,
sexual, etc. I also did a show called Bob Flanagan's Sick in
New York (at Art at the Anchorage), and in L.A. A magazine from London called Performance gave me a bad review; the writer compared me (which I thought was great)
to "an amateur magician at a children's birthday party;
embarrassed and embarrassing." But I thought, "That's
what I've always wanted to be!"
• V: How did your "Nailed" performance come about?
• BF: Brian and Stuart from AMOK Bookstore proposed
the show as the finale of a book signing for Modern Primitives. We got together and planned it like a circus sideshow of erotic body manipulations . . . to show people
doing different strange, dark things to (or with) their
bodies. It was a mixture of vaudeville dancing and stripper dancing, comedy, and really dark SM. Sheree had a
slave for the evening, and she cut designs into the slave's
breasts with a knife—normally, that's something that's
done in private, but the woman really enjoyed that and
got off on it. To some people this was really shocking to
see; a lot of blood was flowing . . .
I had a scaffold in my bedroom; it was a weird contraption with chains and water weights enabling me to
suspend myself for indeterminate periods—here again I
was the subject of fate. So I set that up in public and as a
finale, the audience had to watch me being suspended,
and wait for the weights to drop so I could get down.
Brian and Stuart provided great lighting and music, including Leonard Nimoy singing "If I Had a Hammer"
(plus an Israeli version) when I nailed my scrotum to a
board. That's really easy to do, but really hard to watch. I
get a charge out of doing that in public because the audience—especially the men—are just squirming; it drives
'em crazy.
While onstage I talked about my life and improvised
jokes and stories. This was a turning point for Sheree and
I, and I think Club Fuck and a lot of other underground
clubs in L.A. were inspired by that—
• V: Tell us about these clubs—
• BF: They aren't that underground anymore; now they
attract a lot of people. Periodically the club organizers
take over a bar for their events. There can't be any nudity
or genitals showing, but there's lots of pasties and leather
clothes and fetish outfits. Basically, these are dance clubs,
but throughout the evening people do whipping demonstrations or piercing or hot wax or something. I really think
our "Nailed" show was the inspiration for a lot of this
scene; this was one of the first times that underground
dance people saw an SM demonstration. Since then, more
and more people have done SM demonstrations in public for a general audience.
• V: What else happened at that "Nailed" show?
• BF: It started off with a hot wax candle dance with

Angel (Elaine from the Gauntlet) and her friend Debbie.
They did this erotic dance that was almost burlesque—
really fun; actually, they did two dances: one with knives
and one with hot wax. They played around with cutting
each other and dripping hot wax on each other while they
danced. They were squirming all around each other so it
was pretty hot and sexual. Elaine had lots of tattoos, including angel wings on her back, and people got off on
the bare breasts and nudity—it was exciting. A few people
passed out—that happens at almost every show. At the
Kitchen in New York, Sheree showed slides while I did a
reading, and just describing nailing my dick to a board
made somebody pass out. I also stuck clothespins all over
my body, and somebody passed out just from that . . .
not because it was bothering him, but because he liked it
so much! (We found this out afterwards.)
I never planned on doing a performance art career; it
just evolved. One thing led to another . . .
• V: Why don't you describe the Southern Exposure show
you did for our Modern Primitives month in October,
1989, San Francisco—
• BF: Okay. Both the Olio show and the Southern Exposure show were called "Nailed"; Olio was the first. At
Southern Exposure I set up the same scaffold onstage and
told some of the same stories, except that instead of the
dancing girls I played a recording of my poem, "Why."
Actually, it's not really a poem; it came about because I
asked myself, "Why am I involved in SM?" I started writing down all the reasons: "Because it feels good; because
it gives me an erection, because it makes me cum . . ."
and this whole list of reasons just flooded out of me in
one day; there was very little rewriting.
I played a tape of "Why?" while I did an endurance
ritual where I put fifty clothespins on my body attached
to chains leading to a container which is filling up with
water very slowly. When filled it's heavy enough to pull
all the clothespins off my body—which is really painful.
They rip off as part of a domino effect; when the first one
goes, the rest of them go z-i-p, all at once. The clothespins are attached to my nipples, thighs, scrotum and the
head of my penis, and even though they're just clothespins, when they yank off it's pretty painful. They're also
painful to put on, but then the pain subsides. While putting them on, I have to talk to the audience (this generates some adrenalin flow); after that, it's just a matter of
waiting for what's coming. This is kind of dreadful, because I know what's coming, yet I have to wait for it to
happen. I didn't want to just do a live sex show for people;
I wanted to bring in my work—that's why I played a tape
of "Why" while this was going on, and it was very effective.
At Southern Exposure gallery, that was the first time I
sewed my scrotum up in public. I had a needle and dental floss and—again, this is something I started doing at
home. It was just auto-eroticism: something to turn myself on, because I liked the way it looked and felt to put
my penis inside my scrotum and stitch it up and leave it
there for a couple hours. A video monitor showed this

happening up-close, and I talked and told jokes while
doing this—that puts people off-guard. Some people regard this as dark and scary, and they start to feel squeamish, but they'll accept it better if I'm sitting there telling
jokes like I'm working on some macrame or needlepoint—
well, this is a form of needlepoint! Then I did the scaffold/clothespin ritual and read another poem, and that
was it.
During each show, Sheree showed her slides of SMscene people she's been documenting for years. That
Southern Exposure show got Jesse Helms' attention—
somehow he got hold of a flyer. He actually turned our
careers around because once Jesse Helms started asking
about us, suddenly other people started asking us to do
work and were far more interested. We were nobodies until he targeted us—I should send him a thank-you letter!
• V: It was intense to watch the sewing-up process—
• BF: It did bleed a little bit.
• V: And it looked strange, almost like a sex inversion—
• BF: Yes, I think it's a castration fantasy. It's weird to
look down and see nothing there. I added a little extra
something the next time I did that at an SM demonstration for QSM in San Francisco: before I sewed the penis
up inside the scrotum, I pushed the penis head into the
shaft of the penis and sewed the loose skin around it so it
looked like it was totally cut off! Then I sewed the rest up
together.
• V: You don't have a foreskin—
• BF: No—I'd be doing all kinds of things if I did.
• V: Do you wish you did?
• BF: I probably would have cut it off myself by now—
who knows what I would have done? I would do a lot of
bizarre things to it; that's for sure.
• V: I've seen a book just on foreskin play—
• BF: I've heard about that.
• V: What does the idea of castration mean to you?
• BF: It's the ultimate point of no return. It's a fantasy I
don't understand. It's an erotic possibility to think about,
perhaps because it's so extreme. At that point all the attention is focused on the genitals. It's fun to fantasize about
extremes that aren't necessarily going to happen. Sheree
used to talk about castrating me—then I would just be
her slave with no possibility of sex at all (which is a fun
fantasy) but it's impractical. I used to type up the personal ads for the Gauntlet's magazine, PFIQ, and this was
a very common fantasy. I've read a couple articles about
the pathology of this . . . about men who in alcoholic fits
or frenzies of depression have cut off their genitals—that
always fascinates me.
• V: The Skoptsi's [late 19th century Russian sect] formed
an entire cult around castration, but then they died out—
• BF: Castration is the ultimate extreme of everything I
do or fantasize about. It's the ultimate way to go.
• V: Do you think it's a powerlessness-enhancing fantasy?
• BF: I think so. If you're submissive to someone who
does this to you, then you're not worth anything except to
them. They really do have power over you; the symbolism
is so strong. However, it's no fun for them if they like to
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fuck! So it's a self-defeating act. Maybe that's why it's one
of those things that persists in the realm of fantasy.
• V: It's part of your whole exploration of gender
boundaries—
• BF: —Gender demolition!
• V: Does Sheree ever take a male role?
• BF: No, but some of our female friends have gone fully
over to cross-dressing as men. Actually, Sheree is sort of a
femme top in a lot of ways, which I like.
• V: Does she use a dildo on you in a "male" way?
• BF: Oh yeah! That's a new thing. We started to play
around with that in the early days, but stopped. Recently
she got a dildo harness and has gotten much more into
acts of anal penetration where I'm totally in a passive female-like position with her on top using a dildo, and that's
great—I've enjoyed that.
• V: How does that feel?
• BF: Like total surrender. Usually I'm tied up on my
back with my legs over my head, and she's on top pumping away. I'm sort of virginal there; we've only been doing
this regularly for a couple of months, so it can be pretty
rough. But again, it's a new thing so it's incredibly exciting. It's a form of bonding, just as if she were a man and
I a woman.
Being penetrated is great—I think that's why I like
piercing. It's just a great feeling. I think I like being penetrated more than Sheree does, so it's a good switch. Penetration is the newest frontier! • • •

WHY:
BY BOB FLANAGAN
Because it feels good; because it gives me an
erection; because it makes me come; because I'm sick; because there was so much
sickness; because I say FUCK T H E SICKNESS; because I like the attention; because
I was alone a lot; because I was different;
because kids beat me up on the way to
school; because I was humiliated by nuns;
because of Christ and the crucifixion; because of Porky Pig in bondage, force-fed by
some sinister creep in a black cape; because
of stories about children hung by their
wrists, burned on the
stove, scalded in tubs;
because of "Mutiny on the
Bounty"; because of cowboys and Indians; because
of Houdini; because of my
cousin Cliff; because of
the forts we built and the
things we did inside them;
because of what's inside
me; because of my genes;
because of my parents;
because of doctors and
nurses; because they tied
me to the crib so I
wouldn't hurt myself;
because I had time to
think; because I had time

to hold my penis; because I had awful
stomach-aches and holding my penis made
it feel better; because I felt like I was going
to die; because it makes me feel invincible;
because it makes me feel triumphant; because I'm a Catholic; because I still love
Lent, and I still love my penis, and in spite
of it all I have no guilt; because my parents
said BE W H A T YOU W A N T TO BE, and
this is what I want to be; because I'm nothing but a big baby and I want to stay that
way, and I want a mommy forever, even a
mean one, especially a
mean one; because of all
the fairy tale witches, and
the wicked step mother,
and the step sisters, and
how sexy Cinderella was,
smudged with soot,
doomed to a life of servitude; because of Hansel,
locked in the witch's cage
until he was fat enough to
eat; because of " O " and
how desperately I wanted
to be her; because of my
dreams; because of the
games we played; because
I've got an active imagination; because my mother

bought me tinker toys; because hardware
stores give me hard-ons; because of hammers, nails, clothespins, wood, padlocks,
pullies, eyebolts, thumbtacks, staple-guns,
sewing needles, wooden spoons, fishing
tackle, chains, metal rulers, rubber tubing,
spatulas, rope, twine, C-clamps, S-hooks,
razor blades, scissors, tweezers, knives, pushpins, two-by-fours, ping-pong paddles,
alligator clips, duct tape, broom sticks,
barbecue skewers, bungie cords, sawhorses,
soldering irons; because of tool sheds; because of garages; because of basements;
because of dungeons; because of The Pit
and the Pendulum; because of the Tower of
London; because of the Inquisition; because
of the rack; because of the cross; because of
the Addams Family playroom; because of
Morticia Addams and her black dress with
its octopus legs; because of motherhood;
because of Amazons; because of the Goddess; because of the moon; because it's in
my nature; because it's against nature;
because it's nasty; because it's fun; because it
flies in the face of all that's normal (whatever that is); because I'm not normal; because I used to think that I was part of some

vast experiment and that there was this
implant in my penis that made me do these
things and allowed T H E M (whoever T H E Y
were) to monitor my activities; because I
had to take my clothes off and lie inside this
giant plastic bag so the doctors could collect
my sweat; because once upon a time I had
such a high fever my parents had to strip me
naked and wrap me in wet sheets to stop the
convulsions; because my parents loved me
even more when I was suffering; because I
was born into a world of suffering; because
surrender is sweet; because I'm attracted to
it; because I'm addicted to it; because endorphins in the brain are like a natural kind
of heroin; because I learned to take my
medicine; because I was a big boy for taking
it; because I can take it like a man; because,
as somebody once said, HE'S G O T M O R E
BALLS T H A N I DO; because it is an act of
courage; because it does take guts; because
I'm proud of it; because I can't climb mountains; because I'm terrible at sports; because
NO PAIN, NO GAIN; because SPARE
T H E R O D A N D SPOIL T H E C H I L D ;
because YOU ALWAYS H U R T T H E O N E
YOU LOVE.

• V: What is your Santa Monica show about?
• BF: It's the culmination of all my work, and it focuses
on where Cystic Fibrosis and SM converge. I built a wall
of 1,400 kids' alphabet blocks, four feet tall and eight feet
long, using the letters C F and S M. I called a blockmaking company and asked if they could just make C F
and S M blocks for me, but they said "No, it'll cost you
too much money if we retool." But it took so long to
sand off the old letters and paint on new ones, that I
probably would have saved money having them retool!
• V: Who made the blocks?
• BF: I talked to a lot of block-making companies before
I found Uncle Goose, this old mom-and-pop company
in Michigan that still makes big, old-fashioned-style blocks
with 3-dimensional lettering and classic drawings of chickens, cows, and dogs.
I erased all the drawings of chickens and cows and substituted my own images of whips, dominatrixes, doctors,
enema bags, oxygen tanks—my own personal talismans
or iconography. Now I'm making a toy chest decorated
with the same iconography: there's a big penis on the front,
a doctor and a dominatrix, an ass on the back, lungs,
intestines—everything that's a part of me is on this box.
And inside are a collection of weird kid's toys that have
dual meanings and purposes: jump-ropes, plastic handcuffs, boxing gloves and doctor-nurse kits. You weren't
supposed to play doctor (that's "bad"), yet we would play
master-slave games which are a few steps up from playing
doctor, even when I was ten. Still, "playing doctor" was

the metaphor for playing sex games.
You've seen those "Visible Man and Woman" models
which show the intestines and bones—they're anatomically correct. When I was ten I became really sick and
almost died—they even brought in a priest to read the
last rites! I had to stay in this Catholic hospital for a month.
My parents felt so bad for me that every day they went to
this toy store that was going out of business and bought
me a new toy. The nuns were going crazy, complaining,
"Those toys collect dust!"The whole room was fdled with
puppets, record players and also the Visible Man. Every
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time I see one, I think of that time.
I bought a Visible Man, painted the parts and pulled
them all out in slow motion for a video; you see the heart
and lungs dismantled. I want one of these to be on display in the "waiting room" of my exhibition—but the
thing is, the Visible Man doesn't have a penis! Everything
else is anatomically correct, and there is the barest suggestion of balls, but nothing else. To remedy this rather crucial deficiency, I bought another model kit, cut off the
thumb and drilled a hole in the tip, then attached this to
a hole I drilled in the groin area, and the thumb became
a penis. I've been doing home-IV drugs using this pump:
a plastic bulb with a condom of drugs inside it, and if you
release the pressure it drips the antibiotic through the tubing without the necessity for a mechanical pump. I saved
all the old ones, figuring I could do something with them
someday. Using the brand-new penis and these IV pumps
and tubing, I made the Visible Man into a model of myself: spitting up mucus, shitting, and dribbling cum. I
filled the pumps up with white hair conditioner for "cum,"
and green dandruff shampoo for phlegm. And for the ass,
I used wood putty mixed with brown wood stain.
I'm also remaking the game called "Operation" which
has been around since I was a kid. I remember a lot of
games having to do with touching the body. To me these
were always subliminally erotic, like "Twister." "Operation"
is a board game with an image of a naked person, and you
have to take out his heart, etc. I'm making some changes:
instead of the red light bulb being in the tip of the nose,
it'll be in the tip of the penis. So every time you touch
something, this little red bulb in the penis will light up!
People will be able to play with these things in the show.
• AJ: Your show is like an SM exploratorium—
• BF: Yes; an SM/medical exploratorium. Because I've
been very ill this past year, this show has a lot to do with
being sick—that's changed my whole SM lifestyle. Nobody likes to be getting older, but. . . So the focus of the
show is where my SM came from; where it started. All
around the room will be the text of my poem "Why."
Visitors will read that and end up at the scaffold of seven

Detail of The " C F / S M " Alphabet Block Wall in "Visiting Hours."
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Working in the nude, with a butt full of sawdust, building my
alphabet block w a l l for "Visiting Hours." Los Angeles, 1992

video monitors showing videos (from previous shows)
representing parts of my body: the head, chest, two hands,
two feet, and the penis. The "face" video shows me getting slapped and force-fed; it's mixed with movie clips of
scenes like Jesus on the cross. The "chest" monitor shows
me getting my nipples pierced, after which Sheree carves
her initials on my chest, and blood just flows. The "penis" monitor shows all kinds of torture, masturbating,
and urinating into the screen.
• AJ: Describe that—
• BF: First of all, the scrotum is sewn up so you don't
even see the penis. Then slowly you see my hands come
into view, unstitching the scrotum in about six stitches.
One thing leads to another; I pee into the screen (we put
a sheet of plexiglass in front of the camera lens, so it looks
like I'm peeing into the audience's face), I whack myself
in the balls with a brush, and work up to this frenzy where
there's one cut after another of me masturbating. After
15 minutes it ends with me nailing the head of my penis
to a board. Putting a nail through the scrotum is easy and
doesn't bother me, but putting a nail through the penis
head—I only did it once—that time when I missed the
nail, hit the head, and all this blood spurted out. Anyway,
I thought, "I can do this for the video" (even though it'd
been ten years since I'd last tried it), and it's even tougher

to do that when the video lights are on. So we tried four
different times, but I couldn't do it. I tried drinking lots
of tequila; Sheree set everything up, but I still couldn't do
it. Then the day this video was supposed to premiere at
LACE [Los Angeles art space], I thought, "This whole
video means nothing without this as a finale; it has to end
with this act." So that morning, finally I got my nerve
up. The nail went in a little crooked—you see my hand
pull back a little at the last second—but the nail went in.
There was a two-by-four board in front of the camera, I
laid the head of my penis on that and hammered it into
place.
• AJ: How did that feel?
• BF: I was mostly thinking about the video . . . I didn't
want to have to do this again! My penis throbbed, but
once the nail was in, it was in. Anticipation was the worst
part—once you do it, it's not so bad.
• AJ: What did you worry about?
• BF: Missing the nail. I asked myself, "Why am I doing
this? What's the pain going to feel like?" This is a supreme act of momentary self-mutilation, whereby you
transcend everything screaming at you: "Don't do this!"
At that moment the yin and the yang really cross; the
sparks fly!
• AJ: Once the nail goes in, what do you feel?
• BF: A tremendous relief and a real high: "Wow, I did
it!" I wouldn't even call the throbbing pain. The most
painful part is placing the nail where it just lightly touches
the skin. I'm concentrating so much on the physical act
of putting the nail in that I don't feel the pain; I'm just
thinking about being accurate. That's why I do this to
myself, because if somebody else were doing it, it would
just be the pain. Here, because I'm both the dominant
and the submissive, I get the best of both worlds.
Auto-erotic SM, when I'm in the mood and it works,
is in many ways much more explosive than being submissive to anybody else, even though that's really great on a
long-term basis. When it works, auto-eroticism is the best
of both worlds; the electricity is intense. When masturbating is over, you want somebody to share it with. Sheree
videotapes my auto-eroticism so we can re-live it, and
she's excited by watching it, so with her I get the best of
both worlds.
Doing something for video is weird, because it's not a
matter of doing it when you're "in the mood." There's a
challenge to it that I like. I really am an exhibitionist, so I
love the fact that it's on tape and I can watch it a million
times and send it to people and freak them out. I want to
get up the nerve to nail my dick to a board during a live
performance—the scrotum is passe (it's too easy for me
to do). The scrotum is just a flap of skin, and guys will
respond to it being nailed, but for me it's like doing a
magic trick—I know it doesn't hurt, but everybody else
thinks it does (I'm giving away a secret!). Mr Lift-O in
the Jim Rose Circus Sideshow hangs weights from his
nipples and tongue, and I'd like to offer them my services
doing penis-nailings! When my art career's over, I'll join
the circus.
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• V: Again, how does penis-nailing feel?
• BF: The scrotum doesn't bleed, but since the penis is
basically just a sponge for blood, it bleeds. And there's
definitely a throb going on. But it doesn't bleed until you
take the nail out; if you leave the nail in, it's "fine."
• AJ: Do you start to get a hard-on?
• BF: No. When making a video, there's a lot of fear
involved, and fear definitely shrinks an erection. First we
nailed the penis, then we re-set up the camera with a
plexiglass reservoir to collect all the blood. The camera
focused on the penis to record me taking the nail out;
then I bled and the entire screen filled up with blood.
• V: How do you stanch the blood flow?
• BF: You don't! You just let it go. It stops within five minutes. If you're naturally coagulating, then you should be all
right. Any ampallang will bleed, and if you leave the ring
in it won't bleed, but it will bleed if you get an erection at
night because that enlarges the hole. However, that only
happens for a day or so. It's just like getting a big cut: it'll
bleed for awhile and then stop. For this video we also used
footage of me getting a Prince Albert and giving a urine
specimen in a cup—that was a medical joke.
The video for the other parts of the body involved basic
bondage, syringes, rubber gloves, and Jesus getting his hands

nailed to the cross (excerpted from different movies).
• AJ: What movie scenes did you pick?
• BF: For my earlier "Bob Flanagan at the Movies" shows
I collected film clips that had been erotic for me as a kid.
Today, kids have M T V and I don't know what kids
eroticize because things are so naturally erotic—there's
nothing hidden, it's all there. But when I was a kid sex
was all veiled, so I derived more eroticism from things
that weren't supposed to be erotic, like Cinderfella—to have
been imprinted with Jerry Lewis was really bad! [laughs]
I saw that in 1960 at the age of eight. Recently I rented it
and only two scenes are still a turn-on: the beginning,
where his godmother is yelling, "Fella! Fella!" and he answers, "Yes, mother—I mean stepmother!". . . he's a slave
to this woman and her three sons. There's a lot of veiled
homosexuality: the sons are leather boys (without the
clothes) who order him around and make him light their
cigarettes.
There's one lengthy scene at a long dinner table in an
elegant mansion (later, it was used for the Beverly Hillbilliesset).The stepmother and her three sons are at one end
of the table, and Jerry Lewis is at the other end, and every
time they want him to do something like pour the wine
(which is right in front of them), he has to get up, change
into his waiter's outfit, go all the way down to their end
of the table, pour the wine, and then go back and change
clothes—it's absurd. This is a long, stupid scene, but it
inspired me to want to be a slave. After this, the film degenerates into sentimental bullshit and becomes really bad.
That same year I saw Roger Corman's Little Shop of
Horrors, and there was Jack Nicholson reading Pain magazine. I identified with the weirdest, creepiest, sleaziest
people in the movie—
• AJ: But these films are also slapstick and funny—
• BF: As serious as I am about SM, I never lose my sense
of humor about it, because imprinted with it was also
this weird ridiculousness . . .
In the mid-'60s my dad would take my brother and
me to drive-ins every Saturday night. He took us to films
like The Boston Strangler,
and there's a scene where
a character based on the Photo: Monica Rex
psychic Peter Hurkos is
trying to find the strangler
(played by Tony Curtis).
Hurkos holds the dead
women's underwear to his
head to get visions—it's a
great scene. This was before VCRs, and unless a
film was shown on TV it
became just a vague
memory. I'm really glad,
because if I'd had access to
them whenever I wanted,
they wouldn't have had
the power they have.
One of my most vivid

memories was of The Nun's Story, which all my lesbian
friends love. Audrey Hepburn plays a nice Catholic girl
who decides to become a nun. She's very intelligent, questioning a lot of the church doctrines, and has a lot of
trouble with her vows. The whole regimen she undergoes
to become a nun is so lesbian-dominant; she has to follow all these rules: vows of silence, poverty, shaving of the
head . . . in fact, there are many parallels between The
Nun's Story and the Story of O. They both go to one place
and then another; both have a master [or god]; in both
films the submissive gives her whole life to Sir Stephen
(or Jesus); both characters have to wear special clothes
and do special rituals; and both are doing this out of love
(they don't have to do this). So there are parallels all along
the way. One scene in particular had Mother Superior
showing her a whip, and I always remembered Audrey
Hepburn whipping herself with it. But when I rented the
video recently, it turned out that she never even touched
it. Mother Superior just flicked it this way and that while
saying, "Too much is as bad as too little!" That line always stuck with me because I wondered, " Why? What
would happen if you did it too much?"
• AJ: Nowadays, not only is everything out there, but
nothing's veiled. Where's all this leading to?
• BF: It can only lead to more repression. I don't know.
If everything's out there already, what do you discover
inside yourself? Actually, it's out there more but it's also
dumped on more. Earlier there was more of an interest to
find out about SM; now there's more of an interest to
laugh about it or trash it.
• AJ: When were you first on a TV talk show?
• BF: In '84 Sheree and I were on "Hour Magazine" with
Gary Collins. We appeared with a writer named Jeannie
Scott, and were shown in shadows because Sheree was
still raising her kids and didn't want to embarrass them at
school. We were identified as "Bob, submissive male, and
Rose, dominant female." Of course they were on the attack: "What about the restraints? What about the kids?"
We said, "This is like any other sexual act; you don't do it
in front of the kids, but I'm her submissive all the time;
the kids see me cleaning the house . . . " We put it in
language like I was just her house husband and they got
really frustrated; they wanted to hear more juice. Gary's
co-host was some woman from the Dallas TV series who
was a born-again christian, and before we appeared Gary
asked her, "Are you ready for this interview?" [as though
it were some big, scary thing; they made all the schoolkids in the audience leave so they wouldn't be "exposed"
to us] and she replied [southern drawl], "Ah've prayed about
it." [laughs] Shirley MacLaine was also there doing three
days of taping; she was a real bitch—she wouldn't talk to
anybody. [laughs]
Later Sheree was on the Sally Jesse Raphael show (I
wasn't) and all they wanted to do was to sensationalize
everything . . . the audience was screaming and yelling
about how horrible this was. So it's odd: now SM is much
more public and more dumped on at the same time.
• AJ: Years ago, a book like Peyton Place (which barely

sketched a few sex scenes) was billed as so erotic. Now anybody would go, "So what?"
• BF: People with a few clothes on are a lot more erotic
than naked people. That scene in the Boston Strangler of
Peter Hurkos holding this woman's underwear to his head:
"He's dirty! He's a priest—no, he works with priest! He
sleeps on bedsprings; he washes in toilet"—the next scene
cuts to this little hole-in-the-wall apartment with just
bedsprings; the police are there looking at this closet full
of handbags and shoes—apparently the killer opens these
handbags and masturbates on them. Then this masochist
appears who isn't the strangler, but by coincidence he has
these ropes with all these knots tied in them, and he feels
really guilty about what he does and wants to stop it.
When he finds out that the police think he's the strangler,
he goes [wizened voice], "I never hurt anyone in my life
. . . except myself!" and starts crying. The first time I saw
this I was cringing; I thought about this for months.
During the rest of my life, in the middle of some weird
sexual scene (all tied up, doing something alone) I would
flash on this character and think, "Jesus Christ—am I
him?!" Because I too would sleep on bedsprings or the
floor; sometimes I'd sleep on a plank of wood in my closet

Strapped into "THE CHAIR." On the set of the Nine Inch Nails
video, Happiness in Slavery, directed and written by Jon Reiss.
Los Angeles, 1 9 9 2

for days with no mattress, pillow or blanket. And this
came directly from that movie!
So many things I did later came from movies. Jon Reiss's
Nine Inch Nails video, "Happiness In Slavery," is built
around this torture chair. I take my clothes off, get into
this chair and suddenly clamps come around my wrists
and legs and the chair eventually tortures me to death! It
pulls me apart; there's all this blood and guts, and I'm
screaming and having orgasms. This reminds me of an
old Warner Bros cartoon, Pigs Is Pigs (1937). In it, a little
pig who is obsessed with eating has this nightmare. He's
fat and wears no pants—another influential detail. He's
also pink like a human and has no penis, but has a little
corkscrew tail which is like a reverse penis.
The cartoon begins with this pig in front of a house. A
hiccupping fiend opens the door and invites him in; the
pig sits in this chair and before he knows it, clamps come
out of the chair over his wrists. Then he's lowered into
this weird basement (this is total child-molesting) where
he's force-fed all this food while crazy music plays. What
adult mind came up with this scenario?
The little pig is forced to eat giant sandwiches, and
there's a pie jukebox that shovels pies into his mouth.
There's also a clamp on his nose which forces his mouth
to open and close. A machine swivels over and forces bananas down his mouth (they look like penises)—this is
the most erotic, sex-driven weird cartoon ever made. Finally, the evil guy lets him go. By then he's bloated up to
twice his size (really gross; basically it's a metaphor: he's
just been fucked by this guy . . . used and abused and
then kicked out the door). Then he sees a turkey leg, grabs
it and eats it and explodes—which is the orgasm! Of course
he wakes up; it's a wet dream. But he doesn't change; the
final scene shows him eating breakfast like there's no tomorrow. No lesson has been learned; there's no moral to
the story; it's not like the pig ends up being more respectful of food—no. My theory is: the pig wants to have that
dream every night!
I was obsessed by this cartoon, and now I was able to
star in Jon Reiss's version of it. I'm sure my eroticism regarding automatic machinery torture couldn't have come
from any place but this cartoon. I just realized that I'm
reinforcing Tipper Gore's idea that you shouldn't let little
kids see certain things—although actually this made me
a better person!
• AJ: If it were more blatant, perhaps it wouldn't have
been eroticized—
• BF: Yes; I never even looked at Playboy until I was well
into my teens. So basically I eroticized what was intrinsically dopey, light-hearted stuff: who would eroticize Jerry
Lewis? Whereas anything that was really sexual I wanted
to avoid; I didn't want to be caught thinking sexual
thoughts. Maybe this was just natural Irish embarrassment; my grandfather was really prudish and my Catholic Irish parents had a sexual shyness in the '60s. I knew
other kids who were more sexually crude and blatantly
sexual, but I didn't get that way 'til my twenties—and
even then only in select company. But in the meantime I

had this private erotic life going on that I didn't even know
was erotic . . .
Earlier I mentioned another influential movie: King of
Kings, starring Jeffrey Hunter as a blue-eyed, blond, sexy
Jesus. There are some pretty graphic whipping scenes and
some good torture scenes. Mutiny on the Bounty with
Marlon Brando had that really graphic whipping scene
with Richard Harris, who gets whipped with a cat-o'-ninetails. I remember my dad telling me, "Butch, a cat-o'ninetails is a whip with lead at the end so it rips a guy's back
apart!" I went home and tried to make one; I got shoelaces and tied little nails to them and whipped myself in
the bathroom and covered the walls with blood (and had
to clean it off). Nice influence!
• V: Religious movies should be banned!
• BF: Definitely. And Catholicism is great for cultivating young masochists. Most of the people I meet in SM
clubs are either Catholic or Jewish. Both religions have a
lot of rituals, and there's so much ritualism in SM. What
do Protestants do—they become swingers! Baptists are
hopeless; they're child-molesters and burn records; they
become Jimmy Swaggert.
• AJ: They're real perverts in the truest sense. They're so
repressed, and they don't even have a ritualistic set-up—
• BF: They're crude; their ethic is: "Fuck 'em and leave
'em and lie about it afterwards."
• AJ: You mentioned having guilty flashes about the masochist in The Boston Strangler—
• BF: Several times in that movie Tony Curtis looked
into the mirror while strangling a woman and got this
cold sweat, just like I'd look into the mirror and think:
"There's me, the masochist, doing this weird stuff to
myself."
• AJ: You don't still think that?
• BF: No, this was before I started to turn things into art
and relate to another person. This is from the time I was
doing auto-erotic stuff and didn't have anybody else to
share it with, except on a professional basis where I'd pay
somebody to whip me. Everything changed when I met
Sheree and we helped start Janus in L.A. I realized, "Here
are other people just like me." Sheree and I became teachers and performers and started documenting what we did
. . . there was no more wondering why we were doing
it—we knew why: because we liked'it. Meeting Sheree in
1980 totally flipped my life around; my identity became
cemented: "Here I am and there's nothing wrong with
what I do." Also, I got to explore completely different
realms with Sheree that I'd never even thought of when I
was doing things alone—that was really great.
• V: Did you see Billy Budd, in which Terence Stamp
gets whipped?
• BF: I know there's some good scenes in it but for some
reason I've never seen it. Sheree found a video recently
called Against All Flags, in which Erroll Flynn gets whipped
(and he loves it!). There's a close-up of his face while he's
getting disciplined with this bullwhip, and the guy whipping him looks just like John Rechy—pretty funny. [John
Rechy is a gay writer who wrote City of Night, the first
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mainstream best-seller about gay life.]
• AJ: What did you do with Sheree that was groundbreaking?
• BF: Most importantly: I was her slave 24 hours a day,
which I'd never done with anybody before. And since
Sheree was more interested in our art career than our SM
On the set of the Nine Inch Nails video, Happiness in Slavery.
Los Angeles, 1992

up to 750 people (on paper)—200 might get together for a party and
about 100 for a demonstration. They have a mailing list and charge dues of
$30 a year which just covers expenses. Parties cost
$20 a person. It's basically
non-profit.
There's a lot of emphasis on letting people know
that this is not a sex
club—there's no fucking,
no penetration (we do a
lot of lectures at colleges
about this, because the
students imagine orgies
with fucking and sucking:
"No, there's none of that."
"Well what do you do?"
"There's nudity, crazy
V i e w of "Visiting Hours." Santa Monica Museum of Art, 1 9 9 2 . Photo: David Familian
clothes, bondage, whipping, and a lot of times it's
career, she started documenting everything we did and just people socializing."). There's even a couple of old guys
wanted me to write about everything we did, so all these who come to every party and play chess in the corner
performances have happened as a result of being with her. while all this whipping and spanking is going on around
But just on a sexual level, what I enjoyed the best (forget them! Basically, it's a way for people to be around people
about documenting or writing about it) was: I did all the of their own kind, and talk about all kinds of things. It's
housework, I cooked meals for her and the kids, and at like a nudist park: being in an environment where people
parties I waited on everybody and cleaned up. Those first are friendly and open and not hiding things. You can take
your clothes off if you want; there's both men and women
two years, especially, were sheer bliss.
When Sheree and I first went to professional SM par- running around naked. It's not a situation where all the
ties (before Threshold), we found them to be really creepy. women are naked and all the men have their clothes on.
They were run by dominant men, and the women who
• AJ: Do you know any couples into corset-training?
worked there weren't really into it, but there was good
• BF: I know one couple where the woman has her nipples
money in it so they were pretending to be submissive. pierced (Jim Ward pierced her labia, too) and the male is
Most of them had adjustment problems or drug prob- the dominant. She's submissive to him, but not on a 24lems; the professional scene by and large was pretty hour basis like Sheree and I.
creepy—but it was all there was. Earlier on, I would go
• AJ: How is that different from "normal" society?
see the Story of O with girlfriends just to see what they
would think of the subject of SM and remind them: "I
want to be the woman! I don't want to be Sir Stephen; The " C F / S M " Alphabet Block Wall (4'X8'), "Visiting Hours."
just call me 'B'!" That usually didn't work.
Santa Monica Museum of Art, 1 9 9 2 . Photo: David Familian
When I met Sheree, we started meeting people who'd
been into SM before I was even born. That was especially
great. We met a dominatrix, Mistress Nan, who had been
into SM for twenty years—at that time this was almost
unheard of. Her personal experiences had been similar to
Sheree, except that she had already been everywhere and
done everything. This was a bit intimidating to Sheree:
"I could never be like that!"
• AJ: Try to give us portraits of these individuals. What
kind of people go to the Threshold Club?
• BF: It's the kind of cross-section of people you'd find
in any group: doctors, lawyers, housewives, machinists,
entertainers—even a rabbi or minister or two. The Janus
group started out as 40 people and now, as Threshold, it's

• BF: Some feminists say that all SM fantasies are maledominated. Even if the woman fantasizes about being
submissive to another woman, somehow that's to get the
male off. But to me, the masochist is ultimately in control. They don't tell the dominant what to do, but they're
in control because they have to want it. They have to
want to be whipped, to be tied up, and somewhere down
the line they have to get some good sexual feelings from
that. Whereas in "real" society people aren't doing something because they want to submit but because they have
to: because it's their job, or because they'll lose their husband if they don't. They're doing it to please somebody
else, not to please themselves. That's the way society is set
up: you do something because somebody's forcing you,
or you're forcing yourself to do it because you don't want
to lose this certain position you have, or the money.
But in an honest SM relationship, a sadist or top is not
going to be turned on if the bottom dislikes what they're
doing; there has to be a mutual coming together. If the
person being dominated hates what you're doing, that's
not good for anybody—that's not a good, healthy relationship. The difference is choice. You might ask, "Why
would somebody desire being humiliated when society is
so humiliating already?" Because for whatever reason
(maybe you saw too many Jerry Lewis movies!) you're into
it; you get turned on by it. And if you're not afraid to say,
"I get turned on by being called a bag o' shit—would you
please call me that?" and you meet somebody who says,
"Gee, I like calling people a bag o' shit!" . . . that's a simplistic example of two people doing what they both like.
However, in real life almost every relationship gets
fucked up. The top says, "Oh, I don't want to be doing
this." Usually it's the top that's burdened; usually it's the
master who says [groan], "Oh, I gotta whip her again."
[laughs] Or, "I'm so sick of giving orders!" Because a real
masochist never gets enough; they want it to go on 24
hours a day (and that's me; I never want it to stop. When
it does end, I think, "Oh, I wasn't good enough! I didn't
take it enough! Try it again; hit me harder this time!" And
you're telling the person where to hit).
There are SAMS (smartass masochists) who say, "Oh,
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you're not hitting me hard enough!" They try to make the
dominant mad so they'll hit harder or hurt more. SM
relationships have all the same pitfalls of regular relationships [laughs], except you feel guiltier because you have
this high ideal of wanting to be submissive, and here you
are trying to order and orchestrate the whole situation.
The top perhaps has high ideals of being real macho or
butch, and then finds that sometimes they just want to be
gentle. In some ways you have the opposite things working against you . . . every committed relationship I've ever
seen goes through that.
• AJ: Back to that corseted woman you mentioned—
• BF:That couple is into fashion. There are all these little
subcultures within SM. There's the piercing subculture
where people might not be into whipping or even into
pain but they're into the adornment and manipulation of
the body—that's what's most popular now. A lot of people
wouldn't even call it SM; in many ways they think it's
more spiritual and it has become real New Age. It's weird—
it's gone backwards and is more ancient for a lot of people,
and sexuality has been removed from it—it's strictly body
manipulation, changing the body, tattooing the body to
symbolize some other life force—I don't want to say a
higher power, but a different power—a significant, other
power.
• AJ: Unfortunately, there's a lot of pretentiousness, too—
• BF: That's true. Some people have taken that "other
power" and turned it into performance art, which is really a pitfall! [laughs] Somehow ancient religions and performance art have a hard time matching up . . .
• AJ: The incredible ego and ethnocentricity of American
white culture to actually think they have any deep understanding of what ancient cultures were about, and then to
rip out of context "natural, pure, primitive" social practices—that's just another form of colonization. It's ironic
that as Western industrialization is genociding most indigenous peoples, there is now a white American sub-group
imitating a smorgasbord of romanticized "primitive"practices. To take some ancient, inadequately reported "primitive" practice out of its deep community context and impose some New Age Shirley MacLaine patina over it—
• BF: I was raised in New York and Orange County—
no way is something like the Lakota Sioux sun dance in
my system . . . but Porky Pig strapped in a chair was!
That is my god, my mythology. And those images of Jerry
Lewis submissive to a stepmother—
• AJ: —and Cruella (from 101 Dalmatians)?
• BF: I saw 101 Dalmatiansbut that film just didn't stick
in my head. Obviously, it'd be perfect to see it again. Perhaps the day that I saw it, I was in a bad mood or was
sick—maybe I went to the bathroom during the best scene!
• AJ: You couldn't put the movie on "pause."
• BF: Back then, whatever came your way came fatalistically, and it either stuck with you or it didn't—you're like
this snowball going through space catching these things
as they come along. My job now is to go back and dissect
that snowball, seeing what did stick to me . . . what
changed something else to change something else . . .

adding catechism to all that. I used to believe that thinking bad thoughts was punishable (you would go to hell),
plus I loved Lent: I gave up things I loved the most for
Lent. I still have that mentality of forced commitment or
bondage: "I really love chocolate, so I'm not going to eat
chocolate for forty days and nights." As a kid I'd give up
chocolate, but Easter ends Lent, so we'd get all this candy
on Easter to break the chocolate fast.
Sheree is Jewish, but Lent really appealed to her for the
same reasons it still appeals to me—
• AJ: Yom Kippur corresponds to Lent—
• BF: Yes, this arbitrary period of time for fasting, etc.
As I grew older and no longer believed in god, I still kept
observing Lent. Since I was a television addict and lived
alone, television was sort of my pacifier, so I'd put the
television in the closet for forty days and nights.
• V: Now that's a modern-day deprivation!
• BF: Yeah, I did that successfully—against all odds!
• AJ: How do you feel after you've finished? A sense of
accomplishment?
• BF: Well—what have you accomplished after you've
had sex?! It's not like building bridges or something,
but you've completed a task and maintained a certain
discipline. It's better if you have a partner, because if
you're fasting, for example, it's easy to come up with
reasons why you should stop: "Oh, this isn't good for
me—I'd better eat now!" But it's really disappointing
to quit—you feel guilty: "Guess I'm not a masochist
anymore!" [sob] "I'm a terrible slave; I'm not really into
SM." Sometimes I'll do these things (because I haven't
thought about SM for a long time) just to prove I'm
still into SM! When Sheree's out of town, I'll go back
to that auto-erotic space. . . .
• AJ: Explain that—
• BF: I'll do things like handcuffing myself up and mailing the key, so I have to wait for the mailman to deliver
the key to the handcuffs. Once I mailed the key on a
Saturday and had to be handcuffed all weekend, hoping
that the mail would arrive safely on Monday. I could walk
around the house, but I couldn't drive. On Monday I put
a jacket over my wrists, walked outside to the mailbox
and hoped that the neighbors wouldn't notice. I've never
had an apartment where the mail gets delivered through
a slot in your front door—if I had one, I would have tied
myself to something right by the mailbox and waited.
One of these days I'll get to do that!
Dennis Cooper has a closet I would die for—you walk
into his apartment and to the left is a closet, and the mail
slot is right in his closet! I'd love to go there for a threeday weekend; then I could chain myself inside the closet
and just wait . . . What I love about that is: there's nobody to plead to (even if Sheree's dominating me, if I
whine the right way and cough hard enough, eventually
she stops: "I don't think I'm feeling well enough for this!"
[cough] Since she's really worried about my health, she'll
always unlock me. Then I feel horrible: "I ruined it! I
didn't maintain the discipline. I wasn't that sick—I could
have stood it!" And it's a double guilt, because also I lied

by pretending I was sick . . .
One time Sheree was away for three days. She had a
patio in the backyard, and somehow I arranged to be tied
up all night spread-eagled on the cement. I had keys embedded in ice tied above me—I had to wait all night for
the ice to melt and drop the keys into my hand. I also had
suspended above me a can with my own shit in it and
some piss mixed in. This can had weights attached in such
a way that it was slowly tilting—at some point it was
going to spill all over me and I had no control over it
because I was completely tied up. If you're masturbating
and think up this plan, it sounds really erotic . . . but the
actual reality of doing it makes me go, "Oh, this is so
sick!" That's when I feel the sickest—like that guy in The
Boston Strangler. I guess I like being that person, though!
Whipping and nailing—I've stylized that through doing
performances, so the only way I can really humiliate myself is through using piss, shit and bodily fluids. It's too
absurd to call myself names or look in the mirror and
yell, "Douchebag!" But I can make myself eat shit, or drink
my own pee . . . and do it in such a way that I go, "I
don't want to do this!" yet I have to do it.
I usually manage to escape from anything. In this particular situation [described above], after four hours, this
can of shit and piss was just about to fall on me, but in a
really bizarre Houdini way I escaped from all these padlocks (without waiting for the keys to drop). Somehow,
with my toe, I kept moving this bar up so I jostled the ice
and got the keys to drop and then contorted my body in
such a way that I got access to them. On one level I felt
really horrible that I hadn't maintained the discipline, but
I rationalized, "My new rule is: if I can get out, I'd better
get out!" If I've forgotten to think it all the way through,
or am so masterful I can figure out how to escape—then
that's like Houdini; that's as good as or even better than
the discipline!" So the getting out of it was as exciting as
having gone through it all.
• AJ: Plus—didn't you feel a heightened sense of urgency
to escape before the can fell on you?
• BF: It was like a movie: watching the sawmill blade
come closer to your head while you're waiting for someone to release you . . . Another thing I did was: I filled
up a one-gallon milk bottle with urine I saved during the
day (I made sure to drink a lot of water), then tied myself
up in a standing position with my arms behind me. A
long tube from the carton went into my mouth; the keys
were on a string above, and they would only drop when
the bottle was sufficiently light . . . and the only way
that could happen was by me drinking all the pee! I could
stay there for three days if I wanted and take my time, or
suck a lot and get out of there. I had a leather hood on so
I couldn't see anything. It took a couple hours for me to
drink enough so I could finally escape.
• AJ: How did you feel?
• BF: It was thrilling. You feel a lot of different sensations. First I get a huge erection; I'm really excited. Then
panic sets in: "What if there's an earthquake? What if a
helicopter drops in through the ceiling?" Sometimes

Sheree would tie me up and drive off
to run errands for hours. I'd start
screaming, "Sheree, this is too tight!"
After the panic, a kind of erotic feeling takes over. I have a tape somewhere which is really embarrassing,
recorded when Sheree left me tied me
up all night long. I had to pee all over
myself—that's another kind of thrill:
to let everything loose no matter
where you are—on a table or a patio
or wherever. Then the smell takes
over!
The first hour spread-eagled isn't
so bad. But as the hours pass, it becomes more and more painful. The
muscles can't move so you start to
cramp. I've read SM articles warning
against that, but I want all that to
happen—that's when it's real and not
"play" bondage; when there's noth- Working in the kitchen on the hydro-dynamics of how I'm going to lift myself out of
ing you can do about it and you can't my hospital bed for "Visiting Hours." The laws of physics w e r e against me, however,
beg your way out of it. The articles so Sheree had to do the lifting, which only added to the drama and poetry of the
tell you to be on a soft surface, but I whole thing. Los Angeles, 1992
want to be on a hard piece of wood,
totally tied up and left there.
Not long ago Sheree tied me up and went out for four
• AJ: Go back to how you feel when an endurance test is
hours. Then you have to come up with ways to pass the
over—
time; there's nothing to do. I don't want any distractions;
• BF: There's that weird sense of accomplishment over
I don't want the TV on; I want to just be left alone in this something that in some ways means nothing.
position blindfolded, gagged if possible, and have to deal
• AJ: But what, ultimately, do our accomplishments
with this position which will get more and more painful. mean anyway?
I wind up counting so I can keep track of the time: "Is
• BF: You think, "Oh, what would it be like if I tried
this an hour? Two hours?" Sometimes I'll be pretty accuthis?" They're events, and once you've done them, there's
rate. I guess this is close to meditation, which I've never no need to do them again: "Okay, I did that. What's next?"
done in any formal way, but the numbers probably be- You set a goal, reach it, and it's discipline. But actually it's
come a mantra—I just keep counting the numbers over not even discipline because I have to do it. Dealing with
and over again.
pseudo-life-threatening SM challenges ties in to how I've
had to deal with my illness. I remember thinking, "Now
• AJ: You're forced to be alone with yourself—
• BF: If there's anything in SM that comes close to an I'm spitting up blood—I've got to deal with this." My
out-of-body experience, it's those kind of bondage feats sister had cystic fibrosis much worse than I, and toward
. . . where you do something for long periods of time the end it seemed like every six months a new complication was added: diabetes, heart problems. She would cry
with no distractions, no bargaining—you're just there.
• AJ: It sounds like it's the opposite of "out-of-body": you're a little bit and go, "Well, I've got to deal with that now."
So these mechanical situations I put myself in mirror that
actually feeling and truly being in your body.
• BF: For my Santa Monica show I plan to be in a hospi- experience.
tal bed where people will visit me. But I'll be tied up by
Right now I'm on IV-antibiotics for the next three
the ankles to this ceiling pulley which is attached to a big weeks, so every eight hours I have to stop whatever I'm
Sparkletts water bottle with water dripping into it. When doing and do these drugs. If I miss, I feel bad, and if I do
the bottle gets filled, it'll be heavy enough to pull me up it, I feel this weird sense of accomplishment. I think this
toward the ceiling! I'm still trying to work out the me- is what my show is about: SM makes fun of what I have
chanics. I didn't want to press a button and have some to do. This is why I never lose my sense of humor about
motor do it; I wanted gravity to be the motivating force. SM—in some ways it's dark and serious, but in other ways
I wanted to be at the whim of fate, where I don't know it's the goofiest kind of activity, like any kind of sex that
how long it takes before this bottle fills up (perhaps an human beings do. There's no way to make fun of an illhour). Then suddenly, out of the blue, I'm being pulled ness that can make children die at an early age—that's
up by my ankles. Maybe I'll be talking to somebody and serious, but SM mocks it all. So even if I did die in the
then: "Whoops—gotta go!"
throes of doing SM, it would be no more sad and awful
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than dying of this stupid disease.
In my show there's a quotation describing me as a kind
of Superman character—Superman was another influence
on my life (the TV show starring George Reeves). I remember the episode where Clark Kent as a kid comes up
to his mom and asks, "Mom, how come I'm different
from everybody else?" That's the same thing /would say
to my mother. But he was different because he was a superhuman person who could fly and see through walls,
whereas I was different because I was this weird kid who
farted all the time and whose farts smelled bad, and who
coughed all the time and whom kids made fun of. So I
become a sort of SM-Superman! My hospital gown gets
flipped around into a cape, and I have rubber pants on,
weights hanging from my balls, and an oxygen mask on
my face—all the SM and medical equipment I could put
on my body at one time. Sheree's going to create this
huge portrait of me in front of clouds.

In the show I also have this text about me being this
superhuman character fighting sickness with sickness.This
echoes Superman's speeches about the battle over truth
and justice, ending ultimately with the discovery that I
learn to fight sickness with sickness.
• AJ: This is a great metaphor—
• BF: Sometimes I live from event to event. As things
get harder to do, the event gives me a surge of energy.
Even though I might be sick that particular weekend and
not want to do anything, I'll drum up enough energy to
at least get through this bondage event (or whatever). I
was in therapy for a little while and this subject kept coming up: there are lots of things I can't compete with or do
as a normal person, but in this area I'm a superman: I can
nail my dick to a board and I can endure long periods of
bondage. I can't do sports and a lot of other things, so I'm
not able to do what a lot of people do, but I have this area
where I can soar and definitely excel. My big joke at the

my body. I would never take my shirt off at the beach—
I don't go to the beach! I never go to the pool because I'm
very shy about my body. But in the context of a performance, I have this attitude: "This is it!" That's part of
conquering the image of me as an ill person, going, "This
is the hand I was dealt"—total acceptance. A lot of people
bemoan something about themselves, like, "Why was I
born this way? Why can't I be thinner? Why can't I be
more muscular?" Whereas I think, "This is everything I
can possibly be at the moment—that's it. I'll do what I
can; I'll hang weights on my balls; strap myself up"—to
me there's a real freeing aspect to this. Even on the Nine
Inch Nails movie set being naked with a whole crew, I
thought, "I'm this skinny guy—why try to hide it?" So I
just walked around naked.
"Nailed" show was: I come out with ten pounds of weights
on my balls (and I'm obviously a skinny guy) and I say,
"Let's see Arnold Schwarzenegger do this!" [laughs] Well,
maybe he hangs weights on his balls—I don't know.
• AJ: Also, at your show there was absolutely no trace of
embarrassment or guilt; here you are doing what most
people feel guilty (or at least secretive) about. Very few
people have an acceptance of things they do naturally, like
masturbation, having sex, shitting, farting, etc. Yet here
you are stark naked, and the only people who feel embarrassed are the audience—
• BF: It's odd, because I'm basically shy about showing

• AJ: Did you write any special text for your Santa Monica
show?
• BF: Like I said, I have the "Why" poem spiraled around
the room, so people have to walk all the way around to
read it. The toy chest has this text that's all about how my
penis became the center of my battle with illness: "From
the very beginning, when the pediatrician spanked my
ass to get my diseased lungs sparked into life, that also
sent a shock wave through my sphincter, up my tiny rectum and into the shaft of my shiny new penis which ever
since then has had the crazy idea that sex and pain are
one and the same." That text is wood-burned into the
open lid of the toybox. The chest will be filled with weird

"You Always Hurt the One You Love," an SM performance and
demonstration for Q S M . San Francisco, 1991

Taking a breather while the audience watches "Pigs is Pigs."
QSM performance, San Francisco, 1 9 9 1

sex toys. At the Living Leather SM conference in Chicago, Sheree found this giant black rubber penis (nothing you could use; it's too huge) and that's thrown in.
There are wooden hammers and wrenches in a little kid's
workbox inscribed with the name "Bob." There's a dildo
with wooden nails through the head of the penis; it looks
as though a kid made it.
I also have real lung specimens in a jar, and hope to get
this penis in a jar which a friend has—it's pierced, too! I
think a medical student got it from a cadaver and then
gave it a Prince Albert. To me, those organs are the two
centers of my existence: the lungs and the penis. That's
what "S M C F" is all about. People have to walk between
these two specimens to see me.
I also bought a big Jack-in-the-Box which I want to
turn into a Jack-in-the-Box. I want to replace the clown
with a big pierced penis, so when you open the lid this
giant erection pops up at you!
My only hope is a lung transplant, yet Stanford turned
me down—my right lung is so scarred they think surgery's
too risky. When I was an infant, the doctors pierced my
chest with big needles to draw out the infected fluid (that's
pretty ironic, I think). Doctors have always questioned
this whenever they see the scars on the x-rays, and I've
had to explain it. San Diego would do it, but it would
cost me $250,000.00 for the operation—that's a lot of
fund-raising. Right now there's a two-year waiting list.
You have to wait for the right donor, too. If I ever get a
transplant, I'll have my own lungs preserved in a jar.
Right now I'm on steroid pills so I feel much better—
before this, just getting off the couch was an effort. However, I can only do steroids for a short time; after awhile,
it fucks up your body and makes you psychotic—
• AJ: Like James Mason in Bigger Than Life—
• BF: I've got to see that movie! That reminds me, in my
Santa Monica show I'm
going to have video monitors, and all the film clips
will be related either to sex,
SM or medical footage—
like commercials of kids
coughing, excerpts from
Boy in the Bubble (with
John Travolta; that has
some great lines).
• AJ: Do you have any
more writing projects?
• BF: You know those
Highlights magazines you
read as a kid? They're always in doctor's offices. I
wanted to imitate an issue
but only include SM and
sickness articles—just appropriate the whole thing
and have it printed.
In the Santa Monica
show we're including a

fake waiting room with huge phallic cacti; posters of the
genitals, chest and digestive systems (the three main areas
of SM and CF); cystic fibrosis pamphlets and books instructing parents how to deal with CF children; and also
SM catalogs. I have books with illustrations of kids going
to the doctor, and I wanted to substitute myself (with big
penises, etc) but I didn't have enough time to do this. I'm
going to try to get the smell of the waiting room, too—
that faint combination of Lysol and alcohol. I also want
sound effects: "Dr So-and-so wanted in emergency . . . "
I want a toy ambulance with a siren wailing constantly
circling the room, too.
I've always written autobiographically in my journals,
but people turn their noses up at autobiography—
• AJ: What do you mean?
• BF: Most writers I know make up characters and write
stories—the artists! know certainly don't do self-portraits.
• AJ: But you're almost inventing a genre—what you do
is so deeply self-revelatory and genuine, and there are so
many levels to it that—
• BF: I tried to write prose and make up characters but
they were always obviously me; like "Joe Hanigan, whose
sister is sick with a disease." They were consistently awful
failures.
• AJ: But there's a very rare transparency in what you
do. It's almost cathartic for other humans to hear your
confessions or see you, like at the "Nailed" show—
• BF: That's when I first realized this might be viable.
Before, I just did demonstrations for SM clubs, but to see
how a more general crowd (many of whom aren't even
into this) responds, was really an eye-opener. The same
with my Fuck Journal, which was meant to be totally private, but when that got published, I couldn't believe it.
Before, I'd read from Fuck Journal about drinking Sheree's
pee, etc, and people walked out—one woman yelled as

she left, "You got problems!" [laughs] I said, "Well, thank
you very much." People would just stare at me like I was
some sort of freak; they wouldn't even talk to me. You
have to have a lot of people accepting you and saying
you're "good" before you start to think differently . . .
What I feel about this is: I'm just driven to do it. I
never asked to do any of these shows; somebody has always asked me.
• AJ: If you listen to what other people say, you'd never
do anything—especially if you have a creative vision. Most
people are incredibly negative and lack imagination; they're
very threatened by other people's creativity—
• BF: I'm secure about my writing, but not the visual art
component. All my friends are like Mike Kelley and Jim
Shaw [famous L.A. artists], teachers, and I was rejected
from Cal Arts when I applied out of high school. So I
come to "art" through the back door. I was originally going to be an artist in high school, but gave it up because I
was painting self-portraits like Van Gogh and the hip artists of the time were doing neon art and conceptual art. I
had no ideas at the time; I didn't know what to do, so I
started writing. Now here I am in a museum—if a year
ago somebody had said I would be here, I wouldn't have
believed 'em.
• AJ: A lot of artists who show in big museums and make
a lot of money are just reinforcing the status quo. Most of
what they do is boring, facile, and meaningless. It's an
old-boy network, too (and I do emphasize "boy"). And
the machinery of publicity and fame can corrupt—
• BF: Like Fakir; it's real sad what's happening to him. I
met him ten years ago when he'd come to the Gauntlet
and he was just Roland
; we called him Roland,
not Fakir. Recently he brought his whole show down to
Highways [art space] in L.A., and everybody who's ever
been pierced was invited to do the kavandi dance, to have
balls sewn to their bodies, and to dance and go into a
trance. But nobody called me; nobody invited me. People
are so competitive, I guess—
• AJ: The whole "modern primitives" idea was not a defined subculture when we put out our book, Modern
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Primitives. These were individuals who were exploring
personal visions. Then an underground emerged, and after that the masses almost get the "forms" right but not the
spirit. It became this fashion, often with a fake spirituality overlaid. It's nice to see so many tattoos and piercings
as a personal expression of symbols that are meaningful to
that person, but unfortunately a pretentious pseudo-religion lurks in the background.
• BF: The guys who started Club Fuck in L.A. were genuine and sincere like Fakir. They started this scene—no different than I created with my work, but things just get
further and further from their original source. Ron Athey,
one of the founders of Club Fuck, has a background which
is really amazing—he was raised Pentecostal. So to turn
from a "holy roller" into what he became today—that's
what intrigues me. Now he's breaking into performance
art and I hope it won't be this uniform, pseudo-Nazi power
"lick my boot" fantasy stuff—that's so boring and I've
seen it a million times at Threshold meetings.
I never wanted to call myself a "performance artist," I
just went out and did these things from an honest place.
I developed certain skills as an actor and comedian and
now they just emerge naturally.
• AJ: I think that Fakir, in building up a "guru" image,
is actually trying to create a religion—exactly the opposite
of what we wanted to encourage in Modern Primitives.
The whole concept of a "guru" is usually the perpetuation
of authoritarian male control (and 99% of the time they
are male.) Hopefully we are entering into a more mature
age where people have enough self-respect and consciousness to not blindly follow anyone; just learn from many.
Piercing, tattooing, or pain in themselves don't necessarily bring enlightenment; that notion can be very dangerous andfascistic—
• BF: And there's so much money involved now.
• AJ: It is like joining some kind of church or cult.
• BF: At the Highways show, there was a guy walking
around in a centaur costume who was the worst—apparently he's actually a nice guy, but he was dressed in this
Halloween outfit and saying things like, "Oh, great spirit,
call on us! Come to us!" The only true moment came

when people gave a eulogy for Cliff Diller (a founder of
Club Fuck), who had just died of AIDS, and when people
started dancing with the balls hooked into their skin—
that seemed more like a ritual; then it meant something.
But then Mr Centaur had to ruin it and interrupt the
possibility of them going into their trance, by doing something totally wrong.
Regarding these practices borrowed from India and
other places, my reality check always is: I was never raised
with this. In my shows I have some Catholic imagery
because I was a Catholic; I have cartoons because I watched
cartoons.
• AJ: Humans from time immemorial have had a desire
to engage in rituals in which the defense mechanisms that
keep us from confronting death and our aloneness are
stripped away. It's really all about fear. The trap is in
identifying the ritual as something other than a mere process; in overlaying a metaphysical essence. The irony is:
thus you escape deeply confronting yourself.
• BF: The best part of Fakir's show is when he talks about
his personal history as a kid and shows slides documenting what he did. But to take that extra step and become
"The Fakir"—what do you mean: "You're Roland!" It's
much more interesting to be Roland working in an ad
agency and coming home at night and suspending yourself by hooks in your chest—that's beautiful. But "Fakir"
is silly! You're a cartoon now! You're the new Jim Jones!
• AJ: Also, there's the assumption that unless you like pain,
you can't be enlightened. Yet all this is very personal, having to do with very personal imprinting and desires from
childhood upbringing, etc. We all have different erotic
needs and different spiritual needs. I tried lying on a bed
of nails and it was nothing—it was not my personal thing.
But when somebody tries to tell you, "This is the only
route to enlightenment—"
• BF: Exactly. I hope that getting into pain is not going
to become commercialized . . . that you'll go into Thrifty's
drugstore and see a "Pain" section with all these SM toys.
Maybe it would be fun if they started selling pain inducers as well as pain relievers—
• AJ: But this is your personal desire, not everyone's.
• BF: The message is not to run away from anything
that's there. Everyone has something that may be bizarre
to them and nobody else. There are reasons why I went
into SM, and I'm looking at those; I'm going toward those
reasons instead of away from them: "Oh, I can't do this!
This is wrong!" I mean, why do I sit and think about
drinking my own pee from a bottle? It's not something
everybody thinks about; why do I think about it? There's
a reason for it. This all comes from some source. All religion was invented; it's not real.
My youngest brother and his wife are full Southern
Baptists. On the surface he's not judgmental about me,
but I got this weird letter from his wife about why I don't
believe in god. She thinks that I hate god because god
gave me CF and invented disease. But I don't hate god,
because I don't believe in it. Besides, I wouldn't know
who I would be without CF; I'm proud to have it and I've

used it to my advantage. What would I be doing other- Tim and John as much love and attention as they gave
wise: playing baseball?! I never had that "Woe is me; I'm my sister and me. John wasn't raised with Catholicism;
in such horrible straits!" attitude. Religion is bad because by the time he was born, my parents had given up on
that. Ironically, since I was the first-born and the only
people use it to kill other people, but that's not "god."
• AJ: Right. Go back to when you were exploring why one to go to Catholic school, I had that Catholic guilt in
me, but when John came around, I was still going to catyou would drink piss—
• BF: It keeps coming back to inventing ways to deal echism and realized that John didn't even know who Jesus
with the illness, just like people want to find out why was! My parents never talked about religion, and John
they're on this planet. And this is minor and tiny; it's not didn't go see King of Kings, so . . .
big. What I'm doing is not for everybody; it may be for
• AJ: How much younger is he?
twenty other people on the planet. But it's my own mecha• BF: He was born in 1960, so he's eight years younger.
nism for me, and I wouldn't dream of saying, "You should I was imprinted by the nun punishing me for sharpening
do this. This is enlightening for you." My performances my pencils on the first day of Catholic school—she made
are autobiographical; I'm saying, "Look at what I've done me stand in front of the class for the entire period (I had
to myself, with myself." And hopefully that's enough to the nerve to sharpen my brand-new pencils while she was
spark people thinking in other terms and other direc- talking; I didn't know this wasn't allowed, and I'd never
tions—
had a pencil box before). Somehow this memory is tied
to the smell of the new leather briefcase I had. But John
• V:—getting inspiration from it, not imitation.
• BF: I suppose that if you go more and more into the didn't have any of that; he's a person who had no religion
personal, then by being so open it becomes more and at all. Even my sister had gotten religion on some level,
and my gay brother had gone to communion with me.
more universal.
But now it's all flipped around: my brother John is a
In high school my big influence in art was Van Gogh
(that's a cliche now) because I stumbled onto his show in preacher who works for the Southern Baptist church. His
L.A. and couldn't believe what I was seeing. In person, wife was his high school girlfriend; then they didn't see
his paintings are almost psychedelic. But he's like Dylan each other for years; then he went to see her and she was
was for me in music; it was a watershed breakthrough heavily into this religion, and it all just seemed to fit and
then, but no longer. I especially liked the self-portraits in solve a lot of his problems about where he fit into this
which Van Gogh looked at every aspect of the torturous world. After all, he was the healthy one, the survivor of
pain he went through, and painted himself exactly the his sister who died, the one who never wanted to make
way he saw himself, not hiding the bandages or the scars. waves. He thinks I criticize him but I don't; I realize that
• V: Do you want to talk about your white sheep brother? this is his way of dealing with the big questions.
John's wife was pregnant last year and the baby died—
• BF: I think John has his own sense of guilt, being the
youngest and the healthiest in our family. He's the only it strangled on its own umbilical cord. We attended the
family member into sports. I'm painting this picture of funeral service and when I saw the coffin I thought it was
him as this horrible guy
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but he's not—he loves us
all. He never judged my
brother for being gay, and
he doesn't really know the
extent of what I'm into.
He was closer in age to my
sister who died of CF, and
he was. really affected by
her death. He made sure
he didn't cause any
trouble, whereas my other
brother Tim went through
his marijuana stage and
had screaming fights with
my mother when she
flushed his stash down the
toilet. I was the oldest and
was sick all the time, but
my sister was even sicker,
so my parents certainly
had their hands full. But
they were careful to give
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a styrofoam ice chest! I wish I had a picture of this church,
because there was a big flannel board showing a ship with
a caption underneath: "We are all on a ship called Discipline"! The preacher talked about why this baby died—
you gotta invent reasons, you know. If god is all loving,
how could it take this innocent little baby? And the
preacher came up with, "Well, Jesus just decided that he
needed another little baby in heaven." Sheree and my
brother Tim were with me, and—this is a funny scene:
you've got the homosexual, the masochist and the Jew
sitting there in this Baptist church! We were wondering,
"What kind of Jesus is this: 'Hey, we need another baby
up here! Go down and get that kid.' "
The preacher also said, "It's good that this baby died."
[then confidentially] "It's a blessing. . . because he didn't
grow up to be a sinner!" [laughs] He continued, "You
shouldn't feel bad, because this baby lived a full life. It got
to know Jesus through its mother, in the womb, and now
it's with Jesus."
• V: You call that a full life?
• BF: Me drinking piss out of a bottle makes a helluva
lot more sense than believing in this Jesus in heaven who
wants your baby—dead or alive.
• AJ: And this attitude: these people can't stand life; what
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they really want is death.
• BF: This intense belief in some "after-life" . . . to me
that's really frightening. My mother came from a family
often kids who suffered lots of abuse—I wonder if abuse
is passed on through the genes? She used to tell us stories
of being beaten with sticks and belts by her older brothers. The girls in the family were treated like slaves, and
the boys participated in a pecking order—the older you
were, the more power you had over the ones below. Now
they're dropping off like flies from weird blood diseases,
liver diseases, intestinal disorders . . . one died in a fire.
And they all think they're going to heaven. Saturday night
they get shit-faced drunk and beat their wives, and on
Sunday they're in church taking communion. That's one
of the reasons my parents left the church and their family
behind—they couldn't stand the abuse or the hypocrisy.
• AJ: How much do your parents know about what you

do?
• BF: Well, the idea of my mother sitting in front of a TV
seeing my dick being nailed to a board—no matter how
great we relate [laughs], no matter how understanding they
are, I just think that would make her feel bad. Yet she's
always been supportive of everything I've ever done. And
I'm getting more and more fame for things I can talk less

and less about to her. Last week in the hospital I was
spitting up blood and getting scared, thinking, "This is
the end." So I try and talk to them about what I do:
"Oh, it's a little like what Madonna's doing now,"
[laughs] and relate it to what they know. I gave 'em a
copy of my poem "Why," but I didn't give them Fuck
Journal. I think they know there are things they shouldn't
ask about, and that's fine with me. I'm not into the sexuality of children or anything like that at all, but I'm really into analyzing my own childhood. I was a real sexual
kid but nobody knew about it. From the earliest age I
was doing things that had some sort of sexual resonance;
it seems like I was having erections from Day One. I'm
turned on by my own recollections of being a kid who
was sexually turned-on.
• AJ: Every child has a very active sexuality. Most of our
eroticism can be traced to childhood experiences, yet most
people and society don't want to talk about that—
• BF: And you'll never recapture the sweetness of what it
was originally like: the first orgasms, the first fantasies. As
violent as I may have made them, there was a sweetness
to them that I always want to go back and try to re-experience. Why, when I would not allow myself to masturbate to orgasm, would I call it "going overboard"? Back
then I didn't know the word "orgasm," I didn't know the
word "cum." The first time I came I went, "What's this?"
After that I thought of it as "going overboard," and I told
myself, "You can't go overboard. Don't go overboard."
There was a sweeter taste and innocence as to what it was
all about; my auto-erotic activities go back to that. In
fact, that's what I always hope a new auto-erotic activity
will do: evoke that feeling. I always want to do something

different, like: instead of drinking piss, maybe I'll drink
expelled enema juice. That's even more powerful and repulsive! I haven't done that, but I've thought about it many,
many times!
• AJ: Then you can purge yourself of that fantasy, literally! [laughs]
• BF: Yes. Literally and literarily, too. It's all infantile.
Another thing I'm putting into my show is a hospital commode, but replacing the bedpan underneath by a kid's
pillow with a little indentation for the head. And there'll
be a Porky Pig-type motif on the pillow. So someone seeing it might think, "Why would somebody put their head
there?"
• V: A modified ready-made sculpture . . .
• BF: I'll have a little cage set up with a kid's blanket
inside, and my hospital gurney of 1,400 nails—this is
part of the torture environment built around the scaffold.
• V: This is a post-Duchamp installation with a kick to
it, what with all these potent, sexually-charged objects—
• BF: Duchamp is a good person to be in league with.
• AJ: Also, when you were on that gurney it probably felt
like a torture bed—
• BF: As something to endure. Being in a hospital bed is
an endurance test. A gurney is something they use to wheel
you into surgery, and that feeling when you're still awake
being wheeled in, before the drugs take effect—well, you
may as well be on a bed of nails. Last time when all this
fluid collected around my heart (pericarditis), I thought,
"This is really serious." Some music was playing and at
first I didn't know what it was because I was fading away as
the drugs took effect. But just before I went "out" I realized
it was Pink Floyd. I
thought, "Oh fuck—I'm
The Cage, which w a s actually a birthday present, w a s designed and built by my friend Bob
going to die, and the last
Evans eight years ago. It fit so perfectly in "Visiting Hours," I had to use it. Santa Monica
thing on my brain is gonna
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be Pink Floyd's "Another
Brick in the Wall"! NO!"
• AJ: That would not be
fair—
• BF: Although . . . I
built the alphabet block
wall after that, so maybe
it inspired me!
• V: Your show is a retrospective which includes all
of the "props" from previous shows, right? It will
show stages (literally)
along life's way. That reminds me of the Liber ace
museum, which shows his
past costumes and his 200pound gold-embroidered
cloaks—
• BF: Exactly. This will be
the beginning of a little
museum . . . • • •

• BF: Here's a book I just found at the Sausalito flea market: Mutiny on the Bounty. The illustrations are great, especially this one showing a man receiving a bloody whipping with the cat-o'-nine-tails. The caption reads, "The
eighteenth blow broke the iron of Mill's self-control."
[shows man receiving a bloody whipping]—
• V: This is another example of people attracting what
they need—
• BF: Sometimes stuff just pops up!
• V: Can you talk about your family dynamics a bit
more—
• BF: Like I said, my parents were really supportive of us
kids growing up. In my whole life, we've never missed
Christmas together. That's a special holiday; my parents
give us a lot of presents, and even though they've never
had a lot of money, they're generous to a fault with what
they have. So we've always gotten together to celebrate
the fact that we've made it through another year (for me,
against all odds). And since my birthday falls on the next
day, December 26, this time of year has a double significance for me. Knowing how odd we all are, I think my
mother thinks that if she'd done something differently,
we'd all be "normal." Of course, I think being normal is
the worst thing in the world. At our get-togethers we're
all tolerant in the sense that we don't talk about our differences . . . even though everyone probably knows more
than they let on.
Cystic fibrosis has made me the person I am, and I
can't even imagine how I'd be without it—it's impossible

to think in those terms. I recognize that it's a struggle,
but since at camp I work with kids who have much more
of a struggle, I think that my life isn't that bad.
• AJ: When you described that preacher talking about
the dead baby, I got the feeling that christians really view
life as something to get over with as quickly as possible
. . . zoom from fetus to corpse—
• BF: "Get me outta here!" Whereas I don't believe there
is anything after life, so I better make the best out of life
now.
• AJ: You seem quite creatively fulfilled—
• BF: I used to think, "I could die tomorrow and be
happy." But now I want to finish my book before I die.
When I'm in a creative mode I get very opinionated and
almost vicious: "It has to be my way or no way!" It's hard
on the people you're collaborating with. Especially if that
person is supposed to be your Mistress, and you're supposed to be her slave. I revert more into my nasty older
brother mode, a side of me that my brother Tim never
lets me forget. When we were growing up I was constantly
teasing him and playing pranks on him, or just being
mean for the sake of being mean. We had a rivalry going;
I didn't want him to be like me, and he didn't want me to
be like him. He was the actor and I was the painter, but
then he started painting and I started acting, and it was
like: "Why is he painting?" We had this territorial contest
all our lives, although thankfully we've advanced beyond
that. We went through a five-year period where we didn't
talk that much.

Tim has told me stories—he was incredibly sexual and
did weird, bizarre things (although nothing to do with
SM). I remember building forts with my friends and
camping out in the backyard with no thoughts of sexuality; I was nerdy and straight. But it turned out that these
same friends were sucking Tim off! It's funny to recall
these parallels: "You did what with Lenny?" Lenny and I
would go into the fort and just sing the lyrics to "Big Bad
John" by Jimmy Dean, but Tim would go in there with
Lenny and they'd be giving each other blow jobs! [laughs]
Me—I was a freak on the inside, but totally innocent and
nerdy on the outside.
• AJ: You were an actor with the Groundlings?
• BF: Peewee Herman, Laraine Newman, and half the
people in Saturday Night Live have come from the
Groundlings. It's an improvisational theater, although
most of it isn't improvisational by the time it hits the stage;
the skits have all been worked out. Only rarely are they
political; it's pretty white bread conservative material.
The way I got into acting was: I was doing poetry readings and liked being in front of an audience. As always,
I'm really slow at writing, so in order to do more readings, I started drinking lots of tequila and reading poems
off a blank page—improvising, but trying to make them
sound as if they were written down. And the reaction was
amazing—people would go, "Wow, is that a new poem?
Can I hear that again?" And I'd hand them a blank sheet
of paper.
Then I tried to tape the improvisations and type them
up, but they were nothing—they were garbage. I realized
that what was happening was mass hypnosis—you set up
a rhythm and say, "I'm reading a poem about a girl in a
chair and her feet are painted red" and people go, "Oh
wow!" but if you read it on a page, it's absolutely nothing.

As "Icon I k e , " owner of "Ike's House of Religious Icons,"
displaying the "Magic Tortilla of Turin." The Groundlings, Los
Angeles, 1988
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In those days, all the poetry seemed to have this same
cadence: da-duh, da-duh, da-duh, da-duh . . . [laughs] It
was the rhythm that lulled people into the idea that they
were hearing this fabulous work. I think that when I realized the nature of this "gimmick," I stopped writing poetry so much. But I loved the excitement of being on the
edge, improvising.
• AJ: There's always that threat of humiliating yourself
in public—
• BF: Very much so. And it's exhibitionism—taking your
clothes off mentally. Being in the Groundlings was great
training for that. By the time you get into actual shows,
you're basically writing skits—and I don't like that as
much. After three years I made it into their "Sunday"
company, which is just a step away from their main company. Then I started getting sicker and sicker. It takes a
lot of energy to be onstage, and if somebody wanted me
to be screaming and hysterical, I'd have to hold back because I didn't want to have a coughing fit. I couldn't really commit to what was needed. Plus I realized, looking
at the people around me, that it was largely a dead end:
you're in the Groundlings but only rarely do you get on
television—it could happen, but most of the time you're
in the Groundlings for ten years. I'm glad they didn't accept me, because literally weeks after I left I started doing

me to nail my dick to it. I'm not going to waste my energy on that.
• AJ: How about a wooden lung?
• BF: It's funny how people's expectations are even more
extreme than what will happen. Then when I come out
and tell jokes, they don't know where to turn. They think
they're going to get scared but then they laugh, but then
they get scared again—it's like snaking through their
emotions, which I think makes people faint more, as well
as get into the show more.
• AJ: I like the fact that your shows don't have any phony
spiritual allusions—
• BF: I'm not invoking Kali or other Great Spirits.
• AJ: Or putting on some Halloweenish spook and freak
show, or performing like a Svengali with a pretentious
seriousness that is "dark" or "eerie." You act so "normal"
doing these weird things—
• BF: Anybody who's not into the scene does do that:
pretends to be a deep, dark, scary guy and puts a mask on
and does an act. My idea isn't to do that, but to give a
demonstration and talk about what I'm about. When I
do these things for myself, as scary as it might be to do
them, it's done for some supreme kind of ecstasy or joy—
something that will lead toward a positive emotion, not a
negative or dark one. It's
moving toward light
rather than darkness. And
In the "Bridal Falls Suite" at the Madonna Inn on my 38th birthday, patiently awaiting my 38
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to turn it all around and
pretend like it's dark (even
though it deals with things
that are scary) is the opposite of my intention. I
don't think anyone would
describe an intense orgasm
as "going into darkness"—
it seems the total opposite
direction. And that's why
I did those things.

these art performances, and that's when everything took
off for me. But I learned a lot about improvisation there;
I can always fall back on that training. Plus I learned a lot
about staging, setting up and pacing a show.
• AJ: It's impressive, seeing you on stage, because you're
doing all this shocking stuff but you're also a master—it
feels like you're comfortable. And you're funny. To be able
to deliver funny jokes while nailing your scrotum to a
board—that's something!
• BF: That's the only way to combat the nervousness.
People knew what was going to happen (after all, the show
was titled "Nailed") and most of the time their expectations are far worse than what's going to happen. Before
our Southern Exposure show in San Francisco, I attended
a reading by Dennis Cooper and William Gibson the night
before at the Victoria Theater, and overheard someone
saying, "Bob Flanagan's going to crucify himself tomorrow!" And someone else said to me, "Bob, I hear that for
your fortieth birthday you're going to nail your dick to a
friend's wooden leg!" I think that was a joke that Brian
King [of Amok Books] made up, but now it's become a
myth that people believe. However, a leg has no symbolic
meaning for me—if it were another part of the body, I
might do it, but a leg doesn't have enough symbolism for

There are SM scenes
where people delve into
foreboding areas, but they
always ends with something happy: people
laughing, hugging, being
warm and gentle with each
other—when the scene is
over, something happens
that's positive. When I
lived in Long Beach I had
a room painted black that
was a dungeon with bondage furniture which I
built—all the windows
were painted black, and
sometimes it was scary to
be in there alone. But I
loved it!
• AJ: People don't go see

horror movies to feel
worse, but to exorcise their
own dreads and fears—
• BF: Yes. Whenever we
go to colleges to lecture,
the first question we get is:
"Do you believe in satan?"
(as if there were a satan,
anymore than there were
a god to believe in).
There's an underlying assumption that you can't
just be a regular "person"
doing what people have
done for thousands of
years; everything you do
has to be done for a reason other than yourself.
• AJ: People also assume
that if you do what you do,
you must be very "immoral". . . whereas you're
a very moral person—
• BF: I am. Even the
people I know who are
well-adjusted and who
happen to get really turned
on by sadism only do it N e w Year's Eve, 1983
with people who like it. Then that becomes a positive
experience: you're not overpowering someone, you're melding with someone. To overpower somebody is wrong,
but to meld with somebody is a pleasure-bonding which
. . . if you crank up the juice with SM, you get more
enjoyment out of it. You're winding the rubber band a lot
tighter, so the energy that gets released afterwards is a lot
more intense. Having experienced this kind of intensity,
I could never go back to a non-SM relationship!
Unfortunately, Sheree and I don't have that kind of
relationship at the moment . . . my health is one reason, and I also have a hard time getting into this space
when I'm working. It's ironic, because the work is all
about SM and going to the source of where these feelings came from, yet to get the work done I can't do the
SM that inspired it!
• AJ: The source?
• BF: Yes, the illness, the movie images, the childhood
games . . . reworking hospital equipment into torture
devices. As a young boy, I remember the humiliation of
medical procedures I'd have to endure: being on this electronic table for two hours getting a barium enema while I
was a kid, and before you learned to demystify and get
past it, you're just naked in front of people on this Frankenstein table, and they're turning you upside down and
doing all these things to you. And it wasn't erotic at the
time, but I notice that now we do erotic enemas—that
was never a thing for me, but Sheree came home from
this professional place she worked for awhile, saying,
"Look what I got!"—she had this huge black enema bag.

Then she gave me a wine enema, which was one of the
best experiences of my life!
• AJ: The wine gets absorbed through your large intestine?
• BF: Yes. You mix one cup of wine with two cups of
water—cheap port wine will do. Sheree would come in
while I was lying on the bathroom floor, and within five
minutes I'd be singing and the room would be spinning—
it's a very pleasant drunk because you're not bloated from
drinking all night. It wears off relatively fast—in an hour
or two you sober up.
• AJ: The Mayans used to give tobacco-and-wine enemas—
• BF:They used coffee enemas, too, which I tried once—
it speeded me up. Enemas are another crossover, because
as a kid my biggest problem was digestion—lots of pain
in the stomach . . . which is why I started masturbating:
to distract myself from that pain.
• AJ: Have you been on TV recently?
• BF: We turned down an invitation to be on the Maury
Povitch show. A woman called me and I said, "No, I'm
too busy" and I felt really clean and great doing that. But
she was really seductive—she said: "Oh, can't you come
out for a day? It'll be really fun!" I said, "You know, one
day of programming really means at least a week of anxiety beforehand, and I just can't take it." I felt so good.
Plus, there's the anxiety of: how many people are going to
see this, where will it show, what will they think, how will
they edit what I say—
• AJ: You can get conned into thinking that you can ac-

• AJ: —some kind of evil
freak. They're not going to
let you explain, "Look, I'm
actually a nice person. I'm
normal in a lot of other
ways; I'm highly ethical
and moral in what I do."
They won't show that. It's
a foregone conclusion that
they will portray you as
some sort of monster; they
can't show you as a nice
guy. They want viewers to
think: "There should be
laws against this."
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tually promote your position but in those kinds of TV
shows it's like wearing a dunce cap for a half hour—it's
total humiliation. Whatever "cause"you think you're going to advance—-forget it! There's no opportunity to discuss any ideas or actually have a constructive dialogue on
any of those talk shows.
• BF:They're all ratings-driven. And no matter what they
say, I know what they're really going to do with the footage: edit it so you look like—

• BF: There's no way to
win. Maybe a few people
come up and say, "I think
you're really brave for
coming on the show," and
they'll have the perfunctory psychiatrist come on
and say, "What they're
doing is quite healthy."
But it's all completely programmed and formularized—
• V: —the shows exist to
show conflict and then
reach a conservative,
christian-approved conclusion.
• BF: For the past eight
years with the Janus Society and the Threshold
club, Sheree and I have
been giving talks and presentations to various college "human sexuality"
classes. Some students are
barely out of high school,
and they're hearing things
they've never imagined:
"Hi, I'm Bob. I'm a fulltime slave, I was branded
by my Mistress, and I've
got a ring in my penis."
One person thought we
were satanists because of

sadism—she thought that the word "sadism" derived from
"satan"! I had to tell her, "No, there's no connection."
We always give a little explanation as to where "SM"
came from, and who the Marquis de Sade was, and who
Leopold von Sacher-Masoch was, and how the behavior
spectrum goes from people who get off being tickled . . .
to people who get turned on by being branded, pierced,
severely punished and disciplined (and everything in between); and how some people stay down here, some people

graduate up to there, some people hop around on the
spectrum of SM, and that not necessarily are you driven
to do every single thing in between. Basically, we're dispelling all the myths, and if they listen to us it's great.
You get some antagonism from religious ones, for instance. They assume we're satanists and say we can't believe in god because "the body is a holy place"—
• AJ: If it's so holy, why do they hate sex, nudity and
natural bodily functions so much?
• BF: And naturally, when Sheree mentions she has kids,
and that I helped raise the kids for five years, that gets
them crazed! You can't have a deviant existence and raise
kids. We always ask them, "Do you fuck in front of your
kids? It's the same thing with us." Sheree's kids just saw
that I was a man who does what a woman says—as opposed to the opposite way, and it was a different thing for
them to see; it was good for them. It may not have influenced their lives, but it told them that there were other
alternatives out there that they might not have been exposed to. And as they got older and got more open, they
heard about the whips and chains, but it was never anything that they had to witness. Her son did walk in on us
once, but—even kids sometimes walk in on their parents
having sex; sometimes that happens no matter how much
you try to be private. Actually, you have to be pretty civilized to have a healthy SM relationship between two
adults—you can't be out of control or whimsical or really
mean: you have to really be in control of what you're doing. If you're just uncouth and uncivilized—well, that's
where the real rapes and brutality and abuse come from.
People always ask (with regard to the SM clubs), "Aren't
you afraid you'll have weirdos and rapists trying to join?"
Well, they don't want to be in our club; they don't want
consenting adults. We have very strict social rules—much
stricter than your average bar. If you ask somebody to do
something in an SM club and they say "No," and you
don't hear it the first time—you're out, no questions about
it.
At the Janus Society parties there's no fucking, there's
no drugs—that keeps us free from legal hassles as well as
AIDS. The rules center around total consent for everything. If you see somebody in a restaurant whom you
know is in the club, you don't go up to them and say,
"Hey Joe—you did a great whipping scene last week!" if
his mother's sitting there. The main thing is: you don't
interrupt people's scenes and you don't force yourself on
people—it's not a singles' pick-up scene.
One of the most frequent complaints is: "There are
too many people looking!" But I say, "That's what you're
here for. This is a party. If you want to do private SM, go
home!" Why would you come to one of these parties and
then expect a lot of "space"?! When I first joined Janus, I
answered all the phone membership inquiries, and really
felt sympathy for the single guys who wanted to join this
club for thirty dollars a year, so they wouldn't be ripped
off by the professional houses. They'd ask, "Will I be able
to find a dominant woman there?" and I'd tell them,
"Chances are—not. There are lots of masochists but very

few dominant women to go around. Think of this as a 3D magazine you walk into—you'll see all the things you
ever wanted to see in your life, and you'll be able to talk
to everybody about anything you ever wanted to talk to,
and you'll make friends. And out of this friendship you'll
never know what might develop (and things do develop).
In the meantime, just look around, learn, have some food
and talk to people."
It started out with parties of from thirty to seventy
people, but nowadays the average party is at least two
hundred people—and that's why I rarely go anymore.
There's a lot more women now, which is good (earlier on,
it was eighty percent men and twenty percent women).
And there's also a lot more couples. What's happened since
AIDS is: this is a perfect place for ex-swingers who don't
want to fuck but still want to be exhibitionistic and
voyeuristic. There's great costumes, nudity, and sexual play
. . . then they go home and have private sex parties (and
intercourse, if they want it) that they can't have at Janus
or Threshold. And these swingers are not real SM'ers. In
the early days, most of my friends were into it as a lifestyle;
they'd been into it for twenty years and had, if not committed relationships, committed sensibilities about it. In
some ways things have gotten more theatrical.

Sheree finds a new use for leftovers. Los Angeles, 1981

• AJ: Are most of these women submissive?
• BF: A lot of them are, but I don't know if I'd say most.
Many women start from a submissive place and become
dominant—that happens a lot. And the ones who are
dominant are that way because 99% of the time they met
a masochist who told them, "I would like to be submissive to you"—that's what happened with Sheree and me.
It wasn't her thing, and that creates problems because she's
dealing with me and my fantasies of a lifetime, and she
never had these fantasies. So sometimes she walks out of
it because it's not what she wants. Her basic connection
to it is social—that's what she likes. Whereas I want the
privacy of the dungeon—I don't care if we never go out,
but that really has no attraction to her, so we have a lot of
conflicts over that. She really doesn't get the charge out of
being a mistress that I get out of being a slave.
• AJ: So are there a lot more male submissives?
• BF: Most males are submissive at these clubs. Many of
them call themselves submissive, but they want to tell the
woman exactly what to do and how to dominate them
. . . they're really controlling. There aren't that many truly
submissive men. Basically they want their fantasies played
out (which I'm not putting down); they want a certain
kind of woman who will meld with their fantasies. If you
find someone who gets off doing that, it's really great.
I teach a weekly poetry workshop at Beyond Baroque. I
write about SM pretty openly and read my work, and
notice that over the years we've gotten more and more
people who are doing SM poetry, and I don't think it's
because they know me, either. They're writing about having clothespins on their nipples, about being pierced . . .
there's a whole resurgence of people who are into body
manipulation and piercing.
• AJ: Even in academic circles there's been a literary resurgence, including the publication of works by Bataille
and de Sade. Mapplethorpe has been accepted and—
• BF: The stigma's been removed. In the early days we
were ignored and even maligned, but now it's the thing to
talk about it. Jesse Helms turned a lot of people's art
around; they thought, "Now I can do this; now I can be
open about what I do."
• AJ: In your college presentations, what else do you say
to defend SM?
• BF: We describe how the imagery of the Catholic
church and the tortures of Jesus influenced us. In Catholicism, torture was considered something beautiful and
spiritual: something to rise above and change your life.
And as kids those influences stuck with us . . . we never
shirked from torture or pain because of the church. So it's
not a reaction against, it's a reaction to. The Catholics
teach the Stations of the Cross, where whipping and
scourges ending up in crucifixion—death by torture. Jesus
always has this great smile on his face and this expression
of release when it's all over. Sometimes Jewish people
present will talk about guilt and all their past histories of
torture . . .
• AJ: But how do you tie in earlier religious indoctrination into SM?

• BF: Basically, we say that we don't believe SM is against
god. We don't believe it's a bad thing to do. Of course,
you can't change somebody's mind—if they believe that
SM is against god, that's just the way it is. Whenever serial killers are mentioned in the press, they're usually linked
to satanism or sadism. But when we talk about sadism,
it's not in that context of overpowering somebody, but of
two people in a consensual relationship. Our rituals have
nothing to do with any deities, or with torturing animals. Basically, we talk about how everything we do stems
from our personal lives, and is done for personal reasons—
not out of any group thought or religious mentality.
We also aren't trying to proselytize; we don't say that
"SM is the greatest thing in the world, and you should do
it." We say, "Don't put people down." We try to dispel
the whole idea of making judgments against people, when
you don't even understand what they're doing. Somebody
listening might think, "Well, that's interesting, but /don't
want to do it." And that's exactly what we want you to
think. Someone else might react, "Hmm—now I know
how I can get into it." And that's great too. Basically we're
against anybody who says, "This is the only way; everyone
should experience this!" NO—there are people who
shouldn't come anywhere near this!
• AJ: It's more about going to the deepest levels of your
own desires. Our culture's concept of sexuality and the
body is so puerile and shallow; there are so many levels of
childishness and ignorance. People don't even know what
their own desires are, but I think, "Hey, go get in touch
with your own sexuality, your desires, check deeply into
your childhood (going through therapy helps, too). Maybe
if you release your sexuality in a way that isn't going to
hurt anyone, you won't be a serial killer, wife beater or a
rapist!"
• BF: People ask, "How can you get turned on by being
in pain? How can you like pain and get sexually turnedon?" I reply, "Context is everything. If you're in bed with
a lover and your lover scratches you on your back in the
middle of the orgasm, it feels pretty exciting and you might
not register it as pain. But if the person behind you in the
middle of a class scratches you with a pencil, it's gonna
feel awful and you might turn around and hit the guy! If
you kiss somebody and bite them on the lips, that's a
form of SM. It's just that we've identified it, we've talked
about it, and we're not afraid to go to that place and admit that that's what we like. Whereas somebody else might
go, "Ohmigod, why did I do that? That's awful. I shouldn't
like that!" and then try and run away from that, and make
up all these religious rules to guard against these feelings.
So religion becomes just a safeguard against having these
feelings: "Dear god, I was turned on by that. I better go
back home and pray." [laughs]
Of course, many people want to know exactly what
Sheree and I do. So we tell stories about nailing a dick to
a board—piercing stories drive 'em nuts! Even now, I expect that after all the press built up around piercing and
tattoos, people would be used to it . . . but if I stick my
tongue out or lift my shirt up, they start to groan.

Another hospitalization, another nurse, another shot. I'm enjoying this just a little too much. Los Angeles, 1983

The main reason I got a Prince Albert and a guiche She was a very strict Catholic, yet we did everything (she
piercing was so they could be locked by a padlock all the used to suck me off while I hung suspended by my wrists
time—it was a big, heart-shaped brass padlock which we in the bedroom) but we couldn't fuck. Now I would have
still have, and Sheree has the keys. I couldn't even mas- thought that was great, but then I was upset that we didn't
turbate or have erections for weeks on end unless I was fuck. I knew the relationship wasn't going to go anywhere,
unlocked. To me that was blissful and exciting: walking because the whole masochism thing bothered her
around during the day doing what I had to do, and know"12:30 AM, July 4, 1978. What's happening? k i t haping this heavy padlock was between my legs—this was
pening all over again? Have I gone too far, expecting too
just great! And whenever Sheree and I would explain this
much? I'm home now unexpectedly. Our differences have
to a class, they would just go crazy.
bubbled to the surface. One too many jokes about masLately, I end every lecture or panel with a reading of ochism, one push too much to see how much Julie would
"Why." Now audiences see SM turned into "serious art." be willing to get involved with. But that's not what started
I always ask the audience what their jobs are, especially at it; it just brought it out. The masochism is a small part of
the panels, and you see this whole spectrum: some people my total make-up" [that's not true anymore]. "I want
work in aerospace or computers or therapy or are artists. someone" [this is at the end of my romanticism] "to love,
Sometimes Sheree shows her slides and I read my work, to be with, to share with, to give to, to touch, to sleep
which they've never heard before.
with, to wake up with" [garbage—Jesus!]. "I don't want
• V: . . . Do you want to read any more excerpts from Julie to do anything that she would feel uncomfortable
your journal?
doing. Masochistic sex is nowhere near as important to
• BF: Here's an excerpt from my 1978 journal when I me as she is" [that's not true!]. "Making love with her is
was dating this nurse I met at cystic fibrosis summer camp. the most important and the best thing—masochism is"

that's more out of dissatisfaction with the church than it
is out of infatuation with me. If she doesn't think of her
prayers naturally, would they be any more valid if she
freed herself to say them?Things are changing too fast for
her and she's panicking. Her values are threatened but
they shouldn't be . . . " Basically I'm saying that she won't
fuck me—that's the whole thing! Because fucking was
only for marriage and for children. But what's weird was:
she was doing everything else.
• AJ: How about your diaries during the Sheree years?
• BF: A lot of those entries are just whining. Here's one
from April '84: "Had to get away from Sheree and her
crying and her craziness, sadness. I'm no good for her
anyway. She was in such a bad state when she left, but I
followed her, afraid of what she might do or where she
might go. She keeps talking about dying. I'm thinking
about getting on a plane and going to Las Vegas." [My
big plan was always to go to Las Vegas and gamble—I
love playing blackjack. I've never done it, but I've thought
about it many times.]
• AJ: It's funny: that would be your rebellion!
• BF: That's it—I don't want to fuck at all, I just want to
go to Vegas.
• AJ: Have you ever been there?
• BF: Yes—I can sit at a blackjack table from sundown
to sun-up, and I love that feeling. I don't care if I win
anything, I just love seeing the money going back and
forth. The first time Sheree and I went there, she took me

With Mike Kelley and our improvisational noise band, Idiot
Bliss. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 4

[I'm trying to sell something to myself; I sound like Ross
Perot] "just a small thing that I talk a lot about" [that's
true].
"This thing started with Julie in church this morning.
It's the differences that blew up tonight, ignited by my
stupid mind-playing, asking Julie to punch me in the arm.
This would have come out anyway. I sensed something
different in the car today on the way to my parents. It all
came out tonight in her bed. Guilt is a big part of it. She
talks like she's guilty about feeling so good with me, about
neglecting other people, about neglecting her religion.
Guilt, retrospective guilt. What's wrong with feeling good
together? We feel whole together" [that's all bullshit. I'm
trying to fool myself that masochism wasn't the Number
One thing—of course it was!]
• AJ: Your commentary makes it great; I think we can all
relate to reading diaries from our past: "Ohmigod, how
deluded I was!"
• BF: [continues reading] "We make others around us
feel good—how can that be bad? Where is she neglecting
other people? I look at her and see nothing but dedication. I've see her with [kids who died of cystic fibrosis]—
how can god fault her for that? Maybe she is neglecting
her religion; maybe she has forgotten her prayers. But

Finding SM messages wherever we look. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 4

to the Valley of Fire and made me take mushrooms and I
had a really weird time—she has some great photos of me
out in the desert naked with a huge erection, standing on
these mountains. I like the coolness of the hotels; I never
leave 'em if I can. We're really old fogeys; we play bingo—
"Bob and Rose play bingo in Las Vegas"—that's what we
do for fun!
• AJ: So you like bingo better?
• BF: No, I like blackjack better, but you lose money
slower at bingo . . . Here's a typical journal entry, dated
August '84. "Pissed because Sheree's being so wish-washy.
Where's my dominant? All of a sudden now it's not good
enough—what the fuck happened to the rules? I enjoyed
it too much—that's what. So now I'm going to sulk."
[That always happens: it goes really good, and then it
stops.]
"My place. Sheree on the couch. Tons of work to do
but I don't want to do it. Bought some torture things at
the Supply Sergeant. Sheree uses them on me, ties me to
the chair and fucks me, and then says she's not really into
torture. Can't figure her out, but I'm into rebelling right
now." This is when I kept an hourly journal; I did that off
and on. Once in a while something interesting would
pop up, but usually it's just every boring thing that happens instead of anything good happening.
• V: When it gets good, you're too involved to write it
down—
• BF: Right.
• AJ: Besides, if you have to stop every hour to write it
down, how can anything develop? Journals are an artificial slice of life. God forbid if you die and someone reads
your journals, because the life they read is not your life—
it's mostly whining and complaining. I never write when

A break in my journal writing, for another photograph by
Sheree. Los Angeles, 1 9 8 4 .

I'm happy.
• BF: Exactly. If what Sheree and I were doing was good,
then we were just doing it. Usually the journals get written when I'm in the hospital. Once as an SM thing I had
to write a letter to Sheree every day.
• AJ: By the way, how many times have you been in the
hospital this past year?
• BF: Five times. It used to be about every three months,
but now I'm getting a complication in between those three
months, so I'm having to go more often. I'm on IV-antibiotics right now and I'm still not doing that well. I usually go in for a week at a time—it used to be three weeks,
until they perfected home IV care, because you have to
be on IV drugs for about three weeks to knock these things
out. Now I go when I can't feed myself anymore and can't
stand taking care of myself anymore—I go there for five
days to a week and come home and recuperate and do
drugs for two more weeks at home. That's where I'm at
now. I went in because I started spitting up blood. Fortunately I can only be treated at a CF clinic, and they're
usually good—I don't have to go to county hospitals. Since
I have CF, not only am I eligible for MediCal but also a
genetically-handicapped persons program that California
has (covering epilepsy, sickle-cell anemia, etc) which pays
for whatever MediCal doesn't pay for. I'm sure there are

certain rightwing persons who would say, "We don't feel
our tax dollars should go toward keeping him alive to
whip himself!"
SM relationships don't change how relationships work,
period. In fact, sometimes it makes things harder because
often Sheree and I feel pressure to live up to our own
reputations or expectations. I still want to be Sheree's slave,
but I can't physically clean up her house anymore. Plus,
the art career is much more important to both of us than
that (although secretly I would give up all the art career
stuff to just have that sexual thing going, but she wouldn't).
In the past, sometimes the greatest thrill was just going
out to a restaurant with other people knowing I was her
slave, and no matter what she said, I had to agree to it. I
didn't necessarily do anything, but just having that agreement, that understanding, was the sole satisfaction I
needed.
It's very hard for Sheree to be mean to me when I'm
sick, naturally. When I went into the hospital recently
that's what I craved the most: for her to be really cruel to
me. But it's hard to get her to do that anymore. Now, the
idea of going on aTV show and talking about SM doesn't
even relate to what we're doing anymore—that's another
reason I don't want to go on TV ever again. • • •

• AJ: You've been in the intensive care ward; how are you
doing?
• BF: The last two weeks have been really scary, but today I'm feeling more alive.
• AJ: Tell us more about your Santa Monica show, which
was designed to convey the experience of being in a hospital. You walk in and there's the receptionist—
• BF: The original idea was to have a museum person
sitting at a desk to warn people about what they might
see (especially people just wandering in off the street),
because the videos show piercing, nailing and other inyour-face footage. They wanted to make sure visitors were
over eighteen and aware of the sexual or violent nature of
some of the imagery.
• V: Was anyone shocked?
• BF: Yes, although not nearly as many as the museum
expected. First of all, I didn't want kids to come in and
see me hanging around naked. The museum is in a little
mini-mall behind an ice cream parlor, next to a restaurant and a record store, and people don't expect to find a
museum there, neither do they expect to find this kind of
confrontational performance art installation. One woman
who had been dropped off at the museum while her friend
got a haircut at the mall, turned out to be a born-again
Christian, and she was just in tears—she literally thought
I was going to hell. She was sitting in a chair crying and
said, "I have to tell you: this sickens my heart. I hope you
find Jesus Christ." I thought, "Jesus is hanging right over
there—just look at that video!"

• AJ: Was she just sad?
• BF: You never saw a sadder person. She wasn't angry;
with all her beliefs she literally thought my soul was cor- j
rupt. A number of people couldn't see anything but the
sadness of facing C-F and dying, whereas what drove me
to do the show was humor: to me it's humorous to put
Jesus's head up there and my dick down there, and have a
wall of blocks that spell "CF" and "SM" (sanding off the
children's images and replacing them with "adult" and
SM images) . . . things like that are ironic and funny to
me. But a lot of people lack irony in their lives, and without irony it's hard to have a sense of humor. My drive to
survive uses every tool at my disposal, including humor,
and I tried to make the show positive and uplifting, literally: periodically I would get hoisted up out of the hospital bed! It would always amaze me that people could see
only the sad side.
There were a few people who got queasy or scared, and
there were a few negative comments, but usually people
just walked away without confronting me. On closing
night one man walked aggressively up to me and asked,
"How'd you get to do this here?" I replied, "The museum
asked me." He said, "Well, it just shows there are satanists
in high places!" and stormed out. Satan gets a lot of undeserved credit!
When you walk in, the first thing you notice is that
the walls are painted hospital green. The text of my poem
"Why" starts at the left and continues as a spiral around
the installation. You see a pediatrician's waiting room with

probably more of a shock to discover an SM magazine
inside real Highlights covers. We had a Humpty Dumpty
magazine cover that fit perfectly around a weird German
SM magazine. Also, there were pamphlets about lung
transplants and cystic fibrosis—the type you would normally see in a doctor's waiting room. I wanted to educate
people about cystic fibrosis before they got to the next
section . . .
The first wall had a big bulletin board displaying things
I'd been collecting over the years: the newspaper article
about me as a cystic fibrosis poster child, photos of me at
summer camp, articles about lung transplants, a poster of
Houdini handcuffed, a photo of me at a party with Annie
Sprinkle biting my nipple rings, plus other personal photos and articles . . . all connecting aspects of cystic fibrosis to SM. Then there was a 4x8-foot wall of children's
alphabet blocks that spelled CF (for cystic fibrosis) and
SM (for sado-masochism), and interspersed throughout
was my name "Bob" and 65 little drawings. I had sanded
off the original drawings and replaced them by drawings
of butt plugs, whips, chains, scalpels, syringes, dominatrix
gear, etc. There were 1,400 blocks in this wall, and people
could walk around it. The top three rows were loose, so
nobody really knew if the blocks were glued together or
just "balanced"—they looked as if they could fall over at
any moment, and the ones at the top could fall.

In the early days of our relationship Sheree could barely
contain her anger a n d fear at the sight of me in the hospital
hooked up to an IV and breathing oxygen through a tube.
" W h a t if I w a n t e d us to go to the Himalayas? You can't go to
the Himalayas. You can't go anywhere with that stuff." Now,
twelve years later, after many hospitalizations too numerous to
count, Sheree's still pissed off, but the miracle is she's still here.
Long Beach, 1 9 9 2

phallic cacti, toys for kids including a box labeled "Fix
me up, Doc!" containing a plastic man with a big belly;
you're supposed to shape internal organs out of clay and
put them inside him or pull them out—I thought this
was really perverse. Somebody had made penises and put
them inside him. This was an area where people could sit
down and play with toys as well as read magazines, and
we had copies of Highlights [a children's magazine found
in doctor's waiting rooms] scattered around, but inside
the covers we had substituted SM magazines. So anybody
you saw reading Highlights was really looking at all this
SM imagery—and people were always on the couch reading these with rapt attention!
• AJ: Right—I picked up one of those and it was a shock
to discover an SM magazine inside . . . that was a subtle
touch.
• BF: Originally I wanted to produce a real magazine
especially for the show, but I ran out of time. Actually, it's

On another wall were x-rays showing my nipple rings
(another combination medical-SM image). Then there
was the toy box, and woodburned into the lid was a funny
little paragraph I wrote about my penis—about being
turned on by pain from a very early age. The outside of
the toybox had the same images that are on the alphabet
blocks, but enlarged. Inside the toybox were all these kids'
toys that have double meanings, like jump ropes, boxing
gloves (things that are pseudo-violent and colorful), a crucifix, a Superman doll, and other things I'd been collecting for many years. In a lot of ways, it's all about arrested
development . . .

Waiting Room for "Visiting Hours." Santa Monica Museum of
Art, 1 9 9 2

The Visible M a n , standing in his o w n puddle of " s p e r m " and
" p h l e g m . " "Visiting Hours," Santa Monica Museum of Art,
1992

Also in the kids' section was cloud wallpaper and a
portrait of me as Superman (or Super-Masochist), with
my hospital gown, oxygen mask, and ball-stretcher, looking ready to fight crime or whatever. Nearby was a kids'
table and chairs with a carpet and a toy ambulance which
was supposed to be running the whole time. I had that
clear plastic Visible Man model which I described earlier.
• AJ: Did chocolate sauce come out of the butt?
• BF: No, everything had to be inorganic so it wouldn't
attract ants. I tried using wood putty but it wasn't the
right color, so I experimented with different hair conditioners mixed with paint, but they always dried up. I still
have to perfect that.
• AJ: When you were a kid, was Superman significant?
• BF: The Superman TV series came out in the '50s.
Along with Howdy Doody that was one of the first shows
I ever watched. It showed up in re-runs and has always
been one of my favorite shows—I liked the comic books,
too. When I was a kid, I used to dress up as Superman
using a towel as a cape and pretend to fly. For my show,
Superman was a good symbol because I get lifted up in
the air. Plus, the SM I do belies the fact that I have this

terminal illness. Even though I'm kind of a cripple, the
fact that I can stand these painful activities is sort of super-heroic . . . even though I'm sick, I'm still sort of "super-human" in the things I've been able to withstand.
• V: Describe the rest of the show—
• BF: At the back is an ominous door labeled "Isolation." Facing that is an 1lxl5-foot "Wall of Pain" showing 750 photos of me in various stages of pain, taken by
Sheree about eight years ago for one of our first projects
together. One roll of film showed my face reacting to a
cat-o'-nine-tails on my thighs, and every time Sheree
whacked me, I (or she) would try to press the cable release while I was screaming, so you got my face reacting
to the blow. Each roll of film was devoted to a "theme":
stomach-punching, hair-pulling, and there are literally
hundreds of photos.
Behind this wall was our 12-foot-high video scaffold
which we used in a previous show, "Bob Flanagan's Sick."
There were seven video monitors positioned where my face,
chest, genitals, hand and feet should be, and this scaffold
ended the whole exhibition. But whereas "Bob Flanagan's
Sick" had a beginning, middle and end, for this show I cut
out the beginnings and just made continuous video loops
of my face, chest, genitals, hands and feet being tortured.
A soundtrack of random audio clips from various movies
(like, "You're sick!") played
continuously.
I wanted to provide a
comfortable place where
people could sit and
watch the videos, so I installed a gurney of nails,
a cage which a friend had
made years ago as a birthday present (it contained
a kid's alphabet blanket
and a rattle), and a portable toilet with a pillow
underneath where people
could rest their head—no
one did, however! For
this pillow I wanted a
Porky Pig pillowcase
(Porky Pig is so grossly
sexual, doesn't wear any That's a lung I'm attempting to
pants, and is kind of transplant into a brand new
nasty; he implies the idea specimen jar. I borrowed it
from a respiratory therapist
of gluttony) to suggest friend of mine and had
the idea of insatiability, intended to use it in my
but I couldn't find any. I "Visiting Hours" show at the
called every fabric store in Santa Monica Museum along
L A . to locate material with a pierced penis that I got
from someone else. H o w
with pigs on it, and luck- perfect, I thought—penis and
ily found a pattern of a lungs—the yin and yang of my
pig smelling a skunk— existence. But the lung ended
which seemed to be a per- up looking like a giant turd,
fect image to have under- and the penis made everyone
sick, so I scrapped the whole
neath a toilet!
idea. —Los Angeles, 1992

• AJ: That video wall is pretty complex—
• BF: The video monitors are arranged in an "x" to form
a stand-in for my body. We first used that scaffold for the
Amok publication party for Modern Primitives in L.A.,
and for the Modern Primitives show at Southern Exposure gallery in San Francisco. But I didn't want to just
keep on hanging myself from the scaffold, so for the next
show (I don't know where I got the idea—probably in
the hospital, and from watching too much television) I
came up with the idea of videoing all the parts of my
body undergoing different tortures we'd already done over
the years. Also, we used videos Sheree has collected of me
getting my various pierces, plus different movie clips where
a head or a hand is prominent. The close-up of Jesus's
face dying on the cross in King of Kings has always been
memorable, so I played that on the "head" video monitor. I rented films and cartoons so I could get Mickey
Mouse's hands, etc.; I always remembered that image in
Gulliver's Travels where the Lilliputians tied Gulliver down
to the ground, so I included that. The whole video display included not just images of me, but images that inspired me to become whatever I am.
• AJ: The video monitor at your left foot would show
your left foot being whipped—suddenly you'd see a huge
Dumbo The Elephant foot stomping on a cartoon mouse
foot. It was amazing to see this cartoon and movie imagery mixed with your live SM footage—
• BF: To me, what I do isn't scary—these are "fun" things
I do to myself for pleasure. Well, everything isn't always
funny, but ultimately it's pleasurable. The fact that I see
humor in SM is unusual to other people; they're wrapped
up in the "horror" of what they're watching. The videos
run all day long with no order, everything is all juxtaposed randomly, so on one monitor you might see my
dick being nailed to a board, while on another you might
see a cartoon. Often something that really scares people is
playing next to something that's silly.
SM basically is a silly thing to watch. When you're experiencing it—that's different. But to watch, there's a lot
of silliness attached. In the show I tried to have as much
as possible going on simultaneously, and there were many
wonderful accidents or coincidences. When I wanted to
sew my lips up for the "head" video, I found an old Betty
Boop cartoon where a hippopotamus accidentally gets his
lips sewn up by a machine that goes crazy! The sequence
only lasted about five seconds, so I slowed the sequence
down and repeated it about ten times so it lasted longer,
and it came right after my own lips were sewn up on the
video. That's one of the more gruesome parts of the video:
watching this needle and thread going through my lips,
because they swell up about four times their normal size!
Sheree ties a little knot in each stitch; then suddenly you
see this machine zipping through this hippopotamus's
mouth sewing it right up—you go, "Whoa!"
• AJ: What happened on your "genitals" video?
• BF: The grand finale comes when I actually nail my
penis to a board—Eve already described how hard it was
to do that. I had all these jack-off shots leading up to it,

Behind the scenes for the " p a i n " photos, which later were used>
for the Wall of Pain in "Visiting Hours." Los Angeles, 1982
I w o k e up with this mile high hard-on which is only now
descending back into the depths of my battle-scarred frame. I
open the burgundy robe I am w e a r i n g to look at it again. My
thighs are criss-crossed with ugly red stripes a n d welts w h e r e
Sheree beat me with a riding crop last night for the photomontage we are making. We are taking over 5 0 0 photos of my
face in the throes of pain. Last night's sesssion went very well
with Scott manning the camera, Sheree torturing me, and me,
tied up to the w a l l , squeezing the black bulb which released
the shutter as I writhed in pain. The things we do for art! The
point is, or the point I would like it to be, is that we are not
doing it just for art. A lot more happened last night that no one
will ever see in the walls of Beyond Baroque. But, w h o knows,
maybe they w i l l . Bringing my art a n d my strange ideas on
how to live my life; bringing those two factors together is one
of my goals. —Journal note from June 6, 1992

all these masturbation scenes—there was this flurry of
activity that (ideally) would end up with a blow of the
hammer. If I didn't do it, I knew there'd be no ending.
On the day the video was supposed to premiere at LACE,
I said, "Let's turn on the video real fast," and we did it.
We had a plexiglass screen set up so when I pulled the
nail out, it would look like it was bleeding right into the
camera lens. The screen literally filled with blood—it
looked real gory . . .
• AJ: Was the footage mixed with cartoon images?

As "Superman" with clothespins, reciting the words to " W h y , "
for "Bob Flanagan's Sick," at Art in the Anchorage, N e w York,
1991

Video scaffold for "Bob Flanagan's Sick" LACE, Los Angeles,
1991

• BF: Before my penis got nailed? Yes; leading up to that
were scenes like me peeing in my pants, peeing into the
video screen, a lot of ball-whacking, and Sheree's first video
of me getting a Prince Albert piercing. There weren't many
cartoon penises I could insert [laughs], but I did insert
some footage from an instructional video cartoon of boys
growing up and discovering their first pubic hair.
• AJ: What about the chest video?
• BF: That's mainly C-F, physical therapy, stethoscope
usage, arid being whipped on the chest. We included
Sheree's video of my nipple rings being enlarged. All the
chest footage was shot sideways to make the composition
look better, and so you could see the chest and the abdomen at the same time (here let's credit Skip Arnold). After an intense whipping, Sheree carved her initials into
my chest with a scalpel, and blood streamed down the
side of the screen—that was the finale.
Also, at the beginning of the penis video my penis was
all sewn up. Each stitch was removed, and the penis burst
through like a flower. Then all these things happened to
it until it got nailed. Whereas the chest video begins with
my chest, physical therapy, x-rays showing my nipple rings,
plus cartoon images like Bugs Bunny trying to get out of

fighting in the army. This cartoon is from World War II,
and his heart, which is pounding real hard, says "4-F."
During the Vietnam war, I was 4-F.
There are an amazing number of slappings on TV; I
taped some of them and included them in the show. I
also included force-feeding, a little shit-eating and baby
bottle-feeding. Most of the videos ran about 18 minutes,
whereas the hands and feet videos were the shortest, about
five minutes—there isn't a whole lot you can do with them.
• AJ: Nevertheless, they added a lot to the total presentation—
• BF: There were a lot of gruesome images people would
be confronted with, so I figured they could always look at
the hands and feet if they needed some relief.
• AJ: Tell us about some of your personal interactions
with visitors—
• BF: This was something I never planned. Everything
else happened pretty much the way I anticipated, but I
never thought that people would actually sit down and
talk to me. After seeing the entire show and reading the
text of "Why," visitors could enter this "box" in the middle
of the museum which was a perfect replica of a hospital
room with me dressed in my hospital gown in a hospital

bed. Also in the room was a TV monitor showing video
loops I'd made (again, containing footage from influential movies), and chairs for people to sit in.
People would come in and suddenly begin telling their
own hospital horror stories—some of them happened
when they were kids. One woman brought in her tenyear-old son who'd been hospitalized with cancer (she got
special permission to bring in a minor). She asked, "Can
he come in and talk to you? Because he has too many
memories of hospitals." He showed me the scars from his
cancer operations, and I showed him my antibiotic hookups. More and more people with cystic fibrosis showed
up, perhaps drawn by reviews which mentioned my C-F.
One man was born without a mouth, and he showed me
these incredible drawings of evil doctors with bloody scalpels. He described his different operations.
• V: What did he look like?
• BF: He had undergone a lot of reconstructive surgery.
He just looked like he'd once had a hairlip; he didn't look
bad. He talked a little funny.
• AJ: How did people deal with the SM aspect?
• BF: People responded very well. I was afraid they might
think I was making fun of handicapped or sick people,
but they seemed to understand that SM pain was a metaphor for the kind of pain they were forced to endure as
illness. A few people actually were into SM. One man
had been totally paralyzed in a car accident—he didn't
have anything to do with SM, but he could relate to the
whole pain-as-metaphor idea, especially regarding the
tortures people have to go through for medical reasons.
Actually, it came down to: not being afraid to talk about
pain. People would say things like, "My father's in the
hospital right now; he's got cancer." Seeing someone who
purposely focused on pain gave people a doorway to come
in and explode about their own painful situations, whether
they were sexual or hospital-related. Usually it was about
relatives who'd been in the hospital, who had undergone
operations, and who had died.
Most of the time people wouldn't even ask; they'd just
come in, sit down and start talking. At first I felt a little
uncomfortable; I didn't want to become this person who
"gave advice." I didn't want to become a sort of guru, so I
just listened and encouraged people to talk (or not to
talk). I would just say, "Yeah, I know how that feels," and
a lot of people came back three or four times just to talk!
With all the publicity we had up to 300 visitors a day. It
was amazing!
• AJ: Our society has no forums or contexts to even discuss pain, death, or sex. You provided an amazing environment for people just to be free to talk—
• BF: That's true: to provide a place where people could
be hypnotized by honesty. We're used to keeping secrets,
being lied to, and not talking about certain topics. All I
ever try to do, in my writing and in my shows, is state
everything that happens as plainly and honestly as possible, yet with some sort of craft—to be entertaining and
funny, too. And in this show, people got swept up in that
and wanted to just talk.

Photo: Jessica Pompei

All sewn up and nowhere to go.

Leading the audience in song in "Bob Flanagan's Sick," LACE:
"Old Ben Lucas had a lot of mucus, running right out of his
nose. He picks and he picks till it makes you sick, but back
again it g r o w s . " Los Angeles, 1991

Of course, some people
were resistant. Some
people were horrified
about what the show made
them want to do, but most
people were pretty open.
• AJ: When people are resistant, somethings being
brought to the surface—
• BF: Right. And I'm not
telling people to do or not
to do anything; my show
is strictly autobiographical.
Occasionally, while people
were talking to me, I'd be
pulled up by my ankles.
This would be done using
a pulley system from a different room in the museum; nobody could see
Sheree lifting me, so it was
very mysterious and quiet,
too—no ratchet wheels
turning. I'd be hoisted up
and my hospital gown
would fall off, revealing me as totally naked. People would
fall dead silent—I'd just be hanging there. Once someone
called me a piñata, but most of the time people just stared
at me in silence. After three or four minutes I'd be lowered
down, red in the face and huffing and puffing. And that
became a metaphor for recovery (from a coughing attack,
for example) and people would applaud.
It's funny—every time I was lowered down, I felt embarrassed that people could look up my asshole. But I
had to override that, and smile. As quickly as I could I'd
climb into my hospital gown, get back under the covers
and continue talking to people.
• AJ: Do you think this was healthy for you?
• BF: Who knows—I got a blood clot, although the
doctors assured me this wasn't caused by hanging upsidedown. Oddly enough, now there's this blood in my head
that I can't get rid of; my veins are bulging in my head
and chest and I feel as if I'm still hanging upside-down.
This happened right after the show, and I assumed it was
caused by being upside-down in the show. But it didn't
go away—that's why I went into intensive care and discovered I had a blood clot around the IV site.
• AJ: What's happening now?
• BF:The clot doesn't seem to be getting any worse. Eventually I'll grow new veins (they say) that will replace the
vein that's clogged. Now they're mainly treating the cystic-fibrosis problem which this time is more difficult—
the mucus is a lot thicker and stickier and they're having
a harder time getting rid of it. I have another week of
antibiotics ahead.
• AJ: I usually don't like installation/performance art
because often it's meaningless or boring, but your show
was so full of life, with incredible details. I love the fact

Mouth sewn up for the video portion of "Bob Flanagan's Sick." Los Angeles, 1991

that your show became a community function—
• BF: Me too. If I'd sat down and tried to plan that kind
of intense interaction with people, it would have come
out wrong. The fact that it spontaneously happened—

that's why I want to try it again in New York in a totally
different environment. I don't want to analyze too thoroughly what happened, because I don't want to come off
as some sort of "fakir"—oops! • • •

• VALE: What impresses you the most about Bob
Flanagan?
• SHEREE ROSE: Bob is so strong, and everyone who
knows him is affected by him one way or another, and in
a very positive way—that's part of the power he has. And
he doesn't do it consciously; unlike Fakir, he doesn't want
to have these people around him who worship him—he
hates anything like that. He's totally against anything that
makes him into something larger than life. But in his
soul—who he is—he is larger than life.
• ANDREA JUNO: Because he's on a more mature level.
He brings out peoples best. I never feel that sleaziness that's
in a lot of the SM scene—that really dark "energy."
• SR: One of the articles written about us called us "Saint
Bob and Mistress Rose." But he would pooh-pooh that
idea; he doesn't like that connotation. He just lives his
life: very plainly, very practically. And because I'm basically a neurotic Jewish woman [laughs], to be dealing with
this man who faces death every day—well, this has been a
learning process for me.
• V: When you first met Bob, you thought of him as a
poet—
• SR: The first poem I read by him was "The Nails Go
In"—that was prophetic! I found Bob really fascinating;
he was thin (at the time I didn't know he had any illness)
and he wasn't some regular macho guy who was coming
on to me. And from the very start I loved Bob's sense of
humor. After years of a traditional marriage with two kids,
I had gotten divorced and had started dating. I'd been

thrown into the '70s world of fast sex and "C'mon honey,
let's do it, and if you're divorced you must really want
it!"—that was the way heterosexual men were treating
women. I was horrified at this, because I had been a sheltered wife for 14 years. Also, I had gotten into the women's
movement—after the divorce one of the first things I'd
done was to join Women Against Violence Against Women.
This group was pretty popular; we would protest all these
movies which depicted women as victims. At the time
this was an important step for me, because it was a statement that I didn't like the status quo . . . of how women
were treated in our society.
• V: How did your divorce come about?
• SR: Before I met Bob I wasn't into SM, but I was into
being an independent person. The catalyst for my divorce
was: I had gone back to college to study archaeology. After class I would go out with other students and discuss
archaeology and philosophy—it was wonderful. One
night I came home at about 11:30 p.m. and my husband
was furious: "How dare you stay out so late? No wile of
mine is going to stay out 'til all hours of the night!" and
he started throwing things at me. I looked at him and
thought, "What right does this person have to tell me
what I can do with my life?" This was my first glimmering . . . I could no longer remain in the role of a wife
who has to obey her husband, where the husband makes
the rules and "you can't do this and you can't do that." I
knew I could no longer remain married if marriage meant
I was under his control. That's the genesis of my wanting

to take control of my own
life, and do what I want
to do.
Three years later I met
Bob, a man who really
wanted to totally reverse
that equation so that the
woman made all the decisions about what to do and
what not to do. Immediately I was sexually attracted to him, and then
when he told me what he
was into, I had no personal
experience of what that
meant but I was eager to
learn. Part of being married so young and having
such a traditional marriage
was: I felt I had missed out
on a lot in my twenties. I
wanted to try new things,
and this seemed like a
good new thing to try.
And it happened because
I already had feelings for
Bob; if it were just anybody else I don't know if I
would have gotten into
this. But the force of Bob's
personality was so strong,
as well as my attraction to
him, that I felt this was a
good thing to do. I went
purely on instinct—it was
pure gut reaction; my head
didn't make these decisions. We made this very
strong visceral connection
immediately.
At that point I was so
independent that I didn't
want Bob (or anybody) to
live with me. But he came
over quite often and spent
the night. At the time he
was teaching poetry to The Mistress and her pet slave. San Francisco, 1992
kids at a school in Yucaipa
during the week, and he
would see me on weekends. From the very beginning he my kids too permissively. And when Bob and I made a
wanted me to make up rules and restrictions, and that full-time, 24-hour-a-day commitment to an SM relationwas difficult for me because I was—not exactly a hippie, ship (it wasn't just play) he was really into it as a lifestyle,
but I was more laid-back. He really wanted strict rules, and I was interested in seeing how it might work when
like: when he was in Yucaipa staying at the motel, he the woman really does make all the decisions: how does
couldn't sleep in the bed, he had to sleep on the floor.
that feel?Women in our society don't often get chances to
We had a lot of philosophical discussions about rules experience that (or even think of it), so a lot of my motiand why they were important. I had some trouble with vation was political: for a heterosexual woman, this was a
this, because as a parent my problem was: I was raising role model of a different way of living with a man.

Even on my sick bed I'm still slaving a w a y , assembling
Sheree's "butt boxes" for her " 1 0 0 Reasons" show at the Lab
in San Francisco. Long Beach, 1 9 9 3

• V: So you were studying archaeology—
• SR: When I finally separated from my husband in 1977,
I went back to graduate school and got a Masters degree
in psychology from Cal State Northridge. Then I worked
in a women's center and met my first lesbians, got their
point of view (I had never known any lesbians before this)
and I ran several groups for single mothers and did counseling. The majority of women had abusive husbands or
boyfriends—I heard a lot of horror stories. Many of the
married women had no way out; their husband was a pig,
they had three or four kids and no way of earning a living, so they were stuck. Even though I might think, "Get
rid of the bum! Leave him!" that wasn't a possibility. I saw
firsthand how women were affected by living with men
who really were tyrants.
When you join an organization like Women Against
Violence Against Women, you collectively try to "change
the world"—which is very difficult to do. Bob said, "You
can't do that. All you can do is change yourself." So in our
life we created a microcosm of the world as we wanted
the world to be.
• V: You must have discussed the topic of "power" in a
relationship—

• SR: We had many conversations about this—long discussions into the night about the whole nature of consensual power, which is different from being with a dictator. Often I found that having power was oppressive—I
didn't want it all the time. Sometimes I wanted it unreasonably. I was raised Jewish; I don't practice the religion
but I definitely have picked up the Jewish value system
which has been kept alive for 2000 years. Tradition breeds
continuity, and continuity means the survival of your
group, and that tradition is very powerful. And to try and
break that and create new rules is very difficult. We're
trying that right now in America and it's not going very
well: having women be equals in the workplace and having men be equals in childcare just hasn't happened.
With Bob, there were many times I felt guilty if I had
to tell him to do something I knew he didn't want to do.
But he would do it because he got a sexual charge out of
serving me. My dilemma was: if I had to force Bob to do
something, it didn't give me the same sexual charge it gave
him. From early on, this was the main source of difficulty.
In the bedroom, I never had any problem—I loved the
SM stuff because it was like getting new toys at
Christmastime: "Oh boy, what do I do with this?" It was
a learning process, and the erotic sexual activity was very
satisfying; we had a really hot sex life for several years. I
loved the fact that we only had sex when I wanted it and
how I wanted it . . . and I liked giving him pain and
whipping him—again, because that was a part of me that
had never been expressed before. I had no qualms about
whipping him or tying him up or giving him pain—and
the reason was: I saw the reaction in him; it turned him
on tremendously. He loved it! And that's always been really important for me: I get turned on by people who
really get into it.
Another component of our relationship that started
very early was: because I felt that Bob was a very special
person, I felt compelled to document a lot of what we
did, because I had never heard of it before, I'd never done
it before. Before Bob, I had photographed a number of
poets and was drawn to the idea of documenting people
or events that may have some historical significance later.
Many of our friends such as Dennis Cooper, Amy Gersder,
Mike Kelley and Jim Shaw—whom we just "hung out"
with at parties—did go on to become famous writers and
artists of our generation. I never took the photographs
thinking I would have this wonderful career—
• V: It was your contribution to this community.
• SR: Early on, I was very lucky to be able to photograph a lot of different scenes, including the SM community—people got used to seeing me with a camera and
were very open to me. At the time our SM life was very
private, although I would definitely dress the part, wear
the leather, and be more "out" about my role, and Bob
would wear a slave collar all the time. This was around
1980, before it became more fashionable to do this. If
you were wearing a dog collar, people averted their eyes.
So we were definitely ahead of our time that way.

Then we got involved with the Threshold club which
at the time was called Janus. We formed a social group of
SM people that was totally separate from our art friends.
The art friends knew about our SM activities, but these
were two separate groups, and in fact on many occasions
we would have fights as to which event to go to on a
particular night: an art event of an SM event?
• V: You could attend both—
• SR: Well, we did, and we missed out on a lot. Because
of that conflict we started to bring the two groups together. Bob had always been someone who worked from
real life; writing fiction wasn't his "thing." I have some
hot, incredible letters he's written to me, because if we
had a fight or disagreement, he would write me a long
letter about it. From this came his Fuck Journal—I suggested that Bob write about every time we had sexual intercourse, so for a whole year ('82) he did that.
At the same time Bob began writing the Book of Medicine, which again was a breakthrough in that it's rare for
someone to be so honest about their personal life, in very
intimate details. At first it was hard for him to read from
that in public, because it was very revealing. I was in it,
and I wasn't always depicted favorably because we were
having fights—
• V: It wouldn't have been "real" if you were—

Left nipple: a rose for Mistress Rose. Los Angeles, 1991

Right nipple with a bloody " S " carved into my chest by Sheree
and her trusty scalpel. " S " for "Sheree," my soul-mate, sexpartner, and side-kick. And " S " for "slave," which is w h a t I
am and w h a t I have a l w a y s aspired to be. Los Angeles, 1991

• SR: Right. We started the Los Angeles branch of the
Janus Society because we wanted a community. In the
early years this was an incredible group of people brave
enough to come out of the closet for the first time and
join with others. At the first meeting there were 12 people
into SM crammed into our tiny apartment. Then I started
hosting meetings in Westwood, a very upper-middle-class
neighborhood, and that added some "respectability." I
knew how to give a party and make people feel comfortable and sociable—all my skills as an Encino housewife
came into play! So from the very beginning we had this
patina of respectability: of nice people who happened tobe kinky. We tried to broaden the spectrum of what SM
was; remove the stigma that "only crazy people do this,
and end up murdering their partners."
From the beginning I made certain decisions. First, I
told my children that I was involved with Bob in a "different" kind of relationship. And they saw it. They were
ten or eleven years old when he came into my life, and
were certainly not used to a man being in the house cooking and cleaning. But they learned very fast: "Oh, just tell
Bob to do that!" [laughs] "Mom, tell Bob to pick me up
after school!"They loved it; it was beneficial to them, and

throw it on him! I took
some funny photos of Bob
with whipped cream on
his nose, etc. But I think
the end result of this upbringing was: my kids are
very tolerant of people's
differences. They have no
prejudice against gay
people or people into SM,
and they themselves are
not practitioners. My son
is 25 and my daughter is
24 and sexually they are
extremely normal, but
very tolerant. So that belies the idea that if you're
into something weird,
your children are going to
be weird, too. I did not
treat SM as something
weird; I treated it as something matter-of-fact. Since
then I've had conversations about this with my
daughter and my son—

"Improvisation with Food a n d Poetry." I am pelted with mustard, mayonnaise, ketchup, eggs,
oatmeal, and more, while attempting to read poetry. First foray into performance art with
Sheree. Beyond Baroque, Los Angeles, 1 9 8 1 . Photo: Bones

Bob was very funny. We were very careful to never have
sex around them or be nude (although Bob did wear his
collar around the house). They basically knew we were
into something a little weird, but they didn't know the
specifics for quite awhile.
One time, my daughter tried out for a starring role in
a school play and didn't get it. She was despondent, so I
said to her, "Let's do something to cheer you up . . . something that will get the anger out of you in a very safe way,
and that won't hurt anybody." The night before we had
had a party, and there was all this food left over: baked
beans, potato salad, etc. We had Bob lie down fully clothed
in the bathtub and had her take handfuls of food and just

• V: They're adults,
now—
• SR: And my daughter
did not want to have much
to do with this, because
she wants a career as a film
director in Hollywood. I
use a different name than
she does. However, she
was up for a job at a production company that
made this movie, The New
Age, directed by Michael
Tolkin, in which Bob and
I have a small part. On the
producer's desk was Modern Primitives, because he
was using it as a resource.
My daughter saw it and

said, "Oh, my mom's in that book!" Suddenly it was okay
that she was connected with me. However, I don't think
she got the job! But that was the first time she publicly
acknowledged that I was associated with her. My son has
no such problems—he's very thrilled that Bob and I are
doing our lifestyle. His friends love us and our work.
• V: Tell us about the first time you had to deal with
Bob's cystic fibrosis—
• SR: During our first date, we were having dinner and I
noticed he took a handful of pills. He said, "I have this
genetic disease." I said, "Oh, really—what's that?" He said,
"Cystic fibrosis."This was 1980 and I wasn't familiar with
that, so I asked, "What is that?" He said, "It's like a diges-

tive problem. I have to take pills when I eat." Basically
that's all he said. I think something registered, but not a
whole lot—we were brand-new "getting to know each
other" and I was attracted to the man.
On New Year's Eve, Bob got ill for the first time. New
Year's Eve for me is always a time when I like to go out
and have a good time, and he was too ill to go out. It
upset me that we had to stay home. The next day I had to
go to a wedding in Carmel on a private plane, so I went
without Bob. One of the passengers was a nurse, and we
got to talking. I told her my boyfriend was sick and she
casually asked, "What does he have?" I said, "Cystic fibrosis." She turned pale, got very agitated and said,
"Ohmigod—that's horrible." My heart sank (I had only
known Bob for three months) and I asked her, "What is
it?" She said, "It's a degenerative disease. He's going to
die." Then she told me all these horror stories, and it felt
like somebody had punched me in the stomach. I realized this was not just "he coughs a little bit."
Bob and I talked about it and he said, "You know what
I want? I want a wonderful two-year relationship." I
thought that sounded good, too. I told myself, "This is
going to be a romantic experience. I'll be with this wonderful, sickly Irish poet" [laughs] "and we'll have these
romantic two years together and then he'll die, and I'll go
on with my life."
Of course, he didn't die. There were times he did more
work than a healthy person, and there were times he was
sick and would have to slow down and not do too much,
but it got to be a rhythm or a pattern. Then he had several setbacks: a collapsed lung, a lot of infections, etc.
The last couple years have been much more problematic.
There are times when any physical exertion really tires
him; he can't do simple things like climb stairs. So the
SM aspect of our lives has not been as strong because of
his health. For example, now he's on this anticoagulant,
so I couldn't spank him or do anything to him even if I
wanted to.
Now we call Bob a "Medical Masochist" because he
has to endure all these horrible procedures but he takes
that in stride, too. Whatever fate gives him, he accepts
and just goes on—he doesn't give up. I give up more; I
get depressed. At this point I'm very attached to him, and
the work we do is very collaborative. The show at The
Lab [performance art space] in San Francisco is a good
example of how we work: I took about sixty slides of
people's bruised asses, but Bob came up with the idea of
exhibiting them in custom-made Viewmaster boxes.
These days I have a lot of sadness because there are a
lot of things we can't do because of his health, but that's
just the way it is. I can't even imagine him dead; it's really
hard. We've been together thirteen years and are very close.
Even though our relationship no longer has that same
sexual charge, we still are heavily connected. The SM component is still there; it's just dormant. At any given moment he would like to be my full-time slave.
• V: How have you prepared for Bob's death?
• SR: So many of our friends have died of AIDS, includ-

ing my brother's lover, but Bob's still here. It's hard for
me to imagine a world where Bob isn't in it, and it's going
to be a real loss for me. I also hope he'll get this lung
transplant and be fine for a few more years. The only way
to approach it is the way Bob does: "This is just the next
step."
Fate has always come into our lives in ways that are
strange and mysterious. Bob is on MediCal, and there's
no way he could afford this operation which costs
$250,000. But because there's a new facility at a nearby
university, they had some extra money, and some doctors
came and saw our show and were so impressed they decided to give Bob a free lung transplant! I told Bob, "You're
the highest-paid artist in LA.—$250,000 for your show.
Not bad." When we did the show we didn't know all these
doctors would troop through—the ones who could make
the decision. So hopefully this new problem with a blood
clot won't foul up that possibility—
• V: What new problem with a blood clot?
• SR: That's why he's in intensive care now; he got a
blood clot. But they're giving him blood-thinning medi-

I'm either going brush my teeth with this toothbrush, or scrub
the kitchen floor. This is a rather recent photo, and I'm not the
slave I used to be, so I'm probably going to brush my teeth.
But there w a s a time when the kitchen floor sparkled much
brighter than my teeth. N e w York, 1 9 8 9

tied him to a wooden bench under a bunch of bushes
rather than to a pole, because lying down is easier than
standing up. However, all these bugs showed up. I can't
even imagine it, but there he is completely bound with
little spiders crawling all over his body, biting him all night
long. And he endured it. He had welts all over his body,
but he did it. To you and I this would probably be unthinkable; normal people could never endure that. But to
Bob this was a test of his will. Also, he got a sexual thrill
from it because /was the one who tied him up. But the fact
is that most people would never be able to tolerate that.
Now Bob has to go through these incredible medical
procedures, which most people would probably not be
able to handle. Bob can tolerate them, but like he said,
"It's not fun because it's not sexual." Now the trick is to
try and bring back a sexual component and integrate it
into what he has to do. He really is like the Bionic Man—
if something goes wrong, they fix it and there he goes out
again. And even after he's gone, his legacy will be there,
and people will be affected by him. He certainly changed
So Bob has gone from the masochism which was to- my life completely—I have no idea what I would have
tally private as a child and young man, to something that been doing, or how I would have lived my life—
was shared with a few people, to something that was shared • V: Or vice versa—
with the world, and now it's turned into this "medical • SR: Yeah; he often says he would have been dead if he
masochism" . . . yet all along, the principles are the same. hadn't met me. When Bob and I first got together I formed
For Bob, masochism means endurance. . . endurance over this organization called The Matriarchal Society and
his own limitations. It's very much (I don't want to use thought, "This is going to change the world." We had
the word "Zen") a meditation process where you "will" several parties where the women were all dressed and the
yourself into another state of consciousness. One night I men were all naked and served the women; it was a complete role reversal.
Early on, with Bob's
Sheree in an all-too-familiar recreation of our real life: visiting Bob. "Visiting Hours."
encouragement,
I did
Santa Monica Museum of Art, 1 9 9 2 . Photo: Molly Shore
work professionally as an
SM dominatrix. But one
of the negative things that
happened was: if I get paid
$200 to tie somebody up
and whip them, then I
don't feel like going home
and doing the same thing
for
free!
Being
a
dominatrix is like being an
actress; you have to really
get into the role, and you
have to tie people up correctly without hurting
them—it's a very intense
kind of interaction, more
so than psychotherapy.
When I was a counselor
that was easy; you sat and
listened to a person for an
hour. But when you do
SM, there's a lot of physical activity and your brain
is working constantly.
They're paying you money
so you want to give them

cation, and they hope that in time it'll get better. The
transplant people say they don't think this will be a problem.
When they okay him to be on the "list" for a transplant, he gets a beeper which he has to wear constantly.
And he cannot be more than two hours away from the
medical center. When the proper lungs become available—
and this is a macabre side-effect: you have to hope there'll
be a lot of gunshot hits to the head so that we'll get a good
pair of lungs for Bob! In fact, some doctors who do transplants got very upset with the motorcycle helmet law because they used to get a lot of people who had head injuries from motorcycle accidents, but the rest of their body
was perfect—they were strong, healthy young men. But
with the helmet law, they no longer get so many. However, I think gunshot wounds are taking their place. Somebody said, "It's really lucky you live in L.A., because your
chances of getting lungs are much better here than anywhere else." Hopefully he'll get on the list, and that'll be a
whole new phase of his life.

an interesting experience.
At first I would come
home and try out with
Bob some of the new
things I had learned. Then
it became like a job. Now
I haven't done professional
SM for a long time, and
Bob and I are like some
"normal" couple!
I feel very fortunate
that Bob and I have an
intense relationship that
my parents didn't have;
actually, very few people I
know have that. But if
we're going to heal society
in any way, it has to come
from people forming
strong bonds and keeping
those bonds. I think it's a
real challenge to do that.
But when you have someone like Bob who is so
special and so irreplaceable—he's worth all the
trouble, because someone
like him doesn't come
along very often. And I
was very touched by his
talent very early on—I always call myself his Number One Fan, because I

Celebrating Halloween and our 11th anniversary. Los Angeles, 1 9 9 1 . Photo: Monica Rex

believed in him and what he could do from the very start.
Bob also encouraged me to take my own work seriously
and do more on my own.
• V: What are some of the philosophical motivations for
your work?
• SR: We want to see the world a better place—let's say,
a different place. It sounds so pollyanna-ish, but we really
do care about changing the world. And "the personal is
political"—what you do in your own personal life can
have an impact. That's where you have to start the changes.
Like with me—it was my husband screaming "No wife
of mine is going to be out 'til all hours!" that was the
catalyst to get a divorce and radically change my life. Yet
I'm sure a million housewives hear that and just quake in
their boots and never go out again. One thing—no guy
could ever tell my daughter anything like that! And that's
what you have to hope for: that the next generation will
be different, and that you'll have a generation of men who
would never think of talking to their wives like that. That's
a much better goal than dreaming of a future where all
women will be dominant and all men submissive . . .
Linda Kaufman, who's currently teaching at U.C.
Irvine, wrote a brilliant piece about Bob's work—the idea
being that violence is part of the human condition, and
that everybody gets off on violence in one way or an-

other. SM has been disparaged and shunted aside as something horrible, but it is a very positive way of channeling
those violent impulses—it's a constructive way of dealing
with that, without doings things like murdering strangers. I don't know how SM could evolve toward being socially accepted, but there has to be a way to deal with this
violence which is now out of control.
I've always been interested in philosophy: the concepts
of good and evil, free will, consensuality—these are major issues that people really need to deal with. I'm an atheist, and I really resent the emphasis that is put on "god"
who's going to come down and "save" us. I hate that false
idea that takes away people's responsibility for their acts
. . . that delusion, that lie, which is so pervasive and doesn't
seem to be going away. I really resent all these references
to god—this really makes me mad. It's so disgusting, and
it's forced down our throats!
I think that until that word "God" disappears—and
you'd certainly think that by now people would have figured it out, especially when all these cult groups continue
to appear and commit their atrocities. Yet they're no different from the Protestants who believe in "Jesus" and the
"Messiah"—they all believe that bullshit, and the Catholic church is the same way. Until that "God" idea is gone,
we'll stay forever in the true Dark Ages. . . • • •

• BF: I got some bad news today from the hospital—
they won't be able to do the lung transplant on me. My
lungs are too scarred and they won't be able to take them
out cleanly enough—there'll be too much bleeding. They
got the results of more complicated tests, like Catscans,
and reviewed my case last night. Once they saw how damaged my lungs really were, they ruled me out. They're
pretty good at projecting survival rates, and it's no good
for them to do a surgery if they can't "win."
• AJ: How you feeling now?
• BF: Pretty rotten; sort of shaky. I didn't have my hopes
up completely, but I was rearranging my life—I thought
I'd get the beeper (to notify me when a suitable donor
had been found) and await the transplant. Although—I
had dreams last night where people were coming in my
room and telling me, "No!"
• AJ: A premonition.
• BF: Now it's time to backtrack and watch the disease
get worse and then a little better; worse and then better
. . . My parents are going to be very upset, and so is Sheree.
It's a rotten time. Now I have to hunker down and get all
my projects done.

That's a Hickman catheter implanted in the right side of my chest for frequent infusions of IV antibiotics. For this 24-hour torture
scene I rolled it up and taped it under a mason jar lid to protect it while I w a s being whipped. Los Angeles, 1988

• AJ: Do you want to talk
about any personal turmoil you've gone through
recently? Why are you in
intensive care now?
• BF: I'm still figuring it all
out. I've been hospitalized
for IV transfusions so many
times that a year ago they
installed a "porta-cath" in
my chest. A lot of people
who require constant IV
therapy have these, so you
don't have to keep getting
poked with a needle. It
looks like a little bulge under the skin. Mine got a clot
in the vein—this happens
with pacemakers; any foreign body can cause it. After the Santa Monica show
I wasn't feeling well so I
went in the hospital for a
checkup, and the doctor
said, "Ohmigod!" But he
couldn't do anything about
the clot—it had been there
so long that it had formed a
scar by itself. So now it's just
a matter of waiting for new
veins to grow around it.
• V: They couldn't actually do anything for you?
• BF: They tried to wipe
it out with a couple treatments, but n o t h i n g
changed it. Basically it
healed by itself, but the
vein itself is still clogged,
so the circulation is all
screwed up. That will correct itself as new veins
grow; the body finds ways
to get the blood around—
no matter what. Aside
from that, there's this C-F
infection I'm trying to
fight.

The hospital, my home a w a y from home. Can't even piss in peace. Actually, masochist that I a m ,
and humiliation being my stock in trade, most bodily functions have been completely demystified.
So w h a t if the doctor probes a finger up my butt, or if a nurse sees me pissing —I'm used to it—in
fact, I kind of like it. Long Beach, 1992

• AJ: You think about
death, no doubt?
• BF: I always t h i n k
about that, because even
surgery is scary. Now I'm
freed up, in a way—I don't have to worry about being on
a transplant list and hanging around L.A. Now I can plan
a forthcoming show in New York. Now I have no more
excuses to get my own writing going—I've been stalling
on that. I have to use whatever available time is left. As a

retrospective, the Santa Monica show was so complete
that no matter what happens now, it's okay! I did the
main thing I wanted to do, and I did it, and I want to
repeat it one more time in New York. Now I'm on gravy

time . . . • • •
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New T i t l e s !
TATTOO HISTORY:
A SOURCE BOOK
by Steve Gilbert
TATTOO HISTORY: A SOURCE BOOK is a lavishly illustrated collection of

historical records of tattooing throughout the world from ancient times
to the present. Among the authors are explorers, journalists, physicians,
psychiatrists, anthropologists, scholars, novelists, criminologists and
tattoo artists.

TATTOO ART/BODY POLITICS/CULTURAL HISTORY
Hardcover & paperback editions, 8.5 x 11 inches,
244 pages hundreds of drawings and full-color pics
ISBN 1-890451-07-X
(hc)
S49.99
(Cnd $77.50)
ISBN 1-890451-06-1 (pb)
$29.99
(Cnd $46.50)

Topics covered include the first written records of tattooing by Greek
and Roman authors; the dispersal of tattoo designs and techniques
throughout Polynesia; the discovery of Polynesian tattooing by
European explorers; Japanese tattooing; the first nineteenth century
European and American tattoo artists; tattooed British royalty; the
invention of the tattooing machine; and tattooing in the circus. The
anthology concludes with essays by prominent contemporary tattoo
artists and scholars.
The references provide an introduction to the extensive literature that
has been inspired by the ancient but neglected art of tattooing. Because
of its broad historical context, TATTOO HISTORY: A SOURCE BOOK is of

interest to the general reader as well as art historians and tattoo fans.
"In the world of tattooing, Steve Gilbert is a rare combination of
scholar, enthusiast, and artist/practitioner. This book illuminates the
arcane complexities of the ancient practice with knowledge gleaned
over three decades of diligent research. His insights are presented with
the grace and precision manifested in his primary career as a medical
illustrator."
—Don Ed Hardy, publisher of Hardy Marks Books and Tattootime
"Encyclopedic in scope, historical and global in its coverage, Steve
Gilbert's TATTOO HISTORY: A SOURCE BOOK is an accessible, highly

engaging introduction to the art of tattooing. Appealing to the general
reader as well as to the specialist, the book presents an eclectic mix of
scholarly articles and popular essays by historians, tattoo artists,
journalists and anthropologists, along with a wealth of flash, traditional
as well as original tattoo designs, and photographs.
It spans ancient history, the Pacific, the 'New World,' the West, and the
tattoo renaissance today. Gilbert's book appears at an opportune
moment given the new popularity of tattooing and the widespread
interest in it as an object of study. The book provides a base of
information for the burgeoning popular and scholarly analysis of this
ubiquitous, fascinating and most elusive of arts."
—Ann Fitzgerald, Department of Anthropology,
American Museum of Natural History.
Steve Gilbert is a medical illustrator and freelance writer with a
lifelong interest in tattooing. His articles on the history of tattooing
have appeared in International Tattoo Art and other tattoo
magazines. He works part-time as a tattoo artist, at Abstract Arts
Tattoo in Toronto, Canada.

www.JunoBooks.com

New T i t l e s !
MAGNETS FOR MISERY
TRAILER PARKS AND
AMERICAS DARK HEART OF
WHITENESS
By Mark Van de Walle
Neither city nor country nor suburb, the trailer park is a mad mixture
of the most decadent parts of all of the above. A fabulous nightmare
about a dream of a man and a plot of land, and the freedom all that
brings. The freedom to blow yourself to kingdom come while
making crystal meth; the freedom to have affairs with your
neighbor's underage daughter; the freedom to have sex with her in
the middle of the day on the old couch that marks the place where
your porch should be; and the neighbor's freedom to shoot at the
two of you with the service .45 he brought back from 'Nam.
With all this freedom going on, the trailer park, of course, has style
for miles: black-velvet Elvis paintings and John Wayne bourbon
decanters; "Drop Kick Me Through the Goal Posts of Life, Lord
Jesus;" and refrigerators that manifest the face of Christ. Which is
why the trailer park is the place the UFO visits, the place where all
the conspiracies come to roost, where all the gun nuts and religious
kooks and drug runners and Angels, Hell's and otherwise, turn up.
In America, all our disasters happen in trailer parks. That's how you
know they're disasters—because of the little bits of trailer scattered
everywhere. Somewhere along the line, through a gradual process
of accretion, through years of accident piled on mishap piled on
dumb tragedy, trailer homes have been transformed from
cheap, efficient, ready-made housing into something that is
practically synonymous with every imaginable kind of disaster.
So whenever there's a flood, a hurricane, a twister, there's a string
of massacred trailers left behind to mark its passage. Where trouble
goes, footage of some poor bastard standing in front of the hole
where his double-wide used to be is soon to follow. In short, trailer
parks have become magnets, and as such, magnets for misery, a dark
reflection of the (white) American Dream, indeed, of Whiteness,
period.
Mark Van de Walle is a freelance writer in New York whose work
has appeared in many publications including Artforum and Travel &
Leisure. He has extensive skill in first-person shooter video games.

TRAILER PARK LIVING/AMERICANA/POP CULTURE
Paperback, 7.25 x 9.5 inches, 150 pages, some photos
ISBN 1-890451-08-8
$19.99
(Cnd $30.99)

New R e p r i n t s !
THE TORTURE
GARDEN
By Octave Mirbeau
Translation by Alvah C. Bessie
Following the twin trails of desire and
depravity to a shocking, sadistic
paradise—a garden in China where
torture is practiced as an art form—a
dissolute Frenchman discovers the true
depths of degradation beyond his prior
bourgeois imaginings. Entranced by a
resolute Englishwoman whose capacity
for debauchery knows no bounds, he
capitulates to her every whim amid an
ecstatic yet tormenting incursion of
visions, scents, caresses, pleasures,
horrors, and fantastic atrocities.
THE TORTURE GARDEN is exceptional

for its detailed descriptions of sexual
euphoria and exquisite torture, its
political critique of government
corruption and bureaucracy, and its
revolutionary portrait of a woman—
which challenges even contemporary
models of feminine authority. This is
one of the most truly original works
ever imagined. Beyond providing
richly poetic experience, it will stimulate anyone interested
in the always-contemporary problem of the limits of
experience and sensation. As part of the continuing struggle
against censorship and especially self-censorship, it will
remain a landmark in the fight against all that would suppress
the creation of a far freer world.
Written in 1899, this fabulously rare novel was once described
as "the most sickening work of art of the 19th century."
Octave Mirbeau (1850-1917) was an exceptional writer who
combined intensity of vision with a lifelong commitment to
attacking arbitrary, unjust authority. As a journalist, Mirbeau
railed against conservative art and political opinions as well as
hypocritical public figures—which caused him to fight
numerous duels. Till the end of his long career as a critic,
novelist, and playwright, he was dedicated to permanent,
sardonic, and vociferous rebellion against the status quo. He
and his wife, a former actress and herself a luminary of wit
and independence, held host to some of the most radical artists
and writers of the day. After his death, she made their estate a
retreat and haven for indigent writers, artists, poets, and
sculptors possessing dreams and visions but little else.

FICTION/EROTICA/FEMINISM
Paperback, 8 x 11 inches, 175 pages
ISBN 0-9651042-6-5

$12.99
(Cnd $19.99)

"Alas, the gates of life never swing
open except upon death, never
open except upon the palaces and
gardens of death. And the universe
appears to me like an immense,
inexorable torture-garden.... What
I say today, and what I heard, exists
and cries and howls beyond this
garden, which is no more than a
symbol to me of the entire earth."
—Octave Mirbeau

Bestsellers!
DEVIANT DESIRES
Incredibly Strange Sex!
By Katharine Gates
DEVIANT DESIRES is a lavishly illustrated guide to the most fascinating and
decidedly obscure outposts of the immensely diverse sexual subcultures
found today in our own backyards. Self-described pervert Katharine Gates
takes us on an anthropological expedition, investigating the origins and
practices of fanatically precise fetishes and po-mo eroticisms.
"My friend Annie Sprinkle's partner in crime, Katharine Gates, has just
written a book called DEVIANT DESIRES, published by the same woman who
did RE/Search publications back when. I cannot put it down, or actually,
that's not true. I HAVE to put it down after a few pages and just walk around
with my mind blown for a while until I'm ready to go on.
"...[W]hen you read the interviews and Katharine's insightful observations,
it is so insightful about how 'sex' is, so unstereotypical, that before you get
very far, you start recognizing all these fetishist feelings inside yourself....
It is literally the most erotically AND theoretically interesting sex book
I've read in ages. I think it should be covered on the front page of The New
York Times."
—Susie Bright, on www.susiebright.com

EROTICA/SELF HELP/GENDER STUDIES
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 200 pages,
lots of pictures
ISBN 1-890451-03-7
$24.99
(Cnd $38.99)

Katharine Gates has her own publishing company, Gates of Heck. She has worked extensively with Annie Sprinkle
and other sexual pioneers. She studied anthropology at Yale University. She lives in New York City.

DRIVING ME WILD
Nitro-Powered Outlaw Culture
By Leah M. Kerr
"Definitely the most comprehensive documentary/retrospective on everything
relative to the hopped-up internal combustion scene....Leah M. Kerr should be
credited with going out of her way to carefully research and record all the facets
related to hot rodding....The faint at heart beware, 'cause this ain't your
granddad's classic car book. Get ready for tattooed greasers, lowbrow at its best,
and some of the finest from the photo archives of hot rodding and drag racing's
legendary lensmen. Also included in the 175-page thriller: famous customizers,
hot rod music, juvenile delinquent films, and even a chapter on women and
minorities who push the sport of racing into the future."
—Street Rodder

HOT RODS/TV & FILM/MUSIC
Paperback, 8 x 10 inches, 176 pages,
with a lot of pictures
ISBN 0 -9651042-9-X
$20.99
(Cnd $32.99)

"Wacky, accurate, unusual, historic, all of these describe the contents of DRIVING
ME WILD. .. .It is a must-read for the younger set and an interesting treatise for us
older types. Kerr has done a terrific job of melding all things that we drag race
fanatics hold dear, and she's done it with style. Buy one. Heck, do your friends,
coworkers, and family a favor and buy one for them, too."
—Drag Racer

Leah M. K e r r is a screenwriter living in Los Angeles. She loves fast cars, especially those running on nitromefhane.

Classics!
GUIDE TO
BODILY FLUIDS

DANGEROUS
DRAWINGS

by Paul Spinrad

Interviews with Comix and
Graphix Artists

Now in its third printing, this
provocative guide sparks a radical
rethinking of our relationship with
our bodies and nature, humorously
(and seriously) spanning the gamut
of everything you ever wanted to
know about bodily functions and
excreta. Each bodily function is discussed from a variety of
viewpoints: scientific, anthropological, historical, mythological,
sociological, and artistic. Topics include constipation, the history and
evolution of toilet paper, failing, urine, earwax, smegma, and many
other engrossing topics!

by A. Juno
"A must for any modern-comix fan.'
—Details
"This often entertaining medium is
revealed to contain many complex and provocative ideas, and the
serious treatment it gets here makes this a worthwhile purchase."
—Library Journal
"A bold collection of interviews with 14 of the world's most
outstanding pop artists." —Vibe

You think you know shit? How about: Scatological Lives of the
Greats; Thomas Crapper, Closet Genius; Excrement in Psychoanalysis; Excretal Customs Worldwide; Bodily Functions in
Literature & Cinema; Historical Applications of Excrement....

"Based on the list of cartoonists and artists interviewed in the book,
you know it's bound to be a great book. But as you pour through the
discussions, you realize that it's far more than that."
—Amazon.com "Pick of the Month".. .unpaid!

Spend a little time getting to know yourself! Read all about Feces,
Flatus, Vomit, Urine, Mucus, Menstruation, Saliva, Sweat, & more!
"This is an important work that shouldn't be ignored, packed with
fascinating facts on excreta." —Loaded

"DANGEROUS DRAWINGS is required reading for anyone interested in
comix. The impressive collection of interviews and art is a
reliable and informative look at this increasingly popular field. It
provides both an interesting look at well-known artists and an exciting
introduction into the field's rising stars." —Spin

HUMOR/HEALTH/ARCANA
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 176 pages
ISBN 1-890451-04-5

COMICS/ART/BIOGRAPHY
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 224 pages with killer pics
ISBN 0-9651042-8-1

S15.99
(Cnd $24.95}

HORROR
HOSPITAL
UNPLUGGED
A Graphic Novel
by Dennis Cooper &
Keith Mayerson

CONCRETE
JUNGLE
A Pop Media Investigation of
Death and Survival in Urban
Ecosystems
Edited by Mark Dion & Alexis
Rockman

"This book will definitely become
a classic."
—International Drummer
"Cooper's idiosyncratic morality meets cartoonist Keith Mayerson's
manga-like style in this ruthless and totally rude book." —Gay Times
"Trippy and brilliant." —Attitude

"CONCRETE JUNGLE stands as one of

the finest works in urban anthropology to appear in recent years. A plentitude of provocative essays, bizarre
photographs, marginal quotes, and weird diagrams are to be found in
this exploration of 'the intersection of urban living and Nature.'"
—Fringeware Review
"This wry and often grotesque look at the food chain shows just how
active nature is despite our unflagging attempts to pave it over."
—Utne Reader

"Youthful angst is rarely portrayed as this terrifying."
—Library Journal
"Bound to reign in cult stardom status, HORROR HOSPITAL
UNPLUGGED is the ultimate generation whatever's coming of age tale
of Trevor Machine, the 90s answer to Holden Caulfield.... Filled
with stimulating art and cynically amusing text, HORROR HOSPITAL
UNPLUGGED is a rare treat offering its readers intelligent
entertainment on every page." —Cover

GRAPHIC NOVELS/MUSIC/GAY LETTERS
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 256 illustrated pages
ISBN 0-9651042-1-4

$24.95
(Cnd $38.95)

$24.95
(Cnd $38.95)

"CONCRETE JUNGLE looks oddly like a high school science text book,
but...the content is oozily compelling." —Artforum
"The next time you throw a dinner party, bring this provocative,
compelling, and amusing volume to the table." —Time Out

ECOLOGY/CULTURAL STUDIES/ART
Paperback 7 x 9 inches, 224 pages, over 260 line drawings and halftone photos
ISBN 0-9651042-2-2
$24.95
(Cnd $38.95)

Classics!
BREAD & WINE

ANGRY WOMEN

AN EROTIC TALE OF NY

by A. Juno

Written by Samuel R. Delany
Drawn by Mia Wolff
Introduced by Alan Moore

An enduring bestseller since its first

Award-winning science fiction
author Samuel Delany and Dennis,
a homeless New Yorker selling
books from a blanket, discover
sexual joy and explode stereotypes
while exploring the possibilities for compassion and acceptance in
this moving graphic novel—all the more touching because it's true.
Samuel R. Delany is the author of DHALGREN (Bantam Books,
1975), ATLANTIS: THREE TALES (Wesleyan University Press, 1995),
THE MAD MEN (Rhinoceros Books, 1996), and TIMES SQUARE RED,
TIMES SQUARE BLUE (NYU, 1999). Delany is a professor at SUNY,
Buffalo, and lives in New York City.
Mia Wolff, author of the children's book, CATCHER (Farrar, Straus
& Giroux, 1994), is a former trapeze artist and martial arts
instructor, and is now a painter living in upstate New York.

printing in 1991, ANGRY WOMEN has

been equipping a new generation of
women with an expanded vision of
what feminism could be, influencing
Riot Grrrls, neo-feminists, lipstick
lesbians, and suburban breeders alike.
A classic textbook widespread in
college curriculae, ANGRY WOMEN is the most influential book on
women, culture, and radical ideology since THE SECOND SEX.
ANGRY WOMEN features: Diamanda Galas, Lydia Lunch. Sapphire,
Karen Finley, Annie Sprinkle, Susie Bright, bell hooks, Kathy Acker,
Avital Ronell, Holly Hughes, Carolee Schneeman, Valie Export, Linda
Montano, and Wanda Coleman, among others.
"This is hardly the nurturing, womanist vision espoused in the 1970s.
The view here is largely pro-sex, pro-porn, and pro-choice. Separatism
is out, community in. Art and activism are inseparable from life and
being." —Village Voice

Alan Moore is one of the best known and respected writers in
comix today, and the author of THE WATCHMAN (Warner Books,
1987), and FROM HELL (11 volumes, Kitchen Sink, 1992-1998).

"These women—potent agents for cultural destabilization—are
definitely dangerous models of subversion!" —MONDO 2000

AUTOBIOGRAPHY/EROTICA/GAY LETTERS
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches. 80 pages, more than 50 pages of line art
ISBN 1-890451-02-9
S14.99
(Cnd $23.00)

WOMEN'S STUDIES/POP CULTURE/PERFORMING ARTS
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 240 pages, illustrated
ISBN 1-890451-05-3

S18.99
(Cnd $29.50)

ANGRY WOMEN
IN ROCK

FREAKS
by Daniel P. Mannix
Originally printed in a small edition
and withdrawn after one month by
the publisher, Pocket Books,
FREAKS—out of print for nearly 20
years—was brought back to eyepopping life, with many new
photos, by the renowned marginal
culture press RE/Search. Now Juno
Books, morphed from the now-defunct RE/Search, has brought
FREAKS back into the mainstream publishing fold with panache.

by A. Juno

"[Today], indie chicks proliferate,
all tousled and tight-trousered and
signed to major labels. ANGRY
WOMEN IN ROCK gives us some

portraits
of
women
whose
'independence' is their substance
and not just their style." —Seattle
Weekly

In FREAKS, meet the strangest people who ever lived, and read about:
the notorious love affairs of midgets • the dwarf clown's wife whose
feet grew directly from her body • the famous pinhead who inspired
Verdi's Rigoletto • the 34-inch-tall midget happily married to his 264
lbs. wife • the human torso who could sew, crochet, and type and
other bizarre accounts of normal humans turned into freaks—
either voluntarily or by evil design!

"This book—stuffed with ideas, history, wise (and wise-ass) remarks,
and most importantly, hope for the future—will be thumbed through
often." —Puncture

Daniel P. Mannix, is the author of such enduring noir classics as

Includes interviews with: Chrissie Hynde (The Pretenders), Joan Jett,
Kathleen Hanna (Bikini Kill), 7 Year Bitch, Jarboe (Swans), Tribe 8
(the all-dyke punk band), Kendra Smith, Naomi Yang (Galaxie 500),
and much, much more!

MEMOIRS OF A SWORD SWALLOWER; THOSE ABOUT TO DIE; THE HELLFIRE CLUB; THE HISTORY OF TORTURE; and many others. A former

sword-swallower, fire-eater, and fakir, Mannix still lives on the
family farm with his falcon, miniature horses, and reptile collection.

CULTURAL STUDIES/MEDICAL CASE HISTORIES
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 124 pages with illustrations
ISBN 0-9651042-5-7

$15.99
(Cnd $24.95)

"Creativity, sexuality, politics, fame, misogyny, strapping on
rubber phalluses, all this is clearly dissected in question-andanswer format."—Q

MUSIC/WOMEN'S STUDIES/CULTURAL STUDIES
Paperback, 7 x 9 inches, 224 pages, lots of photos
ISBN 0-9651042-0-6

$19.95
(Cnd $30.95)

Favorites!
SEX, STUPIDITY
AND GREED

BODIES OF
SUBVERSION

Inside the American Movie
Industry

A Secret History of Women
and Tattoo

by Ian Grey

by Margot Mifflin

"...Ian Grey's SEX, STUPIDITY AND
GREED crankily explains what's wrong
with American flickdom."
—Entertainment Weekly
"Essential reading for anyone who wonders about the chilling
downward-spiral of big budget films in the last decade." —Spin
"Grey's interviews are hard-won...porn-stars, gore film directors,
Grey's own shrink....It's hard to disagree with him that Hollywood
movies bite like dogs." —The Village Voice
"Several anecdotes about popular figures, such as Sylvester Stallone,
are priceless, and an interview with the often maligned actress Sean
Young reveals her to be intelligent and savvy." —Time Out

"In this provocative work full of
intriguing female characters from
tattoo history, Margot Mifflin makes a
persuasive case for the tattooed
woman as an emblem of female self-expression."
—Susan Faludi, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of BACKLASH
"An indelible account of an indelible piece of cultural history."
—Barbara Kruger, artist
"BODIES OF SUBVERSION is a comprehensive and clear-eyed account of

tattooing and women in Western society over the past century. Margot
Mifflin.. .furthers understanding of this complex art as it exists among
women. It is essential reading for anyone interested in the subject."
—Don E. Hardy, renowned tattooist and historian

"SEX, STUPIDITY AND GREED gets straight to the rotten core. With
intelligence and biting humor, Ian Grey peels under the glamourous
veneer and shows us the guts of the American movie industry."
—Revolt In Style

"...An outstanding read, and long-overdue addition to the growing
body of literature on tattooing..." —International Tattooing

FILM/POP CULTURE
Paperback, 6 x 9 inches, 240 pages
ISBN 0-9651042-7-3

WOMEN'S STUDIES/CULTURAL HISTORY/BODY ART
Paperback, 8.5 x 11 inches, 192 pages, over 200 halftone photos
ISBN 1-890451-00-2

$15.95
(Cnd $24.95)

$23.95
(Cnd $37.00)

HIGH PRIEST OF
CALIFORNIA
by Charles Willeford
Russell Haxby is a ruthless used car
salesman
obsessed
with
manipulating and cavorting with
married women. In this classic
hard-boiled
fiction,
Charles
Willeford crafts a wry, sardonic tale
of hypocrisy, intrigue, and lust set in San Francisco in the early
fifties. In HIGH PRIEST OF CALIFORNIA, every sentence masks

innuendo, every detail hides a clue, and every used car sale is as
outrageous as every seduction.
"The prose is clean and tough and flows easily."
—The New York Times Book Review
"A tempo so relentless, words practically fly off the page."
—Village Voice

an easy one to make."

"Fans of ambient music, acid jazz,
ethno-techno, even industrial rock,
will find the leap back to these genres
—Rolling Stone

INCREDIBLY STRANGE MUSIC is a comprehensive guide to little-known

yet amazing vinyl recordings—mostly from the 50s, 60s, and 70s—
like Muhammad Ali Fights Tooth Decay, layne Mansfield reading
Shakespeare, Tchaikovsky and Me, Sebastion Cabot (yes, Mr. French
of Family Affair) "singing" songs by Bob Dylan, and tons more!

Charles Willeford was the author of several books of fiction,
poetry, and essays. His Hoke Mosely detective novels are classic in
the genre. MIAMI BLUES, his best-known novel, was made into a
film. Charles Willeford died in 1988.

Impress your friends! Drive your roommates out! with • Brazilian
Psychodelic • Outer Space • Exotica-Ploitation • Singing Truck Drivers
• Yodeling • Abstract Female Vocals • Religious Ventriloquism • Sitar
Rock • Theremin • Mallet Mischief • Phantom Surfers • Moog • Music
for Bachelors • Hot Boppin' Girls • Eartha Kitt • "Where Did You
Come From?" by Art Linketter • "Satan Is Real" by the Louvin
Brothers • "U.S. Senator Robert Byrd, Mountain Fiddler" • etc.!

FICTION/MYSTERY/DRAMA
.Paperback, 5 x 7 inches, 148 pages
ISBN 0-940642-30-1

MUSIC/LOUNGE CULTURE
Paperback, 7 x 9 inches, 176 pages, lots of photos
ISBN 0-940642-21-2

$10.99
(Cnd $17.00)

$17.99
(Cnd $27.95)

Mine is the bittersweet tale of a sick little boy who found solace in
his penis at a time when all else conspired to snuff him out, or, at the
very least, fill his miserably short life span with more than its share
of pain, discomfort and humiliation. The penis seemed to thrive on
whatever shit the rest of the body was subjected to and rose to the
occasion of each onslaught, soaking it up like a sponge, or, to be
more succinct, the corpus spongiosum became full of itself and my
stupid prick danced in the spotlight of sickness and suffering. That
first swat on the ass from the obstetrician's skilled hands not only
started my diseased lungs sputtering to life, but it also sent a shock
wave through my sphincter, up my tiny rectum, and straight into the
shaft of my shiny new penis, which ever since then has had this crazy
idea in its head that pain and sex were one in the same.

Bob Flanagan grew up with Cystic Fibrosis (a genetically inherited, nearly-always
fatal disease). He died at the age of 43, one of the oldest people with the disease. The
physical pain of his childhood suffering was principally alleviated by masturbation
and sexual experimentation, where pain and pleasure became inextricable linked,
resulting in his lifelong practice of extreme masochism.
In deeply confessional interviews, Bob details his sexual practices and his
extraordinary relationship with long-term partner and Mistress, photographer Sheree
Rose. Through his insider's perspective on the Sado-Masochistic community, we
learn firsthand about branding, piercing, whipping, bondage and endurance trials.
The most extreme narratives are infused with humor, honesty and self-reflective
irony.
"Bob Flanagan is our Virgil in this personal hell. His frank interviews in Bob
Flanagan: Super-Masochist offer an eloquent tour through the psychic terrain of
SM, discussing the most severe sexual diversions with the humorous detachment
of a shy, clean-living nerd. I came away from the book wanting to know this man."
—DETAILS MAGAZINE
"The photos and lengthy question-and-answer sessions with Bob Flanagan bring
us as close as any outsider can be to the compulsions and—in Flanagan's case—
the artistry of SM thought and application. What seems barbaric and cruel, however,
turns out to have a tenderness and respect as Sheree Rose (his lover and 'mistress'
of 14 years) describes her love for Flanagan as a man who 'faces death every day'
on his own terms. What Flanagan stands for and the powerful emotions he evokes
in us are hard to forget."—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

Bob Flanagan was a critically-acclaimed poet from the Los Angeles Beyond
Baroque literary scene and a performance artist. He worked on projects with
visual artist Mike Kelley and the bands Sonic Youth and Nine Inch Nails. Bob
was the subject matter for the highly praised film documentary Sick, winner of
the Sundance Jury Award.

ISBN

2-890451-06-6

$16.99

